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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, p. i. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPEINTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE: REAL-TIME DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS ANDNETWORKS1. Introdution. The ontents of this Speial Issue is omposed of extended versions of eight paperspresented at the 2008 edition of the Real-Time Software Workshop (RTS�08), held in Otober 2008, in Wisªa,Poland, as a part of the IMCSIT 2008 (International Multi-onferene on Computer Siene and InformationTehnology). The papers inluded in this issue all fous on Real-Time Distributed Systems and Networks.Papers from other fous areas of the RTS�08 workshop were submitted for publiation elsewhere, and some odthem have reently appeared [1℄.2. Contents of This Issue. The area of real-time distributed systems and networks is very broad, whihis re�eted by the types of papers inluded here. However, the papers an be ategorized based on the systemsdevelopment perspetive. In this view, one an group papers in three essential ategories, regarding whetherthey deal with the methods, tehniques, or tools for system development.Papers in the methods ategory vary from more theoretial to pratial aspets of distributed system designand development. At the theoretial end, Le Berre et al. present a state-based modeling approah to analyzingdistributed embedded systems, based on the Temporal Logi of Ations, TLA+. More pratial approahes arepresented in two other papers. Galdun et al. disuss a method for inreasing reliability in networked ontrolsystems via redundany, and demonstrate it in a ase study of a 4-rotor heliopter. Gonnord and Babau, in turn,disuss resoure management in embedded systems, by handling resoure onstraints using quality-of-servieriteria, and demonstrate it for an image proessing example using their framework named Qinna.Furthermore, Moritz et al. propose a method for handling real-time apable embedded web servies, andapply it in a mobile robot ase study, while Binotto et al. o�er a new method of dynami task reon�guration,in an aspet oriented framework, and apply it in a UAV based surveillane system.Regarding more spei� tehniques for real-time distributed system development, two papers are inludedhere. Martinez et al. give an appliation perspetive on two ase studies in wireless sensor networks: a healtharesystem and a networked ontrol system. Finally, Song disusses a variety of loalization tehniques for mobilesensor networks. The only paper related to tools, by Rzo«a et al., disussing a development environment forprogramming small ontrollers, based on the IEC Std 61131-3, onludes this speial issue.3. Conlusion. In this Editor�s opinion, the eight papers presented here provide a good, although se-letive, overview of the subjet area, and o�er an interesting perspetive on problems and related solutions inreal-time distributed systems and networks.For preparation of the RTS�08 Workshop thanks are due to the Workshop Program Committee o-hairs,Professors Wojieh Grega from AGH University of Siene and Tehnology, in Kraków, Poland, and AndrewKorneki from Embry-Riddle Aeronautial University, in Daytona Beah, Florida, USA.Janusz Zalewski,SCPE Editorial Board Member and RTS'08 Workshop Co-Chair,Dept. of Computer Siene,Florida Gulf Coast University,Fort Myers, FL 33965,USA,zalewski�fgu.edu REFERENCES[1℄ J. Zalewski, Guest Editor, Speial issue on real-time safety-ritial systems, Innovations in Systems and Software Engi-neering, 5(2), pp. 95�161 (June 2009).
i





Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 229�239. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPEREAL TIME BEHAVIOR OF DATAIN DISTRIBUTED EMBEDDED SYSTEMS∗TANGUY LE BERRE, PHILIPPE MAURAN, GÉRARD PADIOU, PHILIPPE QUÉINNEC†Abstrat. Nowadays, embedded systems appear more and more as distributed systems strutured as a set of ommuniatingomponents. Therefore, they show a less deterministi global behavior than entralized systems and their design and analysismust address both omputation and ommuniation sheduling in more omplex on�gurations. We propose a modeling frameworkentered on data. More preisely, the interations between the data loated in omponents are expressed in terms of a so-alledobservation relation. This abstration is a relation between the values taken by two variables, a soure and an image, where theimage gets past values of the soure. We extend this abstration with time onstraints in order to speify and analyze the availabilityof timely sound values.The formal desription of the observation-based omputation model is stated using the formalism of transition systems, wherereal time is handled as a dediated variable. As a �rst result, this approah allows to fous on speifying time onstraints attahedto data and to postpone task and ommuniation sheduling matters. At this level of abstration, the designer has to speifytime properties about the timeline of data suh as their freshness, stability, lateny. . .As a seond result, a veri�ation of theglobal onsisteny of the spei�ed system an be automatially performed. The veri�ation proess an start either from the timedproperties (e.g. the period) of data inputs or from the timed requirements of data outputs (e.g. the lateny). Lastly, ommuniationprotools and task sheduling strategies an be derived as a re�nement towards an atual implementation.Key words: real time data, distributed systems, veri�ation1. Introdution. Distributed Real Time Embedded (DRE) systems are inreasingly widespread and om-plex. In this ontext, we propose a modeling framework entered on data to speify and analyze the real timebehavior of these DRE systems. More preisely, suh systems are strutured as time-triggered ommuniatingomponents. Instead of fousing on the spei�ation and veri�ation of time onstraints upon omputationsstrutured as a set of tasks, we hoose to onsider data interations between omponents. These interationsare expressed in terms of an abstration alled observation, whih aims at expressing the impossibility for a siteto maintain an instant knowledge of other sites. In this paper, we extend this observation with time onstraintslimiting the time shift indued by distribution. Starting from this modeling framework, the spei�ation andveri�ation of real time data behaviors an be arried out.In a �rst step, we outline some related works whih have adopted similar approahes but in di�erent ontextsand/or di�erent formal frameworks.Then, we desribe the underlying formal system used to develop our distributed real time omputationmodel, namely state transition systems. In this formal framework, we de�ne a dediated relation alled obser-vation to desribe data interations. An observation relation desribes an invariant property between so-alledsoure and image variables. Informally, at any exeution point, the history of the image variable is a sub-historyof the soure variable. Atually, the soure is an arbitrary state expression. An observation abstrats the rela-tion between the inputs and the outputs of a ommuniation protool or between the arguments and the resultsof a omputation.To express timed properties on the variables and their relation, we extend the framework so as to be ableto desribe the timeline of state variables. Therefore, for eah state variable x, its timeline, an abstration ofits time behavior, is introdued in terms of an auxiliary variable x̂ whih reords its update instants. Then,real time onstraints on data, for instane periodiity or steadiness, are expressed by relating these dediatedvariables and the urrent time. These auxiliary variables are also used to restrit the time shift between thesoure and the image of an observation: the semantis of the observation relation is extended to allow to relatethe time behavior of a soure and of an image by expressing di�erent properties, suh as the time lag betweenthe urrent value of the image and its orresponding soure value.The real time onstraints about data behavior an be spei�ed by means of these timed observations asillustrated in an automotive speed ontrol example.Lastly, we disuss the possibility to hek the onsisteny of a spei�ation stated in terms of timed ob-servations. A spei�ation is onsistent if and only if the veri�ation proess an onstrut orret exeutions.
∗An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 3rd Real-Time Software Workshop, RTS2008, in Wisla, Poland, Otober 20,2008.
†Université de Toulouse�IRIT, 2, rue Charles Camihel, 31071 Toulouse, FRANCE {tleberre, mauran, padiou,queinne}�enseeiht.fr 229



230 Tanguy Le Berre, Philippe Mauran, Gérard Padiou, and Philippe QuéinneHowever, the target systems are potentially in�nite and an equivalent �nite state transition system must bederived from the initial one before veri�ation. The feasibility of this transformation is based upon assumptionsabout �nite bounds of the time onstraints.2. State of the Art. We are interested in systems suh as sensors networks. Our goal is to guarantee thatthe input data dispathed to proessing units are timely sound despite the time shift introdued by the transit ofdata. Most approahes taken to hek timed properties of distributed systems are based on studying the timedbehavior of tasks. For example, works suh as [10℄ propose to inlude the timed properties of ommuniationin lassial sheduling analysis.Our approah is state-based and not event-based. We express the timed requirements as safety propertiesthat must be satis�ed in all states. The de�nition of these properties do not refer to the events of the systemand is only based on the values of the system variables. We depart from sheduling analysis by fousing on thevariables behavior and not onsidering the tasks and related system events. Our intent is to allow the developerto give a more delarative statement of the system properties, easier to write and less error-prone. Indeed,reasoning about state prediates is usually simpler than reasoning about a set of valid sequenes of events.Others approahes based on variables are mainly related to the �eld of databases. For example, the variablessemantis and their timed validity domain are used in [12℄ to optimize transation sheduling in databases. Ourwork stands at a higher level sine we propose to give an abstrat desription of the system in terms of aspei�ation of relations between data. For instane, our framework an be used to hek the orretness of analgorithm with regards to the aging of the variables values. It an also be used to speify a system withoutknowing its implementation.Similar works use temporal logi to speify the system. For example, in [2℄, OCL onstraints are used tode�ne the temporal validity domain of variables. A variation of TCTL is used to hek the system synhroniza-tion and prevent a value from being used out of its validity domain. This work also de�nes timed onstraints onthe behavior and the relations between appliation variables, but these relations are de�ned using events suhas message sending whereas our de�nitions are based on the variable values.In [9℄, onstraints between intervals during whih state variables remain stable are de�ned by means ofAllen's linear temporal logi. In other words, this approah also uses an abstration of the data timelines interms of stability intervals. However, the onstraints remain logial and do not relate to real time. Nevertheless,the authors expet to apply this approah in the ontext of autonomous embedded systems.Using a semantis based on state transition system, we give a framework whih aims at desribing therelations between the data in a system, and speifying the required timed properties of the system.3. Theoretial settings.3.1. State Transition System. Models used in this paper are based on state transition systems. Ourwork uses the TLA+ formalism [7℄, but this paper does not require any prior knowledge of TLA+. A state isan assignment of values to variables. A transition relation is a prediate on pairs of states. A transition systemis a ouple (set of states, transition relation). A step is a pair of states whih satis�es the transition relation.An exeution σ is any in�nite sequene of states σ0σ1 . . . σi . . . suh that two onseutive states form a step. Wenote σi → σi+1 the step between the two onseutive states σi and σi+1.A temporal prediate is a prediate on exeutions; we note σ |= P when the exeution σ satis�es the prediate
P . Suh a prediate is generally written in linear temporal logi. A state expression e (in short, an expression)is a formula on variables; the value of e in a state σi is noted e.σi. The sequene of values taken by e during anexeution σ is noted e.σ. A state prediate is a boolean-valued expression on states.3.2. Introduing Time. We onsider real time properties of the system data. To distinguish them from(logial) temporal properties, suh properties are alled timed properties. Time is integrated in our transitionsystem in a simple way, as desribed in [1℄: time is represented by a variable T taking values in an in�nitetotally ordered set, suh as N or R

+. T is an inreasing and unbound variable. There is no ondition on thedensity of time, and moreover, it makes no di�erene whether time is ontinuous or disrete (see disussionin [8℄). However, as an exeution is a sequene of states, the atual sequene of values taken by T during agiven exeution is neessarily disrete. This is the digital lok view of the real world. Note that we refer tothe variable T to study time and that we do not use the usual timed traes notation.



Real Time Behavior of Data in Distributed Embedded Systems 231An exeution an be seen as a sequene of snapshots of the system, eah taken at some instant of time. Werequire that there are �enough� snapshots, that is that no variable an have di�erent values at the same timeand so in the same snapshot. Any hange in the system implies time passing.De�nition 3.1 (Separation) An exeution σ is separated if and only if for any variable x:
∀i, j : T.σi = T.σj ⇒ x.σi = x.σjIn the following, we onsider only separated exeutions. This allows to timestamp hanges of variables andensures a onsistent omputation model.3.3. Cloks. Let us onsider a totally ordered set of values D, suh as N or R

+. A lok is a (sub-)appro-ximation of a sequene of D values. We note [X → Y ] the set of all funtions whose domain is X and whoserange is any subset of Y .De�nition 3.2 (Clok) A lok c is a funtion in [D → D] suh that:
• it never outgrows its argument value:
∀t ∈ D : c(t) ≤ t

• it is monotonously inreasing:
∀t, t′ ∈ D : t < t′ ⇒ c(t) ≤ c(t′)

• It is lively:
∀t ∈ D : ∃t′ ∈ D : c(t′) > c(t)The prediate clock(c) is true if the funtion c is a lok.In the following, loks are used to haraterize the timed behavior of variables. They are de�ned on thevalues taken by the time variable T , to express a time delayed behavior, as well as on the indies of the sequeneof states, to express a logial preedene.4. Spei�ation of Data Timed Behavior. We introdue here the relation and properties used in ourframework to desribe the properties that must be satis�ed by a system. Our approah is state-based and givesthe relation that must be satis�ed in all states. We de�ne the observation relation to desribe the relationbetween variables. A way to desribe the timed behavior of variables, that is properties of the history of data,is introdued. We then extend the observation relation to enable the expression of timed onstraints on thebehavior of system variables linked by observations. For that purpose we de�ne prediates whih bind andonstraint relevant instants of the timeline of the soure and the image of an observation. These prediates areexpressed as bounds on the di�erene between two relevant instants.4.1. The Observation Relation. We de�ne an observation relation on state transition systems as in [5℄.The observation relation is used to abstrat a value orrelation between variables. Namely, the observationrelation states that the values taken by one variable are values previously taken by another variable or stateexpression.In the basi ase, the observation relation binds two variables, the soure x and the image ‘x, and denotesthat the history of the variable ‘x is a sub-history of the variable x. The relation is de�ned by a ouple

< source, image > and the existene of at least a lok that de�nes for eah state whih one of the previousvalues of the soure is taken by the image. This de�nition is atually given to allow any state expression (aformula on variables) as the soure1. The formal de�nition is:De�nition 4.1 (Observation) The variable ‘x is an observation of the state expression e in exeution σ:
σ � ‘x≺· e i�:

∃ c ∈ [N → N] : clock(c) ∧ ∀i : ‘x.σi = e.σc(i)

1As we ould introdue a new variable aliased to this expression, we often talk, in the following, of the soure variable. This isto simplify the wording and the desription.
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c(i) 0 0 0 0 3 4 4 5 6 8Fig. 4.1. The Observation RelationThis relation states that any value of ‘x is a previous value of e. Due to the properties of the observationlok c, ‘x is assigned e values in aordane with the hronologial order. Moreover, c always eventuallyinreases, so ‘x is always eventually updated with a new value of e. Figure 4.1 shows an example of anobservation relation binding two variables x and ‘x.The observation an be used to abstrat ommuniation in a distributed system, as well as to abstratomputations:
• Communiation onsists in transferring the value of a loal variable to a remote one. Communiationtime and lak of synhronization reate a lag between the soure and the image, whih is modeled by

remote≺· local.
• In state transition systems, an expression f(X) models an instantaneous omputation. By writing

y ≺· f(X), we model the fat that a omputation takes time and that the value of y is based on thevalue of X at the beginning of the omputation. Here X an be a tuple of variables, aording tothe arity of f : given X = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉, the observation σ |= ‘x≺· f(X) means that ∃ c ∈ [N → N] :
clock(c) ∧ ∀i : ‘x.σi = f(x1.σc(i), . . . , xn.σc(i)). As the same lok is used, all values of the inputs (X)are read at the same time, implying a synhronous behavior.Additional observation relations an be introdued to model an asynhronous reading of the inputs. Forinstane, ‘a≺· a, ‘b≺· b, c≺· f(‘a, ‘b) models a system where a and b are independently read (the �rsttwo observations), and then c is omputed through a funtion f .Note that the observation de�nition does not refer to real time and only models an arbitrary delay in termsof state sequenes. Real time properties will now be introdued.4.2. The Timeline of Variables. In order to state properties about the timed behavior of a variable x,we want to be able to refer to the last time x was updated. These are alled the update instants and form itstimeline x̂. The de�nition of x̂ is based on the history of the values taken by x and aptures the instants wheneah value of x appeared, e.g. the beginning of eah ourrene.De�nition 4.2 (timeline) For a separated exeution σ and a variable x, the variable x̂ is the timeline of xand is de�ned by:

∀i : x̂.σi = T.σmin{j|∀k∈[j..i]: x.σi=x.σk}The timeline x̂ is built from the history of x values and is a sequene of update instants. For a variable xand a state σi, the update instant of x in σi is de�ned as the value taken by the time T at the earliest statewhen the value x.σi appeared and ontinuously remained unhanged until state σi.Note that the developer may provide an expliit de�nition of x̂, without having to desribe the atual valuesof x, e.g. by stating that x is periodially updated.
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i-1Fig. 4.2. Graph of x̂When x is updated and its value hanges then the value of x̂ is also updated. Conversely if x̂ hanges then
x is updated. This property allows us to rely exlusively on the values of x̂ to study the timed properties of x.We also de�ne the instant Next(x̂) that returns, at eah state, the next value of x̂ and thus the next instantwhen the value of x is updated, i. e. the instant when the urrent value disappears. If x is stable at a state σi(no new update), then Next(x̂).σi = +∞.As in the ase of soure variable versus soure expression, the de�nition of a timeline x̂, whih is given for avariable x, is atually valid for a state expression. For the sake of larity, we will one again talk of �variables�where �state expressions� ould equally be used in the remainder of this setion.4.3. Behavior of Variables. The timeline x̂ is used to desribe the timed behavior of a variable x. Inthis paper, we fous on spei� kinds of variables. We expet eah value of eah variable to remain unhangedfor a bounded number of time units. We want to be able to express the minimum and the maximum durationbetween two onseutive updates. This allows to desribe two basi behaviors: a sporadi variable keeps eahvalue for a minimum duration, and on the ontrary, a lively variable has to be updated often, no value an bekept longer than a given duration. These properties are formulated by bounds on the di�erene between x̂ and
Next(x̂), using a property alled Steadiness applied to a variable. These bounds denote how long eah valueof x an be kept.De�nition 4.3 (Steadiness) The steadiness of a variable x in the range [δ, ∆] is de�ned by:

σ � x {Steadiness(δ, ∆)} ,
∀i : δ ≤ Next(x̂).σi − x̂.σi < ∆

∆ − δ is the jitter on x updates. More elaborate properties an be derived from the steadiness property.For example, we an introdue a stronger property, periodiity, where no time drift is allowed.



234 Tanguy Le Berre, Philippe Mauran, Gérard Padiou, and Philippe QuéinneDe�nition 4.4 (Periodiity) A variable x is periodi of period P with jitter J and phase φ i�:
σ � x {Periodic(P, J, Φ)} ,

x {Steadiness(P − 2J, P + 2J)}∧
∀i : ∃n ∈ N : x̂.σi ∈ [φ + nP − J, φ + nP + J ]Suh a variable is updated around all instants φ+ nP . Note that J must verify J < P/4 to ensure that thevariable is updated one and only one per period.4.4. Timed Observation. We use the onept of timeline to extend the observation relation with timedharateristis. The timed onstraints that extend the observation must apture the lateny introdued by theobservation and the timeline of the soure to produe the timeline of the image. We de�ne a set of prediateson the instants haraterizing the soure and the image timelines and the observation lok. Formally, a timedobservation is de�ned as follows:De�nition 4.5 (Timed Observation) A timed observation is de�ned as an observation satisfying a set ofprediates.

σ � ‘x≺· e







Predicate1(δ1, ∆1),
P redicate2(δ2, ∆2),

. . .







,

∃c ∈ [N → N] : clock(c) ∧
∀i : ‘x.σi = e.σc(i) ∧
Predicate1(c, δ1, ∆1)∧
Predicate2(c, δ2, ∆2) . . .The prediates that an be used to desribe the timed properties of the relation between two variables are thefollowing ones:De�nition 4.6 Given a variable ‘x and a state expression e suh that σ � ‘x≺· e with a clock c ∈ [N → N], theprediates are:

Lag(c, δ, ∆) , δ ≤ ‘x̂.σi − ê.σc(i) < ∆

Stability(c, δ, ∆) , δ ≤ Next(ê).σc(i) − ê.σc(i) < ∆

Latency(c, δ, ∆) , δ ≤ T.σi − ê.σc(i) < ∆

Medium(c, δ, ∆) , δ ≤ T.σi − T.σc(i) < ∆

Freshness(c, δ, ∆) , δ ≤ T.σc(i) − ê.σc(i) < ∆

F itness(c, δ, ∆) , δ ≤ Next(ê).σc(i) − T.σc(i) < ∆When no lower (resp. upper) bound is signi�ant, 0 (resp. +∞) should be used.These prediates have to be true at every state and every instant. The de�nition of an observation isdone by stating whih prediates must be satis�ed. So far, this set has been su�ient to express the di�erentbehaviors that we had to analyze, but it an be extended.
• Prediate Lag is used to bound the duration between an update of the soure and an update of theimage. An upper bound states that, when the image is updated, it must be updated with an expressionof soure that was updated in a reent time. A lower bound states that when there is an update of thesoure, the new value annot be used to update the image before the lower bound has elapsed.
• Prediate Lateny bound in eah state the time elapsed sine the assignment of the image's urrentvalue on the soure.
• Prediate Stability is used to �lter soures values depending on their duration. For example we aneliminate transient values and keep sporadi ones, or the ontrary.
• The observation lok and the di�erene i − c(i) give the logial delay introdued by the observation.Prediate Medium bounds the temporal delay related to this logial delay. So the bounds state thatthere must exist a logial delay induing a temporal delay satisfying the bounds, i. e. in eah state,there must be one previous state so that the time elapsed sine that state is below this upper boundand above the lower bound and so that the image's urrent value was assigned on the soure. A lowerbound an be used to state that a value of the soure annot appear on the soure before this lowerbound has elapsed and so this bounds denotes a ommuniation or omputation time.
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• Prediates Freshness and Fitness are used to de�ne intervals of time, relative to the update instants, thatthe observation lok is prevented to refer. So the logial delay that satis�es the prediate Medium mustrefer to an instant that satis�es the Freshness and Fitness prediates. An upper bound on Freshnessprevents states where the value of the soure is not fresh anymore to be referred. For example, aonjuntion of Medium and Freshness prediates states that the urrent value of the image must havebeen available on the soure reently and that it was still fresh at these instants. On the ontrary, alower bound on Freshness denotes an impossibility to aess a value just after its assignment. Fitnessallows or forbids the states depending on the time remaining until the soure value is updated. A lowerbound prevents to refer to a state where the value is about to be updated.Note that, at the beginning of an exeution, some prediates suh as Medium annot be satis�ed. In orderto address this problem, the timed prediates do not have to be satis�ed in initial states. The image values arereplaed by a given default value. This extension is similar to the �followed by� operator → in Lustre [6℄.5. Speifying a System in Terms of Timed Observations.5.1. A Brief Desription. As an example, we onsider a simpli�ed ar ruise ontrol system. The goalof suh a system is to ontrol the throttle and the brakes in order to reah and keep a given target speed. Thesystem is omposed of several interating omponents (see Figure 5.1):
• a speed monitor, whih omputes the urrent speed, based on a sensor ounting wheel turns;
• the throttle atuator, whih ontrols the engine;
• the brakes, whih slow down the ar;
• the ontrol system whih handles the speed depending on the urrent and the hosen speed;
• a ommuniation bus whih links the devies and the ontrol system.The environment, the driver, and the engine in�uene the speed of the ar. One the ruise ontrol is ativatedand a target speed is hosen, the ontrol system an hoose either to aelerate by inreasing the voltage of thethrottle atuator or to deelerate by dereasing this voltage and by using brakes. In order to ensure a reativebehavior, eah ommand issued by the ruise ontrol system must be arried out within a given time limit.Eah omponent uses and/or produes data. We use observations to speify the system and haraterizeorret exeutions.5.2. Data and Observations. Firstly, we de�ne the state variables of the ruise ontrol system, and webind these variables using observation relations.The speed monitor omputes the values of a variable speed, and these values are sent to the ontrol systemas a variable ‘speed. We express this as an observation ‘speed≺· speed.The hoies of the ontrol system are based on the urrent speed and more preisely on the value of ‘speed.Two funtions are used to ompute the values used as inputs by the brakes and by the throttle atuator. Using thespeed values, we ompute the values of two variables: throttle≺· control1(‘speed) and brake≺· control2(‘speed).Lastly, the values of throttle and brake are delivered to dediated devies into variables ‘throttle and ‘brake,suh that ‘throttle≺· throttle and ‘brake≺· brake.
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speed {Steadiness(δ1, +∞)}

throttle {Steadiness(δ2, +∞)}
brake {Steadiness(δ3, +∞)}- ommuniations:

‘speed≺· speed {Medium(δ4, +∞)}
‘throttle≺· throttle {Medium(δ4, +∞)}

‘brake≺· brake {Medium(δ4, +∞)}- omputations:
throttle≺· control1(‘speed) {Medium(δ5, +∞)}
brake≺· control2(‘speed) {Medium(δ6, +∞)}- omplete proessing hains:
‘throttle≺· control1(speed) {Latency(0, ∆)}
‘brake≺· control2(speed) {Latency(0, ∆)}Fig. 5.2. System Spei�ation5.3. Requirements and Properties. We express the requirements and known timed properties of thesystem, and we state them as harateristis of the system variables and observations. These harateristis aregiven in Figure 5.2.The speed is omputed using the ratio of the number of wheel turns to the elapsed time. A minimum timeis required to produe a signi�ant result. Thus, there must be a minimum time δ1 between eah update of

speed. Also, due to sheduling onstraints, there must be a minimum time δ2 (respetively δ3) between eahomputation and update, of throttle (respetively brake).Eah ommuniation on the bus takes a minimum transit time, regardless of the ommuniating protoolthat is hosen. Prediate Medium (see De�nition 4.6) is used to de�ne a lower bound on the observationsexpressing ommuniation. Similarly, we represent the minimum omputation time of funtions control1 and
control2, by means of prediate Medium.We expet eah data to be used soon enough after eah update. More preisely, we want eah ommandissued to the brake or to the throttle to be based on fresh values of the speed. Thus, we require the ompleteproessing hain to be ompleted in a short enough time.A omposition of observations is an observation, for example if y≺· x and z ≺· f(y) then z ≺· f(x) [5℄. We usethis property to de�ne the proessing hains relating ‘throttle and ‘brake to speed, via ′speed as observations,whih enables us to express the requirements on the duration of the proessing hains as upper bounds of
Latency prediates (see De�nition 4.6) on these observations. Note that, although the Latency upper bound(∆) is the only upper bound given in the system spei�ation, it impliitly sets upper bounds on the Mediumand Steadiness harateristis of the other observations and variables of valid exeutions.5.4. Case Study Analysis. The goal of the analysis is to prove that the spei�ation is onsistent and thatthere is at least one exeution satisfying the requirements. In our example, a nonempty set of valid exeutionsensures the availability of timely sound values. From this set, we an dedue the required update frequeny ofthe speed variable. For example, we hek the existene of a maximum time aeptable between eah update.We analyze the admissible values of the Medium to dedue the ommuniation and omputation times thatare permitted. Then, we determine the possible values of the observation loks in the states orresponding tothe timeline of the image. These values give the instants at whih the values of the soure are aught and so,for example the instants when a message must be sent or when a omputation must start.For all these properties, a hoie must be done. For example, hoosing a set of exeutions may alleviate thebounds on ommuniation time but then redue the instants when the message must be sent.6. System Analysis. We give here properties of our framework based on observations in order to arryout an analysis. A system spei�ed with observation relations must be analyzed to hek the onsisteny of thespei�ation, i. e. if there exists an exeution satisfying the spei�ation.We disuss the analysis method in a disrete ontext. The semantis of the spei�ation is restrited by



Real Time Behavior of Data in Distributed Embedded Systems 237disretizing time: i. e. the values taken by time T are in N. For disussion about the loss of information usingdisrete time instead of dense time and defending our hoie, see [8℄ for example.6.1. Feasibility of a Spei�ation. Given a spei�ation based on our framework, the value of T isunbounded and we have no restrition on the values that an be taken by variables. Therefore the systemde�ned by the spei�ation is in�nite. Nevertheless, we an build a �nite system equivalent to the spei�ationfor the timed properties studied with this framework. This allows us to model-hek the onsisteny of thespei�ation in a �nite time. Here are the main priniples of this proof. The de�nition of a �nite systembisimilar to the original one is based on two equivalene relations.Sine the sope of this framework is to hek the satisfation of timed requirements, we fous on the auxiliaryvariables used to desribe the timeline of eah appliation variable. We de�ne a system where only variablesdenoting instants are kept, i. e. the variable desribing the timelines and the observation loks. The statesand transitions of the system are de�ned by the values of these variables and the satisfation of observationsand variables properties. Allowed states and transitions do not depend on the values that an be taken byeah variable but on the instants desribing their timeline and on the observation loks. Thus, when we builda system where only these instants are onsidered, we do not lose or add any harateristis about the timedbehavior of the system. We de�ne an equivalene where two states are equivalent if and only if the observationloks and the timeline variables are equal. This equivalene is used to build a bisimilarity relation between thespei�ed system and the one built upon only the instants.The seond reason preventing to onsider a bounded number of states is the lak of bound on time. Thevalues of the timelines and observation loks are also unbounded. In order to redue the possible values thatan be taken by the system variables denoting instants, we de�ne a system where all values of the instants arestored modulo the length of an analysis interval. We denote this number as L. L must be arefully hosen,greater than the upper bounds on the variables Steadiness and the observations Latency harateristis and ithas to be a multiple of the variable periods.Suh a number L only exists if all variables and observations have upper bounded harateristis. When thesoure of an observation is bounded and so is the observation, suh a bound is dedued for the image. Restritingthe behavior by expeting variables to be frequently updated and the shift introdued by distribution to bebounded seems onsistent for suh real time systems.In the system de�ned by the spei�ation, transitions are based on di�erenes between the instants hara-terizing the variable timelines. These di�erenes annot exeed the hosen length L. Thus, for eah state, if thevalue of the time T is known and if the values of the other variables are known modulo L, then for eah variablethere is only one possible real value that an be omputed using the value of T . Consequently, onsideringthe lok values modulo this length does not add or remove any behavior of the original system. We de�ne anequivalene where two states are equivalent if the timelines and the observation loks are equal modulo L. Asystem built by onsidering all values modulo L is bisimilar with the original system using this equivalene.Based on these two equivalenes, we build a system by removing variables whih do not denote timelinesor observation loks and by onsidering the values modulo L. This system is bisimilar to the spei�ation andpreserves the timed properties. Sine all values are bounded by the length of the analysis interval and thereis a bounded number of values, it de�nes a system with a bounded number of states. This result proves thedeidability of the framework for the veri�ation of safety properties that an be done using the �nite system.6.2. Complexity. We have proved the existene of a �nite system equivalent to our system. We give herethe omplexity of a proess to e�etively build this equivalent �nite system. In order to build a transition from astate to a new state, we build a set of inequalities dedued from the properties of the previous state and from theobservations and variables properties. To solve this set of inequalities and dedue the possible values of instantvariables in the new state, we use di�erene bound matries [4℄. Considering a system where n variables arestudied, the size of eah matrix is O(n2), and the omplexity for reduing it to its anonial form and buildingthe new state is O(n3) [4℄. The maximum number of states to build depends on all possible ombinations ofvalues taken by variables. Eah timed variable an take values between 0 and L and the number of instantvariables is a multiple of n, so we have O(Ln) states. Lastly, the omplexity to build the system is O(n3 ∗ Ln).Considering the memory, we have to store O(Ln) states and O(L2n) transitions. Therefore this diret approahis tehnially feasible only with small enough systems. The omplexity is more heavily impated by the numberof variables (n) than by the analysis interval (L).



238 Tanguy Le Berre, Philippe Mauran, Gérard Padiou, and Philippe Quéinne6.3. Veri�ation of an Implementation. A seond goal is to hek that an implementation is orretwith regard to a spei�ation based on observations. This approah is fully desribed in [13℄ and is only hintedhere.As all timed properties are safety properties, an implementation is orret if no exeution deadloks (so asto ensure liveness) and all its exeutions are inluded in the exeutions de�ned by the spei�ation.In order to hek the satisfation of the spei�ation by an implementation, we give a model of the spe-i�ation in the same semantis we use to model an implementation. Suh a model is desribed by de�ningelementary transitions. An elementary transition relation models the evolution of the values states of avail-ability in the observation relations of the system. These elementary transition relations are used to build thevariable transition relation of the image of an observation. The variable transition relations are then used tobuild the global transition relation.One both the spei�ation and the implementations have been translated into suh transition relations, wemust verify that the model of the spei�ation simulates the implementation. In order to hek this property, webuild a state transition system similar to the synhronized produt of labelled transition systems. The ationsare used as labels on the transitions of the systems.6.4. Other Approahes. Sine our approah relies on the TLA+ formalism, we ould have used thedediated tool TLC, the TLA+ model heker. A logial de�nition of the observation requires the temporalexistential quanti�er ∃∃∃∃∃∃ , whih is not implemented in TLC. Therefore a onrete de�nition of the observationbased on an expliit observation lok has been used. It is only after we have redued the system to a �nite onethat a model heker suh as TLC ould be used.To be able to more preisely haraterize exeutions satisfying the spei�ation, we urrently explore meth-ods to build these exeutions more easily. A �rst proposal is to redue the omplexity of suh a proess byrelying on proofs on system properties. The proof approah an easily be used only under ertain onditionsand in order to proeed to some system simpli�ations. For example, a periodi soure indues properties forits image through an observation. Using these properties redues the number of states we have to build byforeasting some impossible ases. Proving the full orretness of the system is possible but it is omplex andit has not been automatized yet.Another way is to use ontroller synthesis methods [3℄. Properties of the observation an be expressed assafety properties using LTL and be derived as Bühi automata [11℄. Two automata desribe the behavior ofthe soure and the image of an observation, exhanging values through a queue. Restritions an be addedto introdue the used implementation and its ompatibility with exeutions de�ned by the spei�ation. Theomplexity of ontroller synthesis methods has still to be explored.7. Conlusion. We propose an approah foused on variables instead of tasks and proesses, to modeland analyze distributed real time systems. We speify an abstrat model postponing task and ommuniationsheduling. Based on the state transition system semantis extended by a timed referential, we express relationsbetween variables and the timed properties of variables and ommuniations. These properties are used to hekthe freshness of values, their stability, and the onsisteny of requirements. A possible analysis is to build a�nite system bisimilar to the spei�ed one. The results are used to help implementation hoies.Perspetives are to searh other methods that derease the omplexity of the analysis of a spei�ationand to use this approah with di�erent examples to expand the number of available properties and inreaseexpressiveness. We also work on using analysis results to help generating an implementation satisfying thespei�ation. REFERENCES[1℄ M. Abadi and L. Lamport, An old-fashioned reipe for real time, ACM Transations on Programming Languages andSystems, 16 (1994), pp. 1543�1571.[2℄ S. Anderson and J. K. Filipe, Guaranteeing temporal validity with a real-time logi of knowledge, in ICDCSW '03: Pro.of the 23rd Int'l Conf. on Distributed Computing Systems, IEEE Computer Soiety, 2003, pp. 178�183.[3℄ E. Asarin, O. Maler, and A. Pnueli, Symboli ontroller synthesis for disrete and timed systems, in Hybrid Systems II,London, UK, 1995, Springer-Verlag, pp. 1�20.[4℄ J. Bengtsson and W. Yi, Timed automata: Semantis, algorithms and tools, in Leture Notes on Conurreny and PetriNets, W. Reisig and G. Rozenberg, eds., Leture Notes in Computer Siene vol 3098, Springer�Verlag, 2004.[5℄ M. Charpentier, M. Filali, P. Mauran, G. Padiou, and P. Qu�©inne, The observation : an abstrat ommuniationmehanism, Parallel Proessing Letters, 9 (1999), pp. 437�450.
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 241�252. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPESTUDY OF DIFFERENT LOAD DEPENDENCIES AMONG SHARED REDUNDANTSYSTEMSJÀN GALDUN∗, JEAN-MARC THIRIET∗, AND JÀN LIGU�†Abstrat. The paper presents features and implementation of a shared redundant approah to inrease the reliability ofnetworked ontrol systems. Common approahes based on redundant omponents in ontrol system use passive or ative redundany.We deal with quasi-redundant subsystems (shared redundany) whereas basi features are introdued in the paper. This type ofredundany o�ers several important advantages suh as minimizing the number of omponents as well as inreasing the reliability.The example of a four-rotor mini-heliopter is presented in order to show reliability improving without using any additionalredundant omponents. The main aim of this paper is to show the in�uene of the load inreasing following di�erent senarios. Theresults ould help to determine the appliations where quasi-redundant subsystems are a good solution to remain in a signi�antreliability level even if ritial failure appears.Key words: shared redundany, dependability, networked ontrol systems1. Introdution. To be able to obtain relevant results of reliability evaluations for omplex systems, itis neessary to desribe the maximum of spei� dependenies within the studied system and their in�ueneson the system reliability. Di�erent methods or approahes for ontrol systems' reliability improvement aredeveloped in order to be applied to spei� subsystems or to deal with dependenies among subsystems. Alassial tehnique onsists in designing a fault-tolerant ontrol [1℄ where the main aim is to propose a robustontrol algorithm. Guenab and others in [2℄ deal with this approah and reon�guration strategy in omplexsystems, too.On the other side is the design of reliable ontrol arhitetures. Probably the most used tehnique isto onsider the redundant omponents whih enlarge the system struture and its omplexity too. Ativeand passive redundany is the simplest way how to improve dependability attributes of the systems suh asreliability, maintainability, availability, et [3℄. However, as it was mentioned the ontrol struture turns tobe more omplex due to an inreasing number of omponents as well as the number of possible dependeniesamong omponents, it is in partiular the ase for Networked Control Systems [4℄ [5℄.The paper introdues omplex networked ontrol arhiteture based on asade ontrol struture. Theasade struture was hosen purposely due to its advantages. This struture is widely used in industrialappliations thanks to positive results for quality of ontrol whih are already desribed and generally known [6℄.On the other side it o�ers some possibilities of system reliability improvement. There are potentially redundantomponents suh as ontrollers (primary, seondary). If more than one network is implemented we ould onsiderthem as potentially redundant subsystems too. Finally if the physial system allows it, it is possible to takepro�t from sensors. The asade struture and other features are introdued in more details in the third part.The paper is organised as follows. After bringing loser the researh bakground, the shared redundany isintrodued. The ontrollers and networks are presented in more details in order to show some dependenies whihould be appeared when a shared redundany approah is implemented. In the next part are presented networkedtopologies onsidered as asade ontrol (CC) struture of the 4-rotor mini-heliopter (drone) model [7℄. UsingPetri nets were prepared the models of the introdued quasi-redundant omponents as well as drone's ontrolstruture. A simple model of the two quasi-redundant subsystems is evaluated. Finally, are proposed thesimulation results of the mentioned simple two omponents model as well as the model of the omplex drone'sstruture with short onlusion.2. Researh Bakground. Control arhiteture design approah was taken into aount by Wysoki,Debouk and Nouri [8℄. They present shared redundany as parts of systems (subsystems) whih ould replaeanother subsystem in ase of its failure. This feature is onditioned with the same or similar funtion of thesubsystem. Wysoki et al. introdue the shared redundant arhiteture in four di�erent examples illustratedon �X-by-Wire" systems used in automotive appliations. Presented results shown advantages of this approahin ontrol arhiteture design.The shared redundany approah involves the problemati of a Load Sharing [9℄. Thus, some of theomponents take part of the load of the failed omponents in order to let the system in funtional mode.
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242 J. Galdun, J-M Thiriet And J. LigušConsideration of the load sharing in mehanial omponents is presented by Pozsgai and others in [10℄. Pozsgaiand others analyze this type of systems and o�er mathematial formalism for simple system 1-out-of-2 and 1-out-of-3. Also there are some mathematial studies [9℄ of several phenomena appeared on this �eld of researh.Bebbington and others in [9℄ analyze several parameters of systems suh as survival probability of load sharedsubsystems.3. Shared Redundany. Spei� kind of redundant subsystems whih have similar features suh as ativeredundany however gives us some additional advantages whih will be introdued in further text. This kind ofspares represents another type of redundant omponents whih are not primary determined as redundant butthey are able to replae some other subsystems if it is urgently required. This type of redundany is referredas shared redundany [8℄ or quasi-redundany [11℄. Due to its important advantages it is useful to desribe thiskind of spares in order to show several non-onsidered and non-evaluated dependenies whih ould have anin�uene to the system reliability. Identi�ation and desription of this in�uene should not be ignored in orderto obtain relevant results of the reliability estimation of the systems whih involve this kind of spares.As it was mentioned above, the shared redundany (SR) mentioned by Wysoki and others in [8℄ is infurther text taken into aount in the same meaning as a quasi-redundant (QR) omponent. Thus, quasi-redundant omponents are the parts of the system whih follow their primary mission when the entire systemis in funtional state. However, when some parts of the system fail then this funtion ould be replaed byanother part whih follows the same or a similar mission, thus by quasi-redundant part. The quasi-redundantomponents are not primary determined as ative redundant subsystem beause eah one has its own missionwhih must be aomplished. Only in ase of failure it ould be used. In NCS appears the question of logialreon�guration of the system when the data �ow must be hanged in order to replae the funtionality of asubsystem by another one. For example, some new nodes will lose the network onnetion and the system hasto avoid the state when pakets are sent to a node whih does not exist. Thus, the main features of the sharedredundany ould be summarized as follows:"Quasi-redundant omponent is not onsidered as primary redundant omponent suh as the ative or the passiveredundant omponents."Generally in networked ontrol systems, three kinds of quasi-redundant omponents (subsystems) ould beonsidered:
• QR ontrollers.
• QR networks.
• QR sensors.Hene, a neessary but not su�ient ondition is that a ontrol struture where SR ould be onsidered hasto be omposed at least of two abovementioned subsystems (ontrollers, networks, atuators). The subsystemsshould have similar funtionality or onstrution in order to be able to replae the mission of another omponent.In ase of quasi-redundant omponents there are several limitations. In order to take pro�t of quasi-redundantnetworks, it is neessary to onnet all nodes in all onsidered QR networks. Thus, in ase of di�erent networksthe omponents should have implemented all neessary ommuniation interfaes. In ase of QR ontrollers thehardware performane has to allow implementing more than one ontrol task.Third mentioned omponents are sensors. Consideration of the sensors as QR omponents has importantphysial limitations. In order to be able to replae a sensor for measuring a physial value X by another onefor measuring Y it is neessary to use �multi-funtional" smart sensors. We an suppose that some ombinationof the physial values an not be measured by using one sensor due to the inability to implement the requiredfuntionality in one hardware omponent.Other limitation is the distane between failed sensor and its QR sensor whih ould have a signi�antin�uene to the possibility of its replaing. Generally, implementation of the QR sensors within ontrol systemstruture ould be more di�ult than the appliation of the SR approah on ontrollers or networks.There are several naturally suitable ontrol strutures whih ould implement the shared redundany ap-proah without other modi�ations suh as asade ontrol struture (Fig. 3.1). This struture is often usedin industrial appliations thanks to its important features whih improve the quality of ontrol. With usingasade a ontrol struture there are several onstraints [8℄. The main ondition requires that the ontrolledsystem must ontain a subsystem (seondary subsystem FS(s)�Fig. 3.1) that diretly a�et to the primarysystem FP(s). Thus, the asade struture omposes of two independent ontrollers whih an be used in orderto implement the shared redundant approah.
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Fig. 3.1. Main struture of the asade ontrol

Fig. 3.2. NCCS with two networks and alternative network onnetionsUsually for seondary subsystems there is a ondition of faster dynamis than primary proess. Thisondition must not be ful�lled [8℄; in this ase, some modi�ations of onventional asade struture (Fig. 3.1)and ontrol laws must be provided.3.1. Quasi-redundant ontrollers. In the previous text, several suitable ontrol strutures were brie�yintrodued. As it was shown the ontrollers overed by these strutures ould be onsidered as quasi-redundantomponents by default. Thus, the hardware of both omponents ould be shared in order to implement a sharedredundant approah.Let's onsider the networked asade ontrol system shown in �gure 3.2. The system is omposed of �vemain omponents (Sensor S1, S2, ontrollers C1, C2 and atuator A) and two networks. The ommuniation�ow among omponents is determined by its asade ontrol struture. Thus, sensor S1 sends a measuredvalue to ontroller C1 (Master), the ontroller C2 (Slave) reeives the values from the sensor S2 as well as theontroller C1 in order to ompute an atuating value for the atuator A.Eah part of the system (omponents and networks) presents independent subsystem. However, when quasi-redundant omponents are studied, the system is not onsidered as omposed of independent omponents.Depending on the performane parameters of the used hardware equipment in the ontrol loop, a spei�in�uene on the system reliability should be taken into aount. Thus some dependenies should not be ignoredin the dependability analysis. In the NCCS shown in Fig. 3.2 we ould onsider ontrollers C1 and C2 asthe quasi redundant subsystems (omponents). Both QR ontrollers have a primary mission whih shouldbe followed. Thus, a ontroller C1 ontrols outer ontrol loop and ontroller C2 stabilizes inner ontrol loop.However in ase of failure of one of them, we ould onsider the seond one as a kind of spare.As it was mentioned previously, the ontrollers follow their primary mission stabilization or performaneoptimization of the ontrolled system. Therefore, in regards to the similar hardware, it allows sharing theomputing apaity and exeuting di�erent tasks. Thus, in order to implement the SR approah, both ontrollershave to enapsulate both ontrol tasks�for the outer and the inner ontrol loop (see the asade ontrol struturein �gure 3.1).In non-failure mode the primary task is exeuted in both ontrollers. However, in ase of ontroller's failure(primary or seondary) non-failed ontroller starts exeute both tasks and omputes atuating value for primary
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Fig. 3.3. Possible senarios for quasi-redundant ontrollersas well as seondary subsystems. In this ase we an suppose two senarios.The �rst one supposes that the ontroller is able to exeute all the neessary tasks within the requiredsample periods (Fig. 3.3a). Thus, no delays or other undesirable onsequenes are expeted. In this ase thebehavior of the quasi-redundant omponent is similar as in the ase of ative redundant omponents. Thus, inthe ase of failure of one of the omponents, the seond takes are about its mission until its failure.Figure 3.3b shows a seond ase when time to exeute both neessary tasks is greater than the requiredsampling period. Thus, the ontroller will ause the delays whih have signi�ant in�uene to the systemstability [12℄ [13℄. Therefore, this delay ould be known whih allows its partially ompensating by using severalmethods [14℄. Thus, we an suppose that the system destabilization will not our immediately after the �rstdelay and we are able to ompensate it for some time interval. Thus, quasi-redundant ontroller does not failimmediately but its reliability dereased.There are several situations when this senario ould be onsidered. In ritial systems where the failure of animportant omponent ould ause undesired damages or other dangerous onsequenes, the shared redundanyapproah ould help to alloate some time interval in order to maintain the system in a safe state. Thus, theSR approah an be a signi�ant tehnique to seure the system before a damage risk.3.2. Quasi-redundant networks. The seond part of the NCS whih ould be taken into aount asSR subsystems are networks. Let's suppose a system with two networks (Fig. 3.2) where all omponents ouldommuniate (onnet) on these networks (N1 and N2) if it is needed. In this ase we an apply the SR approahon this system.Considered funtionality of the quasi redundant networks is as follows. Both networks transmit requireddata�network N1 transmit data from S1 to C1 and from C1 to C2 suh as network N2 from S2 to C2 and from
C2 to A. Thus both networks are ative and alloated during the system mission. The same as in the ase ofQR ontrollers: when a network failed, the seond one an take its load after a system reon�guration. Thus,all required data are sent through the seond network. Hene, two similar senarios as with the ontroller taskexeution ould be desribed. The amount of transmitted data on the network with a spei�ed bit rate haslogially in�uene on the probability of failure of the network (of ourse this depends on the network type andother parameters mentioned). This in�uene ould be ignored when the network performane parameters aresu�ient. However, we an suppose that the probability of network failure is inreasing simultaneously whenthe network load inreases.The harateristi between network loading and its bit rate depends on the network type and have to bemeasured in real network onditions in order to determine the type of dependeny�linear or nonlinear.Not only the network bit rate an be important however other network limitations suh as maximal numberof nodes onneted to the network, et. All limits of the QR subsystems an reate dependenies with diretin�uene on the system reliability. Primary, we ould onsider these dependenies as undesirable but in ase ofritial failures this SR approah gives some time to save the system.When NCS with an SR approah are analyzed, this harateristi should be inluded in the prepared modeland further evaluated in order to determine its in�uene to the reliability of the whole NCS.3.3. Di�erent senarios in shared redundany. When ertain dependenies are ignored we ouldregard on the ontrol system with QR omponents as a ontrol struture with ative redundant omponents.
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Fig. 3.4. Possible failure rate urves for the subsystem S2 during its missionHowever, there are several important senarios when the reliability of the system ould be dereased in orderto prevent dangerous onsequenes or other undesirable events.These senarios ould appear when some onditions ould not be ful�lled (insu�ient exeution time ornetwork bit rate) but the system need some time in order to take a safe state. Hene, it is neessary to identifyand desribe the in�uene of these dependenies whih leads to more relevant results. Thus, prevent from toopessimisti or too optimisti results of the reliability analysis of the onsidered systems. The dependenies ouldbe distinguished as follows:
• ative redundant dependeny,
• single step hange of the nominal failure rate λn ∈ 〈0; 1〉 inreased one by a onstant value�step loadhange,
• time depend hange of the nominal failure rate λn -funtional dependeny- the load of the subsystemis hanged with time passed from speared subsystem failure,1. linear,2. nonlinear.Let's assume that the destabilization of the system does not our immediately after the �rst delay onthe network aused by insu�ient ontroller's hardware or network's parameters. Thus, the quasi-redundantontroller does not fail immediately but in this ase its failure rate inreases whih orrespond onsequently toa dereased reliability.Thus, in ase of the ative redundant dependeny we suppose that a quasi-redundant subsystem has su�ientapaities in order to follow its primary mission as well as the mission of the failed subsystem (or subsystems).A single step hange of the nominal failure rate of the subsystem is onsidered in the ase of subsystemswhere the failure rate of the quasi-redundant subsystem is hanged (inreased) one by a onstant value (Fig. 3.4)during its life time. Thus, the new inreased failure rate λ

′ remains onstant during further life time of thesubsystem. For example, let's suppose a NCS with two Ethernet networks where one of them has failed andonsequently the system is reon�gured and all nodes (omponents) start to ommuniate through the non-failed network whih has a su�ient bit rate apaity in order to transmit all the required data. However, theamount of data has been inreased whih onsequently inreases the probability of pakets' ollisions (underthe assumption of a lassial CSMA/CD protool, for instane). Thus, the probability of failure (failure rate)has been inreased up to the new value λ
′ .A third ase onsiders the hange of the nominal failure rate λn whih depends on the time passed from themoment of the failure until urrent time of the working of the quasi-redundant subsystem whih enapsulates theexeuting neessary tasks (own tasks as well as tasks of the failed subsystem). Thus, a funtional dependenyhas to be onsidered. This dependeny of the hange of the failure rate λn ould be desribed by a linearor nonlinear dependeny / funtion. We ould study the previous example of the system with two networks.However, in this ase the bit rate of the seond (non-failed) network is not su�ient. Consequently delays indata transmission as well as other onsequential undesirable problems suh as system destabilization might beaused. We an suppose that the non-failed network will fail in some time. Thus, the nominal failure rate λnof the seond network is now time dependent and is linearly or nonlinearly inreased until the system failure.Mentioned examples with related equations are further disussed in more details.Let's suppose that the reliability of the system R(t), probability of the failure during time interval 〈0; t〉,is haraterized by a nominal failure rate λn ∈ 〈0; 1〉. Let's suppose a system with two subsystems S1 and S2



246 J. Galdun, J-M Thiriet And J. Liguš(suh as the networks in the previous examples) whereas the subsystem S1 will fail at �rst and then the quasi-redundant subsystem S2 will follow both missions (S1 and S2). In �gure 3.4 are shown two above mentionedsenarios when the nominal failure rate λn of the subsystem is inreased by a onstant value or by a value whihould be desribed as a linear or nonlinear funtion (funtional dependenies).At �rst inreasing the failure rate λn one time by a onstant value (see Fig. 3.4) will be dealt. It orrespondsto the reliability redution of the quasi-redundant subsystem S2 by inreasing the failure rate, during its mission,from its nominal value λn up to new λ
′ . Consequently, the system will follow its primary mission thanks tothe QR subsystem S2 but its failure rate is already inreased and onsequently the probability of failure of S2is higher. The di�erene between nominal λn and inreased λ

′ failure rate will be alled derease fator dR.Thus, the mentioned onstant value is haraterized by the derease fator dR of the QR subsystem and a newhanged failure rate λ
′ at the fail time tf is given by the followed simple formula:

λ
′

= λn + dR (3.1)The failure rate inreases only one time by the spei�ed value and the QR subsystem S2 with a new onstantfailure rate λ
′ will follow both missions of its own mission and mission of the failed subsystem S1.The seond ase shown in �gure 3.3 onsiders the reliability redution where the failure rate λn is inreasedduring the working of the subsystem S2 by a spei�ed derease fator. This hange of the nominal failure ratedepends on time whereas with time extending the failure rate of the S2 is got near to 1 (system failed). Thus, aderease funtion fdR

(t) is represented by a linear or nonlinear harateristi and depends on the real subsystemwhih is onsidered as quasi-redundant. Thus, an inreased failure rate λ
′ of the subsystem S2 depends on timet and is given by the following formula:

λ
′

(t) = λn + fdR
(t) (3.2)As it was mentioned, the derease funtion fdR

(t) an be represented by a simple linear funtion, forexample,
λ

′

(t) = λn + dR10−3(t + 1 − tf ) (3.3)where t + 1 allows hanging the nominal failure rate λn at the moment of the failure at time tf .On the other side a nonlinear exponential funtion an be onsidered as follows:
λ

′

(t) = λn + edR(t−tf ) (3.4)where λ
′ is the value of the inreased failure rate, λn is the nominal failure rate of the omponent, tf isthe time of the failure of the omponent, dR is the derease fator whih has a diret in�uene on the inreasedfailure rate.3.4. Appliation to a mini-drone heliopter. The NCC struture is applied for the ontrol of a fourrotors mini-heliopter (Drone, Fig. 3.5). The proposed ontrol struture for this real model is as follows. TheNCC arhiteture is omposed of one primary ontroller (Master) and one seondary ontroller (Slave), thirteensensors, four atuators and two ommuniation networks.The Master is designed for attitude stabilization (ontrol) through Slave ontroller for angular veloityontrol for eah propeller. The aim of the ontrol is to stabilize oordinates of the heliopter [10℄.The ontrollers are used as quasi-redundant omponents within the presented networked asade ontrolsystem (further only NCCS). They use the same ontrol algorithm (propeller's angular veloity ontrol) butwith di�erent input data (set point, system output, et.)Hene, in ase of failure, one of them ould retransmit all the required data to another one, whereas pre-programmed ontrol algorithm should ompute the atuating value. Thus, the failed ontroller is replaed by aseond one whih starts to ompute the atuating value.Other quasi-redundant parts of this ontrol struture are networks (Fig. 3.6). As in the ase of ontrollers,one of the networks an ompensate another one after a system reon�guration. Usually, two networks areprimary designed due to redution amount of transmitted data. However, in ase of network failure all dataould be retransmitted through the seond one.The desribed approah for subsystem's failure ompensation by using the shared redundany requires alogial reon�guration of the NCCS. Thus, in ase of failure the hardware on�guration is non-touhed butommuniation ways must be hanged in order to transmit the data to a non-failed omponent or through anon-failed network.
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Fig. 3.5. Casade ontrol struture of a mini-heliopter with one network

Fig. 3.6. Casade ontrol struture of a mini-heliopter with two networks4. Simulation and results. All the presented networked ontrol arhitetures (Fig. 3.5, 3.6) were mod-elled by using Petri nets. This tool was hosen thanks to its ability to model di�erent types of omplex systemsand dependenies within them. To provide the reliability analysis, the Monte Carlo simulation (further onlyMCS) method was used. The multiple simulations of the modelled arhiteture [1℄ are provided to obtain thereliability behavior of the basi two quasi-redundant omponents (for example two ontrollers in CCS struture).Model of the system overs the simulation of the random events of the basi omponents of the system suh assensors, ontrollers and atuators as well as the network's random failures. Software used for model preparationis CPN Tools whih allow multiple simulation of the model in order to obtain statistially representative sampleof the neessary data to determine the reliability behavior of the studied model.As it was mentioned, the simulation of the simple two quasi-redundant omponents with all onsideredhanges of the failure rate (single, linear, nonlinear) was provided. Thus, new failure rate λ
′ of the non-failedomponent is omputed by using equation (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4).This hange ould be alled as single hange beause the omponent's failure rate is hanged only oneduring the QR omponent's life time. Both omponents have equal nominal failure rate λn = 0.001.Few examples of the in�uene of the single step hange of the failure rate by the spei�ed derease fator dRto the reliability behavior are shown in �gure 4.1. We an see there are �ve urves. Two non-dashed urves showthe studied system as a system with two ative redundant omponents (thus, dR is equal to zero��rst urvefrom the top) and as system without redundant omponents (thus, the system omposes of two independent
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Fig. 4.1. In�uene of the inreased failure rate of the omponent by a onstant derease fator dR to the reliability of thesystem omposed of two quasi-redundant omponents Table 4.1MTTFF of Simulated Control Strutures With Di�erent Derease FatorsDerease fator�dR MTTFF - Drone (Fig. 3.5) MTTFF - Drone (Fig. 3.6)
0 55(+11%) 58(+22%)

2 ∗ 10−3 54(+9%) 56(+17%)
10−2 53(+7%) 54(+13%)

59 ∗ 10−2 50.5(+2%) 49(+3%)
0.999 49.6 47.6omponents without redundant relation��rst urve from the bottom). These two urves determine borderswhere the reliability of the studied system an be hanged depending on the value of the derease fator dR.As we an see from �gure 4.1, a single inreasing of the nominal failure rate λn of the non-failed omponentsby the same value as was nominal failure rate λn up to λ

′

= 0.002 (dR = 0.001) ause a signi�ant redution ofthe reliability.Table 4.1 show several values of the life time (parameter MTTFF) for the studied system. Eah table (Table4.1, 4.2, 4.3) shows the life time of the studied omponents as ative redundant subsystems (dR = 0) and asindependent subsystems (dR = 0.999). From the value of the derease fator dR = 0.01 the life time of thesystem signi�antly improves (18% and more). The results of the linear and nonlinear failure rate inreasing areshown in tables 4.2 and 4.3. In all tables are noted the perentual value of the inreased life time orrespondingto the derease fator.Table 4.1 shows the MTTFF parameters of both omplex mini-heliopter strutures. In the �rst dronestruture (Fig. 3.5) two quasi-redundant ontrollers are onsidered. In the seond struture (Fig. 3.6) twogroups of quasi-redundant subsystems are onsidered and simulated�the ontrollers and the networks.In all simulated systems was observed the in�uene of the single step of the failure rate by a value spei�edby the derease fator dR. The same as in tables 4.1�4.3, there are shown the life time of system orrespondingto di�erent derease fators 2.10−3, 10−2, 59.10−3. We an see that inreasing the omponent's nominal failurerate λn by a derease fator equal to 59.10−3, whih represents approximately 59 times higher the failure rate,has a signi�ant in�uene to dereasing the life time of the system. The results are a little bit better than inthe ase of the system without redundant omponents (dR = 0.999), but we ould see that they are almost thesame.The drone's struture omposes of twenty (twenty-one�struture with two networks) omponents�thirteensensors (3 gyro-meters, 3 magneto-meters, 3 aelerometers, 4 rotors' angular veloity sensors), two ontrollers,four atuators and one (two) networks. Due to the high ratio of independent omponents and shared redundantomponents within the drone's struture (18 independent and 2 quasi-redundant�Fig. 3.5) there is a di�erenebetween life times for minimal and maximal dR is signi�antly smaller (about 11% and 22%) than in the aseof a basi two omponents subsystem (Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).The Mean Time Before First system's Failure is signi�antly longer in the ase of a basi two omponent



Study of di�erent load dependenies among shared redundant systems 249Table 4.2MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Single Step Change of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3 At. red. dR = 0 dR = 0.001 dR = 0.005 dR = 0.01 dR = 0.1(λ′ = 10−3) (λ′ = 0.002) (λ′ = 0.006) (λ′ = 0.011) (λ′ = 0.101)MTTFF[Tu℄ 1503 (+ 300%) 1002 (+200%) 667(+34%) 589(+18%) 509(+2%)
λn = 10−3 No red. dR = 0.999

(λ′ = 1)MTTFF[Tu℄ 499 Table 4.3MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Linear Inreasing of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3 At. red. dR = 10−3 dR = 10−2 dR = 10−1 No redundany(dR = 0MTTFF[Tu℄ 1503 (+ 300%) 1153 (+231%) 812(+63%) 611(+22%) 499subsystem than in the drone's ase. As it was mentioned above this is aused by the di�erene in omplexitybetween basi and drone's NCC arhiteture. In ase of omparison between two drones strutures (Fig. 3.5, 3.6)the results are better for arhiteture with two networks whih is omposed of two quasi-redundant subsystems�ontrollers (Master, Slave) and networks when the derease fator is smaller than 59.10−3. The inreasing of thenominal failure rate by the derease fator greater than 59.10−3 signi�antly dereases the life time of the drone.On the other side, even if the ontroller loading will hange its failure rate approximately ten times (dR = 10−2)the system's life time is about 7% longer than in the ase of the system without a shared redundant approahimplementation.4.1. Reliability approximation. In previous artile states we foused on the desription of the depen-denies among QR omponents and their in�uene to the �nal reliability of the systems. The aim of thisresearh is to propose a simple analytial method whih desribes the reliability behavior of the shared re-dundant subsystems with dynamially hanged failure rate. Hene, in next states we introdue an analytialequation whih allows approximating the reliability of the two omponent system. Of ourse, a quasi-redundantapproah is onsidered. Thus, a �nally simple method for the dependability analysis is proposed as an extensionof the ommon known methods for the dependability analysis. The proposed method for reliability behaviorapproximation supposes that both quasi-redundant omponents have the same or similar nominal failure ratewhere di�erenes are small and ould be ignored. As it was mentioned above, the system omposed of two QRomponents is onsidered. In this ase study, we introdue only the results for reliability approximation wherea single step hange of the failure rate (further only FR) is onsidered. This FR behavior is desribed in theprevious part of the artile (3.3) by equation 3.1. Thus, let's suppose two QR omponents with the nominalfailure rate λn and de�ne the derease fator dR, then the reliability R2qr(t) behavior of the QR subsystemomposed of both omponents an be desribed as follows:

R2qr(t) = 1 −

2
∏

i=1

(1 − e−(λn+kidR)t) (4.1)where ki is the approximated oe�ient.The parameter derease fator dR and approximated oe�ients of equation 4.1 are shown in table 4.5.In eah row of the table is shown the derease fator with the orresponding value of the oe�ients k1 and
k2. The table shows several di�erent values of the derease fator whereas non-mentioned values an be easilyapproximated by using an appropriate method.The maximal error of the approximation given by the parameters of the equation 4.2 is less than 1

R2λn
(t) = 1 −

2
∏

i=1

(1 − e−(λn+
dR
2 )t) (4.2)where dR is the derease fator and λn the nominal failure rate of the QR omponents. It is neessary to explainthat the error of all the approximations onverge to the highest mentioned limits (1% for table's oe�ients)in the bottom part of the reliability urves where the reliability of the system is smaller than 0.4. Thus, in liveperiod when a omponent replaement ould be already too delayed.



250 J. Galdun, J-M Thiriet And J. LigušTable 4.4MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Exponential Inreasing of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3 At. red. (dR = 0) dR = 10−3 dR = 10−2 dR = 10−1 No redundanyMTTFF[Tu℄ 1503 (+ 300%) 902 (+80%) 676(+35%) 537(+8%) 499Table 4.5Parameters of Equation 4.1 for a Single Step FR ChangeDerease fator�dR k1 k2

λn 0.44 0.52
2λn 0.39 0.395
3λn 0.28 0.393
4λn 0.198 0.434
5λn 0.154 0.46
6λn 0.13 0.4653
7λn 0.11 0.46
8λn 0.099 0.471
9λn 0.09 0.46
10λn 0.081 0.463
20λn 0.0445 0.38
30λn 0.0296 0.377
40λn 0.0225 0.385
50λn 0.0182 0.3518
70λn 0.0133 0.3284
80λn 0.011625 0.32475
100λn 0.0094 0.33324.2. MTTF parameter approximation. Eah quasi-redundant subsystem does not exeed the limits ofthe bound of the minimal (MTTFmin) and maximal time life (MTTFmax) of the quasi-redundant subsystem.The parameter MTTFmax represents the maximal time life of the QR subsystem whih ould be obtainedwhen the onditions are equal to the onditions of the subsystem with ative redundant omponents. Thus,the nominal failure rate of the non-failed omponent is not hanged when its load has been inreased�thease when the derease fator is equal to zero. The lowest life time limit ould be de�ned by the parameter

MTTFmin whih haraterizes the subsystem omposed of the independent omponents. Thus, when one ofthe omponents fails the system is onsidered as failed. In term of the derease fator, it is equal to 1 or(1 − λn) for a single step FR hange. Let's suppose the system life time limited by the bound de�ned by theMTTF parameter suh as 〈MTTFmin; MTTFmax〉. These two parameters ould be found by solving the simplefollowing equations [15℄:
MTTFmin =

∫ ∞

0

n
∏

i=1

Ri(t)dt (4.3)and
MTTFmax =

∫ ∞

0

(1 −

n
∏

i=1

(1 − Ri(t)))dt (4.4)where Ri(t) is the reliability of eah omponent.In the �nal part of the results presentation we desribed the life time inreasing of the two omponent QRsubsystem with regard to the life time parameter MTTFmin whereas various values of the derease fator dRare onsidered. We onsider it as a simple and fast method for life time approximation. The results are shown intable 4.5. As in the previous part of this ase study, we onsider only the in�uene of the single step inreasingof the nominal failure rate to the �nal life time of the two omponents QR system haraterized by its MTTFparameter. In the �rst line, the failure rate of the non-failed QR omponent haraterized by the multiple ofthe nominal failure rate λn. The seond line shows the orresponding MTTF parameter perentage redutionwithin the limits de�ned by the abovementioned interval of the maximal and minimal life times (MTTF). TheMTTF values introdued in table 4.5 are rounded, hene the method error is about +/ − 2 for the multiple ofthe nominal failure rate smaller or equal to 40.λn (derease fator dR < 40). For higher value of the derease



Study of di�erent load dependenies among shared redundant systems 251Table 4.6Approximated Values of the MTTF Redution of the Two-Component QR Subsystem With Di�erent Single Step Change ofthe Nominal Failure Rate λnSingle step 2 λn 3 λnhange (dR = λn) (dR = 2λn) 4 λn 5 λn 7 λn 10 λn 20 λn 40 λn 100 λnof λnExtended 50% 35% 25% 20% 15% 10% 5% 2% 1%
MTT Fminfator, the approximated error is about +/ − 1 of values shown in the table. Thus, in the ase of very similaranalysis result of onsidered omplex strutures it is neessary to prepare the exat model in order to obtaina more exat MTTF parameter redution. This method ould be used for the QR subsystems with the samefailure rate or for the system when di�erene among the nominal failure rate λn of the omponents is very smalland an be ignored. In the ase of a nominal FR smaller than 10−2, the inreased value 100.λn should representapproximately 0.1 whereas the error ould be higher. Then, it ould be useful that the value of nominal FRdetermined for a time interval T transforms to the greater value for a shorter time interval (unit).5. Conlusion. The paper shows the in�uene of additional reliability dereasing of the quasi-redundantomponent to entire reliability of the studied system. The desription of this dependeny is getting loser toshow the behavior of the system reliability when a shared redundany approah is implemented. The resultsshown in tables 4.1�4.3 ould be very helpful in order to approximate the life time of the quasi-redundantsubsystems under di�erent onditions of the failure rate inreasing. The presented asade ontrol arhitetureis suitable for a shared redundany approah implementation and ould be applied to similar systems. Forexample, Steer-by-Wire ontrol [16℄ of two front wheels in a ar, et. In addition the paper has shown theonventional asade ontrol struture within onditions of networked ontrol systems as naturally suitable topro�t from quasi-redundant subsystems as networks, ontrollers and potentially sensors if the physial proessallows it. Despite of some onstraints for using this type of ontrol, the asade arhiteture is widely used inindustrial ontrol appliations. Hene, only the reon�guration algorithm should be implemented to take pro�tfrom quasi-redundant subsystems.The ase study presented in parts 4.1 and 4.2 (results setion) extends the �eld of ommon methods forreliability approximation. Equations (4.1, 4.2) are onsidered as simple and fast analytial method in order toevaluate the reliability of the systems whih overs two-omponent QR subsystems with single step FR hange.The main advantages of the quasi-redundant omponents ould be summarized as follows:

• The system is omposed only of neessary omponents (parts) for following the primary mission ofthe system whereas higher system reliability is ensured without using any additional ative redundantomponents.
• Following the �rst point we ould suppose less number of omponents used for saving the ontrolmission. Thus, the eonomi aspet ould be signi�ant.
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 253�264. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPEQINNA: A COMPONENT-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR RUNTIME SAFE RESOURCEADAPTATION OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMSLAURE GONNORD∗AND JEAN-PHILIPPE BABAU†Abstrat. Even if hardware improvements have inreased the performane of embedded systems in the last years, resoureproblems are still aute. The persisting problem is the onstantly growing omplexity of systems, whih inrease the need forreusable developement framework and piees of ode. In the ase of PDAs and smartphones, in addition to lassial needs (safety,seurity), developers must deal with quality of servie (QoS) onstraints, suh as resoure management.Qinna was designed to fae with these problems. In this paper, we propose a omplete framework to express ressoure onstraintsduring the developpement proess. We propose a omponent-based arhiteture, whih generi omponents and algorithms, and adeveloppement methodology, to manage QoS issues while developing an embedded software. The obtained software is then able toautomatially adapt its behaviour to the physial resoures, thanks to �degraded modes�. We illustrate the methodology and theuse of Qinna within a ase study.Key words: omponent, software arhiteture, resoure dynami management, ase study.1. Introdution. When faed to the problem of designing handled embedded systems, the developer mustbe aware of the management of limited physial resoures (CPU, Memory).In order to develop multimedia software on suh systems where the quality of the resoure (network, battery)an vary during use, the developer needs tools to:
• easily add/remove funtionality (servies) during ompilation or at runtime;
• adapt omponent funtionality to resoures, namely propose �degraded� modes where resoures are low;
• evaluate the software's performanes: quality of provided servies, onsumption rate for some senarios.In this ontext, omponent-based software engineering appears as a promising solution for the developmentof suh kinds of systems. Indeed it o�ers an easier way to build omplex systems from base omponents ( [9℄),and the management of physial resoure an be done by embedding the system alls in high level omponents.The main advantages thus appear to be the re-usability of ode and also the �exibility of suh systems.The Qinna framework ( [11, 12, 3℄) was designed to handle the spei�ation and management of resoureonstraints problems during the omponent-based system development. Variability is enoded into disreteimplementation levels and links between them. Quantity of resoure onstraints an also be enoded. Qinnaprovides algorithms to ensure resoure onstraints and dynamially adapt the implementation levels aordingto resoure availability at runtime. The main advantage of the method is then the reusability of the resoureomponents and the generi adaptation algorithms.In this journal paper, we propose a omplete formalization of Qinna framework (algorithms and ompo-nents), and as proof of onept, a ase study onsisting of the development of a remote viewer appliation withthe help of Qinna's implementation in C++. In Setion 2 we reall Qinna's main onepts, as introdued in [11℄and formalized later in [3℄. In Setion 3, we give an overview of Qinna's C++ implementation, and then providethe general implementation steps to develop a resoure-aware appliation with Qinna in Setion 4. Finally weillustrate the whole framework on the viewer ase study (Setion 5).2. Desription of the Qinna framework.2.1. Qinna's main onepts. The framework designed in [11℄ and [12℄, and further formalized in [3℄ hasthe following harateristis:
• Both the appliation piees of ode and the resoure are omponents. The resoure servies are enlosedin omponents like Memory, CPU, Thread.
• The variation of quality of the provided servies are enoded by the notion of implementation level.The ode used to provide the servie is thus di�erent aording to the urrent implementation level.
• The link between the implementation levels is made through an expliit relation between the imple-mentation level of the provided servie and the implementation levels of the servies it requires. Forinstane, the developer an express that a video omponent provides an image with highest qualitywhen it has enough memory and su�ient bandwidth.
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254 Laure Gonnord and Jean-Philippe Babau
• All the alls to a �variable funtion� are made through an existing ontrat that is negotiated. Thisnegotiation is made automatially through the Qinna omponents. A ontrat for a servie at someobjetive implementation level is made only if all its requirements an be reserved at the orrespondingimplementation levels and also satisfy some onstraints alled Quality of resoure onstraints (QoR). Ifit not the ase, the negotiation fails.
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QoSComponent C1
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Fig. 2.1. Arhiteture exampleThese harateristis are implemented through new omponents whih are illustrated in Figure 2.1: toeah appliation omponent (or group of omponents) whih provide one or more variable servie Qinna asso-iates a QoSComponent Ci. The variability of a variable servie is made through the use of a orrespondingimplementation level variable. Then, two new omponents are introdued by Qinna to manage the resoureissues of the instanes of this QoSComponent :
• a QoSComponentBroker whih goal is to realize the admission of a omponent. The Broker deideswhether or not a new instane an be reated, and if a servie all an be performed w.r.t. the quantityof resoure onstraints (QoR).
• a QoSComponentManager whih manages the adaptation for the servies provided by the omponent.It ontains a mapping table whih enode the relationship between the implementation levels of eahof these servies and their requirements.At last, Qinna provides a single omponent named QoSDomain for the whole arhiteture. It manages all theservie requests inside and outside the appliation. The lient of a servie asks the Domain for reservation ofsome implementation level and is eventually returned a ontrat if all onstraints are satis�ed. Then, after eahservie request, the Domain makes an aknowledgment only of the orresponding ontrat is still valid.2.2. Quantity of Resoure onstraints in Qinna. A Quantity of resoure onstraint (QRC) is aquantitative onstraint on a omponent C and the servie (si) it proposes. QRCs are for instane formula onthe total instane of a given omponent type, of the total amount of resoure (memory, CPU) alloated to agiven omponent. They are two types of onstraints, depending on their purpose:
• Component type onstraints (CTC) express properties of omponents of the same type and their pro-vided servies.
• Component instane onstraints (CIC) express properties of a partiular instane of a omponent.The management of these onstraints is automatially done at runtime, if the developer implements themin the following way:
• In the QoSComponent, for eah servie, implement the two funtions: testCIC and updateCIC. Theformer deides whether or not the all to the servie an be performed, and the later updates variablesafter the funtion all. In addition, there must be an initialization of the CICs formulas at the reationof eah instane.
• Similarly, in the QoSComponentBroker, for eah provided servie, implement the two funtions testCTCand updateCTC.Then, Qinna maintains resoure onstraints at runtime through the following proedure:
• When the Broker for C is reated, the parameters used in testCTC are set.
• The reation of an instane of C is made by the Broker i� CTCcompo(C) is true. During the reation,the CIC parameters are set.
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• The CIC(si) and CTC(si) deision proedures are invoked at eah funtion all. A negative answer toone of these deision proedures will ause the failure of the urrent ontrat. We will detail the notionof ontrat in Setion 2.4.Example The Memory omponent provides only one servie mallo, whih has only one parameter, thenumber of bloks to alloate. It has an integer attribute, memory, whih denotes the global memory size andis set at the reation of eah instane. We also suppose that we have no garbage olletor, so the bloks arealloated only one. Figure 2.2 illustrates the di�erene between type and instane onstraints.

CTC : memory ≤ 1024

CIC : memory ≤ 24CIC : memory ≤ 1000

∑

p(arg(occp(malloc) ≤ 1000

C
1

C
2

C =Global MemoryFig. 2.2. Type vs Instane onstraints
• CTC for C = Memory: the formula CTCcompo(C) ≡

∑

j memory(Cj) ≤ 1024 expresses that the globalmemory quantity for the whole appliation is 1024 kilobytes. A new instane will not be reated if itsmemory onstant is set to a too big number. Then CTCserv(malloc) ≡
∑

k arg(occk(malloc)) ≤ 1024fores the alls to mallo stop when all the 1024 kilobytes have been alloated.
• CIC for Memory: if we want to alloate some Memory for a partiular (group of) omponent(s), wean express similar properties in one partiular instane (see C1 on the Figure).Expression of resoure onstraints and ode generationQinna also provides a way to desribe the resoure onstraints into a higher-lever language alled qMEDL, avariant of MEDL event logi desribed in [6℄, and whose preise syntax and semantis is desribed in [3℄. Roughlyspeaking, the logi an express boolean formulae on ourenes of events. Atoms are of the form Q ⊲⊳ K, with

K onstant and ⊲⊳∈ {6, =, <, . . .}, and Q is a quantity. The quantity are obtained by the use of auxiliaryvariables and alls to value and time speial funtions: to eah event e (or newC), time(e) and valuek(e) giverespetively the date of the last ourrene of the event and the kth argument of the funtion all when it ours.The Memory onstraint for the whole appliation then an be enoded by N ≤ 1024 where N ounts thetotal amount of mallo's arguments: mallo -> N:=N+value_1(mallo). The translation is then made by theqMEDL2 to C++ translator, and gives the following proedures (the identi�ers have been hanged for lisibility,usedmem is a loal variable to ount the global amount of memory used yet):bool testCIC_mallo(int nbbloks){return (usedmem + nbbloks <= 1024)}bool updateCIC_mallo(int nbbloks){usedmem = usedmem + nbbloks; }2.3. QoS Linking onstraints. Unlike quality of resoure onstraints, linking onstraints express therelationship between omponents, in terms of quality of servie. For instane, the following property is a linkingonstraint: � to provide the getImages at a �good� level of quality, the ImageBuffer omponent requires a�big� amount of memory and a �fast� network�. This relationship between the di�erent QoS of lient and serverservies are alled QoS Linking Servie Constraints (QLSC).Implementation Level To all provided servies that an vary aording to the desired QoS we assoiatean implementation level. This implementation level (IL) enodes whih part of implementation to hoosewhen supplying the servie. These implementation levels are totally ordered for a given servie. As theseimplementation levels are �nitely many, we an restrit ourselves to the ase of positive integers and supposethat implementation level 0 is the �best� level, 1 gives a lesser quality of servie, and so on.We assume that required servies for a given servie doesn't hange aording to the implementation level,that is, the all graph of a given servie is always the same. However, the arguments of the required serviesalls may hange.



256 Laure Gonnord and Jean-Philippe BabauLinking onstraints expression Let us onsider a omponent C whih provides a servie s that requires
r1 and r2 servies. Qinna permits to link the di�erent implementation levels between allers and allees. Therelationship between the di�erent implementation levels an be viewed as a funtion whih assoiates to eahimplementation level of s an implementation level for r1 and for r2:

QLSCs : N −→ N
2

IL 7−→ (IL1, IL2)This funtion is statially enoded by the developer within the appliation. For instane, it an easily beimplemented in the QoSManager through a �mapping� table whose lines enode the tuples of linked implemen-tation levels: (ILs1 , ILr1, ILr2). The natural order of the lines of the table is used to determine whih tuple toonsider if the urrent negotiation fails.
linking constraint

r2

r1

s1

ILr1

ILr2

ILs1Fig. 2.3. Implementation levels and linking onstraintsThus, as soon as an implementation level is set for the s1 servie, the implementation levels of all requiredservies (and all the implementation levels in the all tree) are set (Figure 2.3). This has a onsequene notonly on the exeuted ode of all the involved servies (and also internal funtions) but also on the argumentsof the servie alls.Therefore, if a user asks for the servie s1 at some implementation level, the demand may fail due to someresoure onstraint. That's why every demand for a servie must be negotiated and the notion of ontrat willbe aurate to implement a set of a satisfatory implementation levels for (a set of) future alls.Implementation of linking onstraints in Qinna The links between the provided QoS and the QoS ofthe required servies are made through a table whose lines enode the tuples of linked implementation levels:
(ILs, ILr1 , ILr2). This �mapping� table is enoded in the QoSManager. The natural order of the lines of thetable is used to determine whih tuple to onsider if the urrent negotiation fails.Now we have all the elements to de�ne the notion of ontrat.2.4. Qinna's ontrats. Qinna provides the notion of ontrat to ensure both behavioral onstraints(Type Constraints and Intane Constraints of servies, as desribed in Setion 2.2) and linking onstraints.When a servie all is made at some implementation level, all the subservies implementation level are �xedimpliitly through the linking onstraints. As all the implementation levels for a same servie are ordered, theobjetive is to �nd the best implementation level that is feasible (w.r.t. the behavioral onstraints of all theomponents and servie involved in the all tree).Contrat Negotiation All servie alls in Qinna are made after negotiation. The user (at toplevel) ofthe servie asks for the servie at some interval of �satisfatory� implementation levels. Qinna then is ableto �nd the best implementation level in this interval that respets all the behavioral onstraints (CICs andCTCs of all the servies involved in the all tree). If there is no intersetion between feasible and satisfatoryimplementation levels, no ontrat is built. In the other ase, a ontrat is made for the spei� servie. Aontrat is thus a tuple (id, si, IL, [ILmin, ILmax], imp) denoting respetively its identi�ant number, the referredservie, the urrent implementation level, the interval of satisfatory implementation levels, and the importaneof the ontrat. This last variable is used to sort the list of all urrent ontrats and is used for degradation (seenext paragraph). The importane value is statially set by the developer eah time he asks for a new ontrat.After ontrat initialization, all the servie alls must respet the terms of the ontrat. In the other ase,there will be some renegotiation.Contrat Maintenane and Degradation After eah servie all the deision proedure for behavioralonstraints are updated. After that, a ontrat may not be valid anymore. As all servie alls are madethrough the Brokers by the Domain, the Domain is automatially noti�ed of a ontrat failure. In this ase, the



Qinna: a omponent-based framework for runtime safe resoure adaptation of embedded systems 257Domain tries to degrade the ontrat of least importane (whih may be not the same as the urrent one). Thisdegradation has onsequenes on the resoure and thus an permit other servie alls inside the �rst ontrat.Basially, degrading a ontrat onsists in setting a lesser implementation level among the satisfatory ones,but whih is still feasible. If it is not possible, the ontrat is stopped.It is important to notie that ontrat degradation is e�etive only at toplevel, and thus is performed bythe Domain. It means that there is no degradation of implementation level outside toplevel. That is why weonly speak of ontrat for servie at toplevel.Use of servies Eah all to a servie at toplevel as onsequenes on the ontrat whih has been negoiatedfor him. We suppose that a ontrat is made before the �rst invoation of the desired servie. The veri�ationould automatially be done with Qinna, but is not not yet implemented. All the noti�ations of failures arelogged for the developer.3. Qinna's omponents implementation in C++. We implemented in C++ the Qinna omponentsand algorithms. These omponents are provided through lasses whih we detail in this setion.3.1. Qinna's omponents for the management of servies. QoSComponent The QoSComponentlass provides generi onstrutors and destrutors, and ontains a private struture to save the urrent imple-mentation levels of the omponent provided servie. All QoS omponents will inherit from this lass.QoSBroker The QoSBroker lass ontains a private struture to save the referenes to all the orrespondingomponents it is responsible for. It provides the two funtions Free(QoSComponent* refQ) and Reserve(...).As testCIC and updateCIC funtions signature depends of eah omponent/servie, these funtions will beprovided in eah instane of QoSBroker.QoSManager The QoSManager lass ontains all information for the servie provided by its assoiatedomponent. It provide the following publi funtions:
• bool SetServieInfos(int idserv, QoSComponent *ompo, int nbreq, int nbmap) initializesthe manager for the idserv servie, provided by *ompo, with nbreq required servies and nbmap di�erentimplementation levels. Return true if suessful, false otherwise.
• bool AddLevQoSReq(int idserv, int lv, int irq, int lrq) adds the tuple (lv, irq, lrq) (the lvimplementation level for idserv is linked to the lrq implementation level for irq servie) in the mappingtable for idserv.
• int Reserve(int idserv, int lv) is used for the reservation of the idserv servie at level il. Itreturns the loal number of (sub) ontrat of the Manager or 0 if the reservation has failed (due toresoure onstraints).QoSDomain The QoSDomain lass provides funtions for managing ontrats at toplevel:
• bool AddServie(int servie, int nbRq, int nbMp, QoSManager *qm) adds the servie servicewith nbRq required servies and nbMp implementation levels, with assoiated manager ∗qm.
• int Reserve(QoSComponent *ompo,int ns , int lv, int imp) is used for reservation of the ser-vie ns provided by the omponent ∗compo at level lv and importane imp. it returns the number ofontrat (in domain) if suessful, 0 otherwise.
• bool Free(int id) frees the ontrat number id (of domain).ManagerContrat This lass provides a generi struture for a subontrat whih enodes a tuple of theform < id, lv, ∗rq, v > where id is the ontrat number, lv the urrent level, rq is the omponent that providesthe servie and v is a C++-vetor that enode the levels of the required servies. This lass provides aessfuntions to these variables and a funtion to hange the implementation level.DomainContrat This lass provides a struture for ontrats at toplevel. A Domain ontrat is a tupleof the form < di, i, lv, ∗rq > where di is the global identi�er of the ontrat, ∗rq is the manager assoiated tothe omponent that provides the servie, i is the loal number of subontrat for the manager, and lv is theurrent level of the servie.Remark 1 All servies and ontrats have global identi�ers used in toplevel. However, it is important to notiethat servie and (sub) ontrats have loal identi�ers in their respetive managers.



258 Laure Gonnord and Jean-Philippe Babau3.2. Basi resoure omponents. In the all graph of one servie, leaves are physial resoures (Memory,CPU, Network). As all resoures must be enapsulated inside omponents, we need to enapsulate the basefuntions into QoSComponents. For instane, the Memory omponent must be enoded as a wrapper around themallo funtion, and the assoiated broker basially implements the CIC funtions whih deide if the globalamount of alloated memory is reahed or not.Sometimes, the basi funtions are enapsulated in higher level omponents. For instane, a high levellibrary might provide a DisplayImage funtion whih makes an expliit all to mallo, but this all is hiddenby the use of the library. In this partiular ase, the management of basi resoure funtions an be done intwo di�erent but equivalent ways:
• the reation of a �phantom� Memory omponent whih provides the two servies amallo (for abstratmallo) and afree. Eah time the developer makes a all to an �impliit� resoure funtion (i. e.when the alled funtion needs a signi�ant amount of memory, like DisplayImage), he has to allMemory.amalllo. The Qinna's C++ implementation provides some basi omponents like Memory,Network and CPU and their assoiated brokers.
• the reation of QoSComponent around the library funtion DisplayImagewhih is responsible (throughits broker) for the global amount of �quantity of resoure� used for the DisplayImage funtion.Both solutions need a preise knowledge of the libraries funtions w.r.t the resoure onsumption. Weassume that the developer has this knowledge sine he designs a resoure-aware appliation. In our ase studywe used the �rst solution.4. Methodology to use Qinna. We suppose that in the appliation all resoures, inluding hardwareresoures (Memory, CPU) or software ones (viewer, bu�er), are enoded by omponents. Here are the mainsteps for integrating Qinna into an existing appliation designed in C++:1. Identify the variable servies whih are funtions whose all may fail due to some resoure reasons.They are of two types:

• simple funtions like Memory.mallo whose ode does not vary. They have a unique implementa-tion level.
• �adaptive� funtions whose ode an vary aording to implementation levels.The �rst step is thus to identify the servies whose quality vary and assoiate to eah of this servies aunique key, and if the ode vary, learly identify the variant ode through a ode of the form:swith(implLevel){ase 0 :...}where implLevel is the assoiated (variable) attribute of the host omponent for this servie. We mustidentify whih variable servies are required for eah provided servie, and the relationship between thedi�erent implementation levels.2. Create Qinna omponents. First, ut the soure ode into QoSComponents that an provide oneor more QoSservies. As the QoS negotiation will only be made between QoSComponents of di�erenttypes, this split will have many onsequenes on the QoS management. For eah QoSComponentC(whih inherits from the QoSComponent lass), the designer must enode two lasses: QoSBrokerC andQoSManagerC whih respetively inherit from the QoSBroker and QoSManager generi lasses. For thewhole appliation, the designer will diretly use the QoSDomain generi lass.3. Implement Quality of Resoure onstraints. These onstraints are set in two di�erent ways:
• The type onstraints (CTC) for omponent C implementation is omposed of additional funtionsin QoSBrokerC : initCTC whih is exeuted at the reation of the Broker, and whih sets thedeision proedures parameters ; a testCTC funtion to determine whether a new instane an bereated or not ; an updateCTC to save modi�ations of the resoures after the reation. For eahprovided QoS servie si, we add to new funtions: testCTC(idsi) whih is exeuted before theall of a servie and tells if the servie an be done, and updateCTC(idsi) to be exeuted afterthe all.
• The instane onstraints (CIC) for C are also omposed of three funtions to enode in the

QoSComponentC: setCIC to set the resoures onstants, testCTC(idsi) whih is used to de-



Qinna: a omponent-based framework for runtime safe resoure adaptation of embedded systems 259ide if a servie of identi�ant ids an be alled, and updateCTC(idsi) to update the resoureonstraints after a all to the si funtion.4. Implement the linking onstraints. The links between required servies and provided servie viaimplementation levels are set by the invoation of the SetServie and AddLevQoSReq funtions of themanagers. These funtions will be invoked at toplevel.5. Modify the main �le to initialize Qinna omponents at toplevel. Here are the main steps:
• For eah base resoure (CPU, Memory, . . . )(a) Invoke the onstrutor for the assoiated Broker. The onstrutor's arguments must ontainthe initialization of internal variables for type onstraints (the total amount of memory forexample).(b) Create the assoiated Manager with the Broker as argument.() Register the QoS servies inside the Manager through the use of SetServieInfos funtion.(d) Create QoSComponents instanes via the Broker.reserve(...) funtion. The argumentsan be a ertain amount of resoure used by the omponent.
• For all the other QoSComponents, the required omponents �rst:(a) Create the assoiated Broker and Manager.(b) Set the servies information.() If a servie requires another servie of another omponent, use the funtion Manager.AddReqto link the required manager. Then use Manager.AddLevQoSReq to set the linking onstraints.(d) Create QoSComponent instanes by invoking the orresponding reservation funtion(Broker.Reserve).
• Create the QoSDomain and add the servies that are used at toplevel (Domain.AddServie)
• Reserve servies via the QoSDomain and save the ontrats' numbers.5. Viewer Implementation using Qinna.5.1. Spei�ation. Our ase study is a remote viewer appliation whose high level spei�ation follows:

• The system is omposed of a mobile phone and a remote server. The appliation allows the downloadingand the visualization of remote images via a wireless link.
• The remote diretory is reahed via a ftp onnetion. After onnetion, two buttons �Next� and �Pre-vious� are used to display images one by one. Loally, some images are stored in a bu�er. To providea better quality of servie, some images are downloaded in advane, while the oldest ones are removedfrom the photo memory.
• The appliation must manage di�erent qualities of servies for the resoures: shortage of bandwidthand memory, or disonnetions of the ftp server. When needed it an download images in lower quality(in size or image ompression rate).
• Di�erent storage poliies are possible, and there are many parameters whih an be modi�ed; like thesize of the bu�er, or the number of images that are downloaded eah time. We want to evaluate whihpoliy is the best aording to a given senario.We want to use Qinna for two objetives:
• the maintenane of the appliation with respet to the di�erent qualities of servie,
• the evaluation of the in�uene of the parameters, on the non-funtional behavior (timing performaneand resoure usage).5.2. The funtional part. The funtional part of the viewer is developed with Qt1 (a C++ library whihprovides graphial omponents and implementations of the ftp protool). Figure 5.2 desribes the main partsof the standalone appliation. We hose to make the downloading part via the ftp protool. The wireless partis not enoded.
• The FtpClient lass makes a onnetion to an existing ftp server and has a list of all distant images.It provides a getSome funtion to enable the downloading of many �les at one.
• The ImageBuffer lass is responsible for the management of downloaded �les in a loal diretory. Asthe spei�ation says, this bu�er has a limited size and di�erent poliy for downloading images. Thelass provides the two funtions donext and doprevious whih are asynhronous funtions. A signal

1http://trollteh.om/produts/qt/
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Fig. 5.1. Sreenshot of the viewer appliation
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Fig. 5.2. Funtional view of the appliationis thrown if/when the desired image is ready to be displayed. It eventually downloads future images inurrent diretory.
• The ImageViewer lass is a high level omponent to make the interfae between the ftp and bu�erlasses to the graphis omponents.
• The ImageSreen lass is responsible for the display of the image in a graphi omponent namedQPixmap.
• The main lass provides all the graphis omponents for the Graphial User Interfae.5.3. Integration of Qinna. Now that we have the funtional part of the appliation, we add the followingresoure omponents: Memory, and Network whih are QoSComponents that provide variable servies. We onlyfous on these two basi resoures. The Network omponent is only linked to the FtpClient, whereas Memorywill be shared between all omponents. For Memory, the only variable servie is amallo whih an fail if theglobal amount of dediated memory is reahed ; this funtion has only one implementation level. For Network,the provided funtion get an fail if there is too muh ativity on network (notion of bandwidth).Then we follow the above methodology in the partiular ase of our remote viewer.
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Fig. 5.3. Arhiteture exampleIdenti�ation of the variable servies (step 1)Now as the variable servies for low level omponents have been identi�ed, we list the following adaptiveservies for the funtional part:
• ImageSreen.displayImagevaries among memory, it has three implementation levels whih orrespondto the quality of the displayed image. We add alls to Memory.amallo funtion to simulate the use ofMemory.
• Ftplient.getsome's implementation varies among available memory and the urrent bandwidth ofnetwork. If there is not enough memory or network, it adapts the poliy of the downloads. It has threeimplementation levels. We add alls to Network.bandwidth to simulate the network resoures that areneeded to download �les.
• ImageBuffer.donext/previous varies among available memory: if there is not enough memory theimage is saved with high ompression.Creation of the QoSComponents (step 2)The resoure omponents are QoSComponents. Then, the three omponents ImageSreen, FtpClientand ImageBuffer are QoSComponents whih provide eah one variable servie. Imageviewer and Main areQoSComponents as well. Figure 5.3 represents now the struture of the appliation at this step.For the sake of simpliity, we only share Memory into two parts, a part for ImageBuffer and the other partfor imageBuffer. That means that eah of these omponents have their own amount of memory.Resoure onstraints (steps 3 and 4)The quantity of resoure onstraints we have �xed are lassial ones (bounds for the memory instanes,unique instantiation for the imageSreen omponent, no more than 80 perent of bandwidth for the ftpClient,et). The QLSC are very similar to those desribed in [11℄ for a videogame appliation. Here we show how wehave implemented some of these onstraints in our appliation.
• Quantity of resoure onstraints The imageSreen omponent is responsible for the unique serviedisplay_image (display the image on the graphi video widget). Here are some behavioral onstraintswe implemented for this omponent:� There is only one instane of the omponent one.� The display funtion an only display images with size lesser or equal to 1200 ∗ 800.� There is only one all to the display funtion one.These type onstraints are easily implemented in the assoiated Broker (imageSreenBroker) in thefollowing way: the onstraint �maximum of instane� requires two private attributes nbinstane andnbinstanemax whih are delared and initialized at the reation of the Broker with values 0 and 1.Then the reservation of a new imageSreen by the Broker is done after heking whether or not

nbinstance + 1 ≤ nbinstancemax. If all heks are true, it reserves the instane and inrementsnbinstane.



262 Laure Gonnord and Jean-Philippe BabauThe heking of memory is done by setting the global amount of memory for ImageBuffer andimageBuffer in loal variables whih are set to 0 at the beginning of eah ontrat, and updatedeah time the funtion amallo is alled.These onstraints are rather simple but we an imagine more omplex ones, provided they an beheked with bounded omplexity (this is a onstraint oming from the fat the Qinna omponents willalso be embedded).
• QoS Linking onstraintsTo illustrate the di�erene between quality of resoure onstraints and linking onstraints, we showhere the onstraints for the FtpClient.getSome:� The implementation level 0 orresponds to 3 suessive downloads with the Network.get funtion.The funtion has a unique implementation level but eah all to it is made with 60 as argument,to model the fat it requires 60% of the total bandwidth. These three alls are made through theuse of the Thread.thread with implementation level 0 (quik thread, no ative wait).� The implementation level 1 orresponds to 2 alls to the get funtion with 40% of bandwidth eahtime. These two alls are made through the use of the Thread.thread with implementation level

1 (middle thread, few ative wait).� The implementation level 2 orresponds to 1 all to the get funtion with 20% bandwidth. Thisall is made through the use of the Thread.threadwith implementation level 2 (more ative wait).Thus if the available bandwidth is too low, a negotiation or an existing ontrat will fail beause of theresoure onstraints. The reation of the ontrat may fail beause a thread annot be provided at the desiredimplementation level.Modi�ation of toplevel (step 5) This part is straightforward. The only hoies we have to make arethe relative amount of resoure (Memory, Network) whih are alloated to eah QoSComponents. The testsenario is detailed in setion 5.5.5.4. Some statistis. The viewer is written in 4350 lines of ode, the funtional part taking roughly 1800lines. The other lines are Qinna's generi omponents (1650 lo.), 600 lines of ode for the new omponents(imagesreenBroker, imageSreenManager et.) and 300 lines of ode for the test senarios. The binary is alsomuh bigger 4.7Mbytes versus 2Mbytes without Qinna.Thus Qinna is ostly, but all the supplementary lines of ode do not need to be rewritten, beause:
• Generi Qinna omponents, algorithms, and the basi resoure omponents are provided with Qinna.
• The deision funtions for Quality of servie onstraints ould be automatially generated or be providedas a �library of ommon onstraints�.
• The initialization at toplevel ould be omputed-aided through user-friendly tables.We think that the ost of Qinna in terms of binary ode an be strongly redued by avoiding the existingredundany in our urrent implementation.Moreover, Qinna's implementation an be viewed as a prototype to evaluate the resoure use and the qualityof servie management. After a preliminary phase with the whole implementation used to �nd the best linkingonstraints, we an imagine an optimized ompilation through glue ode whih neither inludes brokers normanagers.5.5. Results. We realized a senario with a new omponent whose only objetive is to use the basi re-soures Memory and Network. This TestC omponent provides only the foobar funtion at toplevel. This fun-tion has two implementation levels, and requires two funtions: SreenMemory.amallo and Network.get. Thewhole appliation provides four funtions at toplevel: TestC.foobar, ImageViewer.donext (and doprevious)and ImageSreen.displayimage. Three ontrats are negotiated, in the following importane order: foobar�rst, then donext and doprevious, then displayimage. We made the three ontrats and download and visual-ize images at the highest qualities, but at some point the foobar funtion auses the degradation of the ontratfor displayimage, and the images are then shown in a degraded version, like the Ei�el tower on Figure 5.1.The gap between the harateristis of the ontrat and the e�etive resoure usage an be make throughthe use of log funtions provided by the Qinna implementation. Figure 5.4 shows for instane the memory usagefor another played senario.
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Fig. 5.4. Memory use6. Related works. Other works also propose to use a development framework to handle resoure vari-ability. In [10℄ and [6℄, the author propose a model-based framework for developping self-adaptative programs.This approah uses high-level spei�ations based on temporal logi formula to generate program monitors. Atruntime, these monitors ath the system events and ativates the reon�guration. This approah is similar tous exept that it mainly deals with hybrid automata and there is no notion of ontrat degradation nor generialgorithm for negoiation.The expression and maintenane of resoure onstraints is also onsidered as a fundamental issue, so muhwork deals with this subjet. In [5℄, the author use a probabilisti approah to evaluate the resoure onsumedby the program paths. Some other works in the domain of veri�ation try to prove onformane of one programto some spei�ation: in [7℄, for instane, the authors use synhronous observers to enode and verify logialtime ontrats. At last, the QML language ( [2℄, [1℄) is now well used to express QoS properties. This lastapproah is omplementary to our one sine it provides a language whih ould be ompiled into soure odefor QoSComponents or Brokers.7. Conlusion and future work. In this paper, we have presented a ase study using the softwarearhiteture Qinna whih was designed to handle resoure onstraints during the development and the exeutionof embedded programs. We foused mainly on the development part, by giving a general development sheme touse Qinna, and illustrating it on a ase study. The resulting appliation is a resoure-aware appliation, whoseresoures onstraints are guaranteed at runtime, and whose adaptation to variability of servie is automatiallydone by the Qinna omponents, through the notion of ontrats. At last, we are able to evaluate at runtimethe threshold between ontratualised resoure and the real amount of resoure e�etively used.This work has shown the e�etivity of Qinna with respet to the programming e�ort, and the performaneof the modi�ed appliation.Future work inlude some improvements of Qinna's C++ omponents, mainly on data strutures, in orderto derease the global ost of Qinna in terms of binary size, and more spei� and detailed resoure omponents,in order to better �t to the platform spei�ations. Integrating Qinna into a model driven development tools,suh as Gaspard ( [8℄), an be a way to improve this e�ieny.From the theoretial point of view, there is also a need for a way to manage the linking onstraints. Thedeveloper has still to link the implementation levels of required and provided servies, and the order between allimplementations levels is �xed by him as well. The tuning of all these links an only be done though simulationyet. We think that some methods like ontroller synthesis ( [4℄) ould be used to disover the/a optimal orderand linking relations w.r.t. some onstraints suh as �minimal variability�, �best reativity� et..Finally, some theoretial work would be neessary in order to use Qinna as a predition tool, and providean e�ient ompilation into �glue ode�. REFERENCES[1℄ S. Frølund and J. Koistinen, Qml : A language for quality of servie spei�ation, teh. rep., HPL-98-10, 1998.[2℄ , Quality of servies spei�ation in distributed objet systems design, in Proeedings of the 4th onferene on USENIXConferene on Objet-Oriented Tehnologies and Systems (COOTS), Berkeley, CA, USA, 1998, USENIX Assoiation.
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 265�275. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPEDEPLOYMENT OF EMBEDDED WEB SERVICES IN REAL-TIME SYSTEMSGUIDO MORITZ, STEFFEN PRUETER, DIRK TIMMERMANN∗AND FRANK GOLATOWSKI†Abstrat. Servie-oriented arhitetures (SOA) beome more and more important in networked embedded systems. The mainadvantages of Servie-oriented arhitetures are a higher abstration level and interoperability of devies. In this area, Web servieshave beome an important standard for ommuniation between devies. However, this upoming tehnology is only available ondevies with su�ient resoures. Therefore, embedded devies are often exluded from the deployment of Web servies due to alak of omputing power, insu�ient memory spae and limited bandwidth. Furthermore, embedded devies often require real-timeapabilities for ommuniation and proess ontrol. This paper presents a new table driven approah to handle real-time apableWeb servies ommuniation, on embedded hardware through the Devies Pro�le for Web Servies.Key words: servie-oriented devie arhiteture, devies pro�le for Web servies, Web servie for devies1. Introdution. High researh e�orts are made to develop ross domain ommuniation middlewarebasing on arhitetural onepts like REST (Representational state transfer) and Servie-oriented Devie Ar-hitetures (SODA) [25℄ and on tehnologies like UPnP (Universal Plug and Play), JINI, and DPWS (DeviesPro�le for Web Servies). While UPnP, DLNA and related tehnologies are established in networked home andsmall o�e environments, DPWS is widely used in the automation industry at devie level [26℄ and it has beenshown that they are also appliable for Enterprise integration [24, 27℄. Barisi et al. [33℄ outline the potentialof SOA to beome a key fator in embedded software development. Embedded development proess an beimproved signi�antly if the SOA paradigm is used in eah development stage. However, to make this happenit is neessary to establish the grounding for deeply embedded systems and real-time systemBesides the advantages of SODA, additional resoures are required to host a neessary software stak. Thereare SODA toolkits available for resoure-onstrained devies like UPnP staks [28℄ or DPWS toolkits [8, 9℄.However, additional e�ort is neessary for deployment on deeply embedded devies and espeially for embeddedreal-time systems. Deeply embedded devies are small miroontrollers with only a few kB of memory andRAM (e.g. MSP430, ARM7). These devies annot be applied with omprehensive operating systems. Butthey are essential beause as they ombine prie, low power properties, size and build-in hardware modules.This work presents a new approah, whih an be applied to deeply embedded devies and serve real-timeand spei�ation ompliant DPWS ommuniation.2. Servies in Devie Controlling Systems. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) spei�es theWeb servies standard [13℄. UPnP is a popular spei�ation in the home domain. Due to the lak of seuritymehanisms and the missing servie proxy it is limited to small networks (see [2℄). Furthermore, UPnP basedommuniation sales not with the arising high number of future oming wireless smart ooperating objets dueto its usage of Simple Servie Disovery Protool (SSDP) for devie disovery at run-time. Web servies arealready widely used in large networks and the internet for business proesses and server-to-server ommuniationmainly. This lient-to-server interation uses SOAP [12℄ for the transport layer and Extensible Markup Language(XML) for the data representation [1, 15℄. On the other hand, the Web servies protools need muh omputingpower and memory, in order to enable a devie-to-devie ommuniation with more onstraint resoures asservers. Therefore, a onsortium lead by Mirosoft has de�ned the Devies Pro�le for Web servies (DPWS) [4℄.DPWS uses several Web servies protools, while keeping aspet of resoure onstraint devies. In omparison tostandard Web servies, DPWS is able to disover devies at run time dynamially based on WS-Disovery, WS-MetadataExhange and WS-Transfer, without a global servie registry (UDDI). The inluded WS-Eventing [6℄spei�ation also enables lients to subsribe for events on a devie to get noti�ed by state hanges. Thus,pull messaging is avoided in favor of push messaging, whih is a signi�ant advantage for resoure onstraintdevies and networks. DPWS is integrated in Mirosofts operating systems Windows Vista and Windows 7and furthermore in misellaneous frameworks like e.g. .net Miro Framework. Additionally, open soure staksare available [8℄. In August 2008 a tehnial ommittee (TC) at OASIS was formed for the �Web ServiesDisovery and Web Servies Devies Pro�le� (WS-DD) [5℄. WS-DD de�nes a lightweight subset of the WebServies protool suite that makes it easy to �nd, share, and ontrol devies on a network. The work of this
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266 Guido Moritz et. alTC is based on the former DPWS, WS-Disovery and SOAP-over-UDP spei�ation. In July 2009 version 1.1of named spei�ations were published by the OASIS WS-DD TC. For many ompanies, this is the reason fordeveloping new interfaes for their produts based on these protools.Using servie gateways is the predominating approah to bridge between di�erent ommuniation layers orbetween embedded systems and enterprise systems. Our approah aims at lowering the e�orts for integrationand interation and to set on standards instead of re-develop new protools. Bukl et al. [32℄ assume a dataentri proessing model is used in embedded systems. Authors di�erentiate between embedded Servies (alledas eServies ) and Web Servies. Both worlds are integrated by a servie gateway. In [34℄ Web Servieson Universal Networks (WSUN) is desribed. The presented SOA based platform (environment) whih isomposed of broker, registry and universal adaptor and is able to bridge between di�erent SOA tehnologies,like Jini and DPWS. This work onentrates on interoperability between di�erent subnets and uses DPWS tointegrate devies. Some work has been done to integrate DPWS into OSGi. While UPnP support has alreadybeen standardized within OSGi, today some initial work and proposals have been done to extend OSGi withDPWS [35, 36℄. Fiehe et al. [36℄ desribe a distributed arhiteture whih uses DPWS to extend OSGi andmake OSGi a distributed system. This approah is similar to atual work on distributed OSGi inside OSGiinitiative. However, there still exists the lak to integrate DPWS apable devie into OSGi.Less work has been done to bring DPWS on deeply embedded systems and sensor networks and espeiallyreal-time systems. With the new approah, presented in this paper, Web servies beome also available ondeeply embedded devies. Both, deeply embedded devies and devies that are more powerful will be enabledto ommuniate and interat with eah other. This substitutes the appliation layer proxies.Through linking the devies to a higher level of ommuniation, devies no longer rely on spei� transfertehnologies like Ethernet. All devies in an infrastruture are onneted via servies. This servies basedarhiteture is already used in upper layers. Servies based ommuniation beomes available on lower layersnearest to the physial tier. This allows a higher abstration level of proess strutures. The �rst step to allowthis is the reation of a SODA framework that ful�lls the requirements of deeply embedded devies.3. Requirements for a light weight SODA. High-level ommuniation on resoure onstrained embed-ded devies an result in an overall performane degradation. In a previous paper [7℄ Prueter et. al presenteddi�erent hallenges whih have to be met in order to realize DPWS ommuniation with real-time harateristis.Firstly, as a basis an underlying real-time operating system must exist, ensuring the sheduling of thedi�erent tasks in the right order and in spei� time slots. Seondly, the physial network has to providereal-time harateristis. The major hallenge in DPWS with respet to the underlying network, is the bindingof DPWS and SOAP. SOAP is bound to the Hypertext Transfer Protool (HTTP) for transmission. HTTPis bound to the Transmission Control Protool (TCP) [10℄ (see Figure 3.1). The TCP-standard inludes non-deterministi parts onerning a resend algorithm in ase of an error. Furthermore, the Medium Aess Control(MAC) to the physial tier has to grant aess to the data hannel for preditable time slots. For example,Ethernet annot ful�ll this requirement.As shown in Figure 3.1, it is possible to use SOAP-over-UDP. But in aordane to the DPWS spei�ation,a devie must support at least one HTTP interfae [4℄.In [7℄ Prueter et al. Xenomai [11℄ is used as operating system and RTNet [14℄ to grant network aesswith real-time harateristis. RTNet relies on the User Datagram Protool (UDP) instead of TCP and usesTime Division Multiple Aess (TDMA) for Medium Aess Control (MAC). The usage of UDP demandsSOAP-over-UDP at the same time. At least two interfaes have to be implemented: A non real-time, DPWSompliant HTTP/TCP interfae and a real-time UDP interfae. The disadvantage of using a speial networkstak inluding a speial MAC, also implies building up a separate network. In this network, all partiipatingnotes have to onform to the MAC and used protools.For deeply embedded devies, various real-time operating systems exist. FreeRTOS [21℄ is a mini real-timekernel for misellaneous hardware platforms like ARM7, ARM9, AVR, x86, MSP430 et. Unfortunately, nouseful real-time network stak and operating system ombination is urrently available for these kinds of deeplyembedded devies. Therefore, this paper onentrates on the possibilities to provide real-time harateristis inthe upper layers being on the top of TCP/IP.The binding of DPWS and TCP through HTTP auses di�erent hallenges in granting real-time hara-teristi for DPWS ommuniation and is still an ongoing work in our researh group. It is not possible toreah deterministi harateristis without spei� real-time operating systems and network staks. A real-time
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Fig. 3.2. Modules to be implementedoperating system grants aess to peripheries for preditable time slots and exeution of tasks in the right order.The arising high level ommuniation may not interfere with the real-time proess ontrolling. The underlyingreal-time operating system takes are of orret thread management and orret sheduling of the real-timeand non real-time tasks. Tasks on the ontroller, ompeting with the ommuniation, are prioritized by theoperating system.In order to provide Web servies on miroontrollers, di�erent hallenges have to be met. Figure 3.2 showsthe partiular parts, whih have to be realized.3.1. Network Stak. The network stak, responsible for the right addressing and the way of exhangingdata, is the �rst module, whih have to be realized and meet the resoure requirements. Dunkels has developeduIP and lwIP, two standard ompliant TCP/IP staks for 8 Bit ontroller arhitetures ( [15, 16, 17℄). uIPful�lls all minimum requirements for TCP/IP data transmissions. The major fouses are minimal ode size,memory and omputing power usage on the ontroller, without losing standard onformane. lwIP also ful�llsnon mandatory features of TCP/IP. Both implementations are designed to run on 8-bit arhitetures with andwithout an operating system. The di�erenes between both staks are shown in the following Table 3.1.DPWS bases on WS-Disovery for automati disovery of devies and is based on IP Multiast. Multiastappliations use the onnetionless and unreliable User Datagram Protool (UDP) in order to ahieve multiastommuniations. uIP is able to send UDP Multiast messages, but is not able to join multiast groups andreeive multiast messages [17℄. In ontrast to uIP, the lwIP implementation supports all neessary UDP andMultiast features. The above mentioned FreeRTOS an use the lwIP stak for networking. This ombines



268 Guido Moritz et. alTable 3.1uIP vs. lwIPFeature uIP lwIPIP and TCP heksums X XIP fragment reassembly XIP options XMultiple Interfaes XUDP XMultiple TCP onnetions X XVariable TCP MSS X XRTT estimation X XTCP �ow ontrol X XSliding TCP window XTCP ongestion ontrol Not needed XOut-of-sequene TCP data XTCP urgent data X XData bu�ered for rexmit Xthe advantages of a ompatible, lightweight network stak and the usage of an embedded real-time operatingsystem.3.2. SOAP. Upon the network stak, HTTP ommuniation protool is used for transport of uniastmessages. The payload is embedded in XML strutures and sent via HTTP. All messages utilize the POSTmethod of HTTP for SOAP envelope delivery. Most addressing information in the HTTP header is redundantbeause they are inluded in the SOAP message itself with a higher servie abstration. Signi�ant HTTPheader information is the Content-Length �led to identify ending of messages in the TCP data stream. BeauseDPWS requires a small part of the HTTP funtionality only, it is not neessary to implement a full funtionalHTTP stak.In ontrast, the XML proessing and parsing draws more attention. On deeply embedded devies, with onlyfew kB of memory, the ode size and the RAM usage have to be redued. The WS-Disovery and WS-Metadatamessages exeed the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of most network tehnologies, inluding Ethernet.This supports the deision for lwIP in favour of uIP. The uIP implementation only uses one single global bu�erfor sending and reeiving messages. The appliation �rst has to proess the message in the bu�er, before it anbe overwritten [17℄. In ase of a omplete XML message, the whole �le has to be available before a useful parsingan be proessed. Additional, omputing power is restrited to resoure onstrained devies. With respet tothe overall performane of the ommuniation task, it is di�ult to work through and parse the whole messageas a nested XML �le. Therefore, our researh group has developed and implemented a new approah to handleHTTP and XML analysis. This new approah is desribed in the next setion.4. New Table Driven Approah. A omplete implementation of SODA for deeply embedded systems,like wireless sensor network nodes with limited proessing power and memory, is a signi�ant hallenge. Allmodules that are mentioned in setion III like network stak, SOAP, HTTP and DPWS have to be implemented.Due to dediated harateristis and funtionalities of sensors and ators in resoure onstraint environ-ments, most of the exhanged information are disovery messages for the lose oupling of the devies duringrun-time and basi servie invoations with non-omplex data types. We have analyzed di�erent setups withDPWS ompliant implementations to identify whih parts of DPWS ould be omitted or adopted to redueneessary resoures. In most senarios, only few types of messages have to be proessed. After disovery andmetadata exhange, the devies and their addresses are known and the servies an be invoked. Only a fewparts hange within the exhanged messages. Major parts of the messages stay unhanged. Every time a servieis alled, almost the same message has to be parsed and almost the same message has to be build.With all exhanged messages from the analysis of di�erent senarios, tables an be generated. The tablesontain all appropriated inoming and outgoing messages. The new implemented table driven approah is ableto response every request by referring to these tables.This new table driven implementation is not based on SOAP and HTTP. Instead, we are using an approahbasing on a simple string omparison of inoming messages in this new implementation. The SOAP-Envelope
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CommandsFig. 5.1. Mobile Robot Senarioontaining the servie invoations are simple strutured and there is no need for omplex parsing of messaginginluding e.g. heavy weight XML namespae support. The messages are interpreted as simple text messagesand not as SOAP Envelopes being embedded in HTTP. The relevane of the reeived strings from HTTP andSOAP protools are unknown for the table driven devie. Certainly, the table driven devie an analyze theinoming requests and �lter required information. The devie is able to send spei� response with the orretlyadapted dynami hanging setions. The overhead for parsing and building always the same message is reduedby this approah. Thereby memory usage and omputation time are dereased in omparison to a traditionalimplementation.With respet to a real-time apable ommuniation, the treatment of the messages as strings and not asspei� protools is signi�ant. The parsing as a string is independent of the depth of the nesting of XMLstrutures and de�ned by the length of the SOAP-Envelope only. The neessary time, to parse the message asa string, is preditable. XML Shema, whih is required by DPWS, annot ful�ll these requirements by default.5. Mobile Robot Senario. We veri�ed our solution in a real world senario. An external PC and anoverhead amera ontrol a team of �ve autonomous robots. The robots are oordinated via DPWS interfaes.The robots reeive ommands from a entral server. The ommands have to be exeuted in predited timeslotsto prevent ollisions and enable aurate movement of the robots. The whole setup is shown in Figure 5.1.The team behavior of the robots is ontrolled by a entral server whih uses one or more ameras mountedabove the ground. Image proessing software on the PC extrats the position of all robots in the �eld. Onthe PC even the ommands for the robots are alulated. These ommands onsist of global oordinates of therobot positions and the target positions. These ommands are sent with a high transmission rate to the robots.The robots use global oordinates to update their own loal and impreise oordinate traking. The robotsneed this global updates in regular periods, otherwise a orret ontrolling annot be granted. These real-timerequirements for ontrolling the robots with a parallel running ommuniation system make the robot senarioan ideal test benh for our implementations.5.1. Robot Hardware. To ontrol the robots we use two ontroller boards alternatively: an embeddedLinux board and an ARM7 ontroller board. The embedded Linux board is the Cool Mote Master (CMM) fromLiPPERT. It is equipped with an AMD Alhemy AU 1550 proessor [19℄. This board is designed as a gatewaynode for sensor networks. The CMM is already equipped with an 802.15.4 ompliant transeiver. We haveextended the board with additional Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) interfaes [20℄. Thereby, the board hasthree di�erent radio tehnologies for networking beside Ethernet.The ARM7 board is a SAM7-EX256 evaluation board from Olimex [23℄. This board is applied with an AtmelARM7 ontroller with 256 kB memory and 64 kB RAM. The board already provides an Ethernet interfae,whih was used for testing. The ontroller is running with a lok rate of 55MHz. It is possible to shedule thelwIP stak and the implemented table driven devie in di�erent prioritized tasks with the help of FreeRTOS.The implementations are evaluated on a standard PC and on these boards. An overview of used hardwareis provided in Table 5.1. The network devies are on�gured in a way, that all of them an handle IP tra�.6. Implementation. Our researh group has implemented the WS4D-gSOAP toolkit [8℄. This is a soft-ware solution, whih inludes a DPWS stak and software tools for reating of own Web servies based on



270 Guido Moritz et. alTable 5.1Used hardware for testing the new table driven approahx86 PC CMM SAM-7CPU Intel Pentium 4 Alhemy AU 1550 Atmel ARM7Clok Rate 3,4 GHz 500 MHz 55 MHzROM 500 GB 512 MB 256 kBRAM 1024 MB 256 MB 64 kBOperating System Linux (2.6.24/Ubuntu) Linux (2.6.17/Debian) FreeRTOS 5.0Network interfaes Ethernet Ethernet, 802.11g, Ethernet802.15.4, BluetoothDPWS. This toolkit uses gSOAP [22℄ for SOAP funtionalities and extends gSOAP with an implementation ofthe DPWS spei�ation. This traditional implementation will be used as benhmark for the new table drivenapproah.In the �rst step a servie is reated with the existing WS4D toolkit that provides all neessary ommandsfor the robots in our mobile robot senario. The external PC alls a hosted servie on the robots. The servieis alled every time when new ommands have to be send to the robots. The new ommands are embedded inthe request. The servie answers with a response, inluding a performane parameter of the robot.In the seond step, the exhanged messages are analyzed aording to the DPWS spei�ation. All possibleoutgoing and inoming messages for the mobile robot senario are generated. In the third step, a ompletelynew DPWS devie is implemented. The strutures and ontents of the possible messages are deposited in thenew implemented devie as strings. This devie does not support any dynami SOAP or HTTP funtionalities.The new table driven approah does not parse the whole inoming message as XML �le. Every reeivedmessage is analyzed with an elementary string ompare. Thereby the type of the message is �gured out. If themessage type is known, the devie answers with the related message. The answer is already deposited in theimplemented devie as a string also. In the answer, only parts required by the DPWS spei�ation and thepayload are hanged. With respet to available resoures of the target hardware platform, the implementationan be optimized onerning the Flash and RAM memory usage. On the one hand, the generated tables an beloaded in RAM at start time of the binary. This requires more available main memory, but an fasten the dataaess during run time. On the other hand, the generated tables an also be stored in non-volatile memory likeFlash. This redues footprint of the binary but may ause higher exeution times during servie invoation andmessage proessing. To meet real-time requirements, the hoie between both options orrelates to real-timefeatures of the underlying management of volatile and non-volatile memory aess.During the implementation of the table driven devie, we have taken are that system funtions are notalled in ritial setions. For example, the main memory management is provided by the task itself. The taskalloates a pool of main memory when it is started and then organizes the main memory itself. Furthermore,the di�erent threads for the network stak and the threads handling the messages are analyzed to be sheduledin the right order and with orret priorities.6.1. Message Exhange. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of exhanged messages in the mobile robot se-nario. When starting the devie, it announes itself with a Hello SOAP Envelope. Within this message onlythe MessageID and the transport spei� address, are dynamially and has to be adapted. Furthermore, theMessageNumber and the InstaneID has to be orret.When a lient was not started, as the devie announes itself with a Hello, the lient asks with a Probefor available devies. The answer is a Probe Math, where the RelatesTo has to �t to the MessageID of theProbe and the MessageID has to be dynami. Here, also the MessageNumber and the InstaneID has to beinremented.When the devies and their addresses are known, the lient will ask for the hosted servies on the devie inthe next step. Therefore, a GetMetadata Devie is send to the hosting servie, whih is at least a hosted serviethat announes representative the available hosted servies. The GetMetadata message is the �rst one that issent via HTTP. Within the HTTP header, the Content-Length header �eld, the length of the message, and the IPaddress has to be adopted. The address only has to be hanged, if it was not known at ompile time. This appliesto all IP addresses in the senario. In the GetMetadata Devie message SOAP-Envelope, the To XML tag has tomath to the address of the devie, deteted through the Probe. The devie answers with a GetMetadata DevieResponse message. In this message the RelatesTo has to math the MessageID of the GetMetadata Devie.
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ByeUDP MulticastFig. 6.1. Message ExhangeWhen the lient knows available hosted servies, the spei� hosted servie, that the lient is looking for,is asked for the usage interfae with a GetMetadata Servie. The GetMetadata Servie Response refers to theGetMetadata Servie through the RelatesTo XML tag.After the metadata exhange is omplete, the lient knows how to interat with the spei� servie and theservie usage starts. The lient invokes the servie with a message, where To and MessageID has to be orret.In the Servie Usage Request, the oordinates of the mobile robot senario are integrated. The servie answerswith the Servie Usage Response. Therein, the referene to the request is given through the RelatesTo tag.In our speial mobile robot senario, the response also ontains the ProessingTime tag. In this setion, theservie informs the servie user about the time, the appliation needs to proess the new oordinates and is aperformane parameter for the mobile robot.An overview about the dynami parts of the di�erent messages is given in Table 6.1. The overall size forthe exhanged messages is 12.839 Bytes. The overall number of Bytes that an hange is 588. Only 4.6% of theoverall exhanged bytes are dynami in the mobile robot senario.6.2. Devies Footprint. The memory optimized WS4D toolkit implementation of the DPWS devieneeds 360 kB of disk spae when ompiled for Linux on a x86 arhiteture. The table driven devie implemen-tation has a 16 kB footprint when ompiled for a standard x86 PC running with Linux. Both versions do notontain networking staks in these x86 implementations. Both implementations for an x86 PC running withLinux are using the BSD Soket API and orresponding network staks inluded in Linux to handle the networktra�. The same implementation of the new table driven approah ported to the SAM7-EX256 board runningwith FreeRTOS 5.0 has a 13 kB footprint without network stak and interfae drivers. As network stak theindependent lwIP stak in Version 1.3 is applied to the board. Therefore, the stak was ported to FreeRTOS 5.0.The required disk spae for the di�erent parts on the SAM7 board is shown in Table 6.2. The overallmemory being used on the board, inluding FreeRTOS, lwIP and the devie needs 146 kB.The heap and stak usages of both implementations are given in Table 6.3. The maximum stak andheap usage of the table driven approah is muh lower, beause exhanged messages and their sizes are knownat ompile-time and no non-required memory has to be alloated during run-time. Due to the soft resourerequirements of the used hardware platforms, the implementation of the table driven approah is still not fulloptimized onerning heap and sak usage. It depends on the spei� senario, if the message tables are keptinto RAM during run-time or are loaded separately into RAM from non-volatile memory like �ash on demand.Keeping the ontents of the tables in �ash redues heap and stak usage, but may ause a gain in responds timedue to higher aess time to �ash ompared to RAM. For highly energy onstrained devies with �ash memoryfor data storage on external hardware modules, swapping the tables to �ash an have an in�uene on the overallpower onsumption also. The �ash hardware omponent an be swithed of while keeping the tables withoutonsuming any energy, but have to be swithed on every time when aess to the tables is required. Thus,depending on the spei� senario, a hybrid solution for table storage might be optimal. Often required tables



272 Guido Moritz et. alTable 6.1Overview Exhanged MessagesMessage Type Changing parts Dynami BytesHello MessageID 36XAddrs (IP) max. 17AppSequene MessageNumber approx. 2AppSequene InstaneId 10Probe MessageID 36Probe Math MessageID 36RelatesTo 36AppSequene MessageNumber approx. 2AppSequene InstaneId 10GetMetada Devie HTTP Content-Length max. 5HTTP Host 175, max. .f. [10℄MessageID 36To 36GetMetadata Devie Response HTTP Content-Length max. 5RelatesTo 36Address 175, max. .f. [10℄GetMetadata Servie HTTP Content-Length max. 5HTTP Host 175, max. .f. [10℄MessageID 36To 175, max. .f. [10℄GetMetadata Servie Response HTTP Content-Length max. 5RelatesTo 36Servie Invoation Request HTTP Content-Length max. 5HTTP Host 175, max. .f. [10℄MessageID 36To 36Payload 16Servie Invoation Response HTTP Content-Length max. 5RelatesTo 36Payload 3Table 6.2Footprint of SAM7 Implementation with FreeRTOS and lwIPModule Footprintstati DPWS devie 13 kBlwIP 1.3 77 kBFreeRTOS inluding Debug Tasks 56 kBand ontent are kept into RAM with low aess times and no additional energy onsumption, while infrequentused tables are kept into �ash to redue heap and stak usage while run-time.6.3. Time Responds. Also some timing measurements have been done in order to have an objetiveomparison for the new stati approah. Therefore, the round trip time was measured that is required fromsending the message to reeiving the response on the lient side. Through this method the overall performaneand the maximum number of servie invoations per seond an be determined whih an be served.These measurements are done for a standard x86 PC and the SAM7 board. On both devies a 100 MB/sEthernet interfae is applied, whih has been used for the measurements. On the SAM7 boards, an independentthread simulated an additional CPU load. This CPU load thread was sheduled with di�erent priorities. Asrequesting lient a standard PC (2x3,5 GHz with 1 GB RAM) was used in all ases.The following Table 6.3 shows the times measured for the di�erent implementations of DPWS server/devie.The values are the average over 1000 requests, send bak-to-bak.



Deployment of Embedded Web Servies in Real-Time Systems 273Table 6.3Round Trip Time and Memory UsageDevie Round Trip Time Requests per se Max Heap Usage Max Stak usagex86 PC 1,05 ms 952 112,76 Bytes 97,64 BytesWS4D toolkitx86 PC 0,9 ms 1111 8,928 Bytes 15,324 BytesTable Driven DPWSSAM7-EX256 18,6 ms 53 N.A. N.A.Table Driven DPWSSAM7-EX256 18,6 ms 53 N.A. N.A.Table Driven DPWSSAM7-EX256 30,2 ms 33 N.A. N.A.Table Driven DPWSOn the PC, the new implemented approah provides a faster overall proessing. The time responds on thereal-time operating system of the SAM7 board, depend on given priorities for the di�erent ompeting tasks. Aslong as the CPU load task has a lower priority than the DPWS and the lwIP tasks, no e�et to the averagetimes ould be measured.7. Message struture optimizations. All messages in DPWS make use of XML for data representa-tion. The appliation of XML in DPWS and Web Servies has multiple advantages onsidering independenyof programming language, operating system, ommuniation hannel, data representation, and harater set.Certainly, XML implies a message overhead. Hene, this subsetion desribes several onepts for optimizeddata enodings of SOAP messages.Fast Web Servies [30℄ are using ASN to ompress the XML �les into a resoure optimized binary represen-tation and to overome performane issues for omplex string operations in message proessing. Sandoz et al.developed a solution to onvert Web Servies spei� XML Shema into ASN. The proposed approah reduesthe size of the XML data by more than fator four and �performane is nearly 10 times that of XML literal.In other words, Fast Web Servies will perform better as the size of the ontent inreases." Nevertheless, thisapproah leads to isolated appliations and is inompatible with DPWS devies and lients that do not supportthe ASN data representation.The E�ient XML Interhange Working Group [29℄ develops an enoding format for XML, �that allowse�ient interhange of the XML Information Set and allows e�etive proessor implementations". The mainfous is high data ompression even of big and deep strutures ompletely ompliant to XML. Analyses haveshown that the binary douments an be up to 90% smaller than the original XML doument.In omparison to E�ient XML and Fast Web Servies, A-SOAP [31℄ desribes onepts for XML enod-ing, whih an be easily implemented in hardware and thereby muh more energy e�ient then in software.Additionally, this approah provides real-time parsing harateristis.A-SOAP (Adaptive SOAP) uses hash funtions, to enapsulate omplex XML strutures. Constantly re-urrent XML strutures are represented by hash values (see example in Figure 7.1). For the transmission onlyhanging parts of the XML �les are transmitted as proper XML tags. All tags known by sender and reeiverare transmitted by using hash values. Espeially A-SOAP an be integrated in DPWS and assure omplianeto lients and devies whih not support A-SOAP. An endpoint that annot understand a SOAP message,responds with a SOAP Fault message. In the ase when an endpoint is not A-SOAP enabled, the overhead isone additional request and one additional SOAP Fault. The sender then has to retransmit the message as aompliant XML message. Certainly, this generi A-SOAP support detetion mehanism is ompletely DPWSompliant.A-SOAP is a proper addition to the table driven approah. The ontents of the generated tables an beattahed to hash values for identi�ation. Not the ontents have to be transmitted but only the dediated hashvalues. On the one hand, this redues parsing e�orts as hash values an be parsed in hardware and in softwarefast and easily. On the other hand, the integration of the A-SOAP approah in toolkits for the implementation ofthe table driven approah redues footprints and memory onsumption signi�antly. If possible ommuniationpartners are already known at ompile-time and thus all lients invoking the table driven devie omply theDPWS extended with A-SOAP funtionalities, the tables might be omitted ompletely in the binaries. Only
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Hash Table:

1:<soapenv:Envelope...>

2:<soapenv:Body>

21:<ns1:add…>

22:<ns1:in0>

VALUE A

19:</ns1:in0>

0:<ns1:in1>

VALUE B

20:</ns1:in1>

3:</ns1:add>

4:</soapenv:Body>

5:</soapenv:Envelope>

Hash Table:
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22:<ns1:in0>

VALUE A

19:</ns1:in0>

0:<ns1:in1>

VALUE B

20:</ns1:in1>

3:</ns1:add>

4:</soapenv:Body>

5:</soapenv:Envelope>

Device A Device B
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 277�289. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPETOWARDS TASK DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION OVER ASYMMETRIC COMPUTINGPLATFORMS FOR UAVS SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMSALÉCIO P. D. BINOTTO∗, EDISON P. DE FREITAS†, MARCO A. WEHRMEISTER‡, CARLOS E. PEREIRA§, ANDRÉSTORK¶, AND TONY LARSSON‖Abstrat. High-performane platforms are required by modern appliations that make use of massive alulations. Atually,low-ost and high-performane spei� hardware (e.g. GPU) an be a good alternative along with CPUs, whih turned to multipleores, forming powerful heterogeneous desktop exeution platforms. Therefore, self-adaptive omputing is a promising paradigmas it an provide �exibility to explore di�erent omputing resoures, on whih heterogeneous luster an be reated to improveperformane on di�erent exeution senarios. One approah is to explore run-time tasks migration among node's hardware towardsan optimal system load-balaning aiming at performane gains. This way, time requirements and its rossutting behavior playan important role for task (re)alloation deisions. This paper presents a self-resheduling task strategy that makes use of aspet-oriented paradigms to address non-funtional appliation timing onstraints from earlier design phases. A ase study exploringRadar Image Proessing tasks is presented to demonstrate the proposed approah. Simulations results for this ase study areprovided in the ontext of a surveillane system based on Unmanned Aerial Vehiles (UAVs).Key words: reon�gurable omputing, dynami sheduling, aspet-oriented paradigm, unmanned aerial vehiles1. Introdution. In addition to timing onstraints, modern appliations usually require high performaneplatforms to deal with distint algorithms and massive alulations. The development of low-ost powerful andappliation spei� hardware (e.g., GPU�Graphis Proessing Unit, the Cell proessor, PPU�Physis Pro-essing Unit, DSP�Digital Signal Proessor, PCICC�PCI Cryptographi Co-proessor, FPGA�Field Pro-grammable Gate Array, among others) o�ers several alternatives for exeution platforms and appliation im-plementation, aiming at better performane, programmability and data ontrol. The resulting heterogeneity inthe exeution platform an be onsidered as an asymmetri multi-ore luster. This luster's proessing poweris intensi�ed with the new generation of multi-ore CPUs, being a hallenge to program appliations that usee�iently all available resoures and Proessing Units (PU).In this sense, low-ost hybrid hardware arhitetures are beoming attrative to ompose adaptable exe-ution platforms. Thus software appliations must bene�t from that powerfulness. This leads to the reationof new strategies to distribute appliations' workload (tasks, algorithms, or even full appliations that mustrun onurrently) to exeute in asymmetri PUs in order to better meet appliation's requirements, suh asperformane and timeliness, without loosing �exibility. Dynami and reon�gurable load-balaning omputing(by means of task alloation reon�guration, i. e., resheduling) is a potential paradigm for those senarios,providing �exibility, improving e�ieny, and o�ering simpliity to program an (balaned) appliation on het-erogeneous and multi-ore arhitetures. Fig. 1.1 shows suh a theoretial senario of a desktop-based platformomposed of several devies.An important step towards the usage of the above mentioned hybrid platforms is to reate a real-time work-load self-resheduling framework to balane the resoure usage by appliations omposed of di�erent algorithms(graphis, massive mathematial alulations, sensor data proessing, arti�ial intelligene, ryptography, et.),exeuting on top of suh hybrid platforms under time onstraints, in order to ahieve a minimal Quality ofServie. In addition, it has to be predited that during exeution time, new tasks an arise and in�uene thewhole system. In this manner, suh framework must keep monitoring the tasks' performane to provide onlineinformation for a possible new alloation balane, indiating that task resheduling may be neessary to promotea better performane for the overall urrent senario.In this paper, the fous is on the very �rst step in the reon�guration framework: appliation requirementshandling (resheduling) in a high-level design phase. The approah is based on appliation requirements, like
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DSP 1Fig. 1.1. System overview.task/appliation deadlines, in order to �nd the urrent alloation balane that minimizes the whole appliation(s)exeution time. This information is used by the framework to balane the omputation over the exeutionplatform. For its aomplishment, rossutting onerns related to real-time non-funtional requirements aretaken into aount. Handling these onerns by spei� design elements alled �aspets� (from aspet-orientedparadigm [11℄) plays an important role for understandability and maintainability of the system design, as thoseonerns may in�uene di�erent parts of the system in di�erent ways. Then, based on the support o�eredby the aspets to monitor and ontrol the resoure usage (pro�ling), a strategy to assign tasks dynamially ispresented, whih is submitted to a run-time resheduling when it is needed.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 starts with a previous work on aspets and requirementsidenti�ation, modeled using UML. Setion 3 follows with the dynami workload strategy implemented by thereated aspets. Composing these two onepts, Setion 4 outlines an UAV surveillane system as ase study,fousing on RIP (Radar Image Proessing) tasks, whih are dynamially reated at run-time. Finalizing, relatedwork, onlusions and future diretions are exposed.2. Handling Timing Conerns Using Aspets. In order to ahieve dynami resheduling to improvetasks load-balaning, we investigate the use of aspet-oriented paradigms to ope with the modern system'srossutting onerns, whih are usually related to Non-Funtional Requirements (NFR). Suh requirementsmust be e�etively handled already from requirements analysis to implementation phases to enhane systemunderstandability during design. The ontext addressed by this work is similar to the one presented in the designof Distributed Real-time Embedded (DRE) systems, i. e. performane and timing NFR are very importantduring all appliation development phases. In this sense, we have adopted the taxonomy published in [6℄.Traditional approahes, suh as objet-orientation, do not provide adequate means to deal with NFR han-dling. It ours due to the ine�ient modularization for NFR handling elements (timing requirements probes,serialization mehanisms, task migration mehanisms, among others), i. e. they are not modularized in a singleor few system elements, but spread allover the system. Any hange in one of these elements requires hanges indi�erent parts of the system, leading to a tedious and error-prone task that does not sale in the developmentof large and omplex appliations. The observation of these drawbaks motivates the use of an aspet-orientedapproah, whih makes possible to address suh onerns in a modularized way. It separates the handling ofthe non-funtional onerns in spei� elements, inreasing the system modularity, diminishing the ouplingamong elements, and though a�eting positively the system maintainability, reuse and evolution [19℄. Moreoverspei�ally, the advantages of an aspet-oriented approah beame learer when applied to the task alloationstrategies using heterogeneous platforms due to the need of pro�ling eah task in di�erent hardware, a�etingseveral elements of the appliation. The use of aspets to address this onern represents an improvement sineit helps to ope with the omplexity in managing this onern spread through the whole system.



Towards Task Dynami Reon�guration Over Asymetri Computing Platforms. 279The next subsetion presents a brief desription of the NFR taxonomy presented in [6℄. Following, a briefdesription of some aspets from an aspet framework, alled DERAF [7℄, are presented to demonstrate how todeal with time-related NFR. Afterwards, an extension to DERAF, in terms of new aspets to deal with dynamireon�gurable load-balaning, are is presented.2.1. Non-funtional Requirements. DRE systems domain presents a large set of NFR. Depending onthe appliation domain, some requirements are more important than others. The same an be said aboutNFR handling: some of NFR are mandatory handled, while others are not. In this sense, Fig. 2.1 shows NFRtaxonomy presented in [6℄, whih fous on some of these very important requirements of DRE systems domain.
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Performance requirements are not only tightly related to those presented in the T ime lassi�ation, butalso to those onentrated in the Distribution lassi�ation. They usually represent requirements employed toexpress a global need of performane, like the end-to-end response time for a ertain ativity performed by thesystem, or the required throughput rate in term of sending/reeiving messages.
Distribution lassi�ation presents requirements related to the distribution of DRE system's ativities,whih usually exeute onurrently. For instane, these onerns address problems suh as task alloation overdi�erent PUs, as well as the synhronization and ommuniation needs and onstraints. Conerns related toembedded systems generally present requirements related to memory usage, energy onsumption, and requiredhardware area size. Embedded lassi�ation gathers these onerns.



280 A. Binotto, E. Pignaton, M. Wehrmeister, C. Pereira, A. Stork, and T. LarssonIn this paper, the interest is to provide a runtime reon�gurable solution aiming at meeting time-relatedrequirements. All mehanisms related to tasks migration among di�erent PUs are non-funtional rossuttingonerns, whih are tightly related to system reon�guration. In this sense, tasks migration is not only anexpeted �nal behavior of any system, but it also a�ets several funtional elements in di�erent ways and indi�erent parts of the system.2.2. Time-related Aspets. In order to address the mentioned T ime and Precision requirements, thiswork (re)uses aspets from the Distributed Embedded Real-time Aspets Framework (DERAF) [7℄. DERAF'sTiming and Preision pakages are presented in Fig. 2.2. A short desription of eah aspet is provided in thefollowing paragraphs. Interested readers are pointed also to [7℄ for more details about DERAF.TimingAttributes: adds timing attributes to ative objets (e.g. deadline, priority, WCET, start/endtime, among others), and also the orresponding behavior to initialize these attributes.PeriodiTiming: ontrols exeution of ative objets by means of a periodi ativation mehanism. Thisimprovement requires the addition of an attribute representing the ativation period and a way to ontrol theexeution frequeny aording to this period.ShedulingSupport: inserts a sheduling mehanism to ontrol the exeution of ative objets. Addition-ally, this aspet handles the inlusion of ative objets into the sheduling list, as well as the exeution of thefeasibility test to verify if the ative objets list is shedulable.TimeBoundedAtivity: limits the exeution of an ativity in terms of a deadline for �nishing this ativity,i. e. it adds a mehanism to restrit the maximum exeution time for an ativity, e.g. it limits the time whih ashared resoure an be loked by an ative task. Jitter: measures the variane of ativities' timing harateristisby means of measuring their start/end time, and alulating the variation of these metris. If the toleratedvariane was overran, orretive ations an be performed.ToleratedDelay: restrits maximum lateny for the beginning of an ativity exeution, e.g. limits themaximal duration in whih a task an wait to aquire a lok on a shared resoure.DataFreshness: ontrols system data's expiration by means of assoiating timestamps to them, and alsoby verifying data validity before using them. Every time ontrolled data are written, their assoiated timestampsmust be updated. Similarly, before reading these data, their timestamps must be heked [2℄.ClokDrift: ontrols deviation of lok referenes in di�erent PUs. It measures the time at whih anativity starts, omparing it with the expeted time for the beginning of this ativity; it also heks if theaumulated di�erene among suessive heks exeeds the maximum tolerated lok drift. If this is the ase,some orretive ation is performed.
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Fig. 2.2. Timing and Preision pakages from DERAF.2.3. Aspets to Support Tasks Self-Resheduling. As mentioned before, task migration supportharaterizes a non-funtional rossutting onern in dynami tasks resheduling, spreading its handlingmehanisms over several system's elements in a non-standard way. Therefore, we propose to use aspets todeal with this onern, and hene, two new aspets have been inorporated in DERAF: T imingV erifier,
TaskAllocationSolver.
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T imingV erifier and TaskAllocationSolver aspets use time parameters inserted by Timing pakage'saspets, and also servies provided by aspets from the Preision pakage. To keep DERAF logial organization,both aspets have been inluded in an additional pakage, named TaskAlloation pakage, is inluded. Fig. 2.3depits the resheduling-related pakage.
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Fig. 2.3. Aspets for Reon�guration inluded in DERAF.
T imingV erifier aspet is responsible for heking if PUs are being able to ful�ll with timing require-ments spei�ed by T imingAttributes, PeriodicT iming, ToleratedDelay and T imeBoundedActivity aspets.In addition, T imingV erifier uses servies provided by Jitter and ClockDrift.To perform this heking, a mehanism, whih ontrols if timing attributes are being respeted, is insertedin the beginning and in the end of eah task. More spei�ally, this mehanism onsists in measuring theurrent time, omparing it with requirements spei�ed by the orrespondent attributes. For example, tasksdeadlines' aomplishment an be heked by measuring the time in whih a task atually �nishes its om-putation, omparing this value with the time in whih this task was supposed to �nish. T imingV erifieruses the servie of the Jitter aspets to gather information about the jitter related to analyzed require-ment (in the mentioned example, the task's deadline). Moreover, onsidering the deadline again as example,

T imingV erifier heks if the non-aomplishment of a task's deadline is onstant, or if it varies in di�erentexeutions or in the hanging the platform senario. In this sense, T imingV erifier an be used as base infor-mation, for instane, to know if the interation among task is the responsible for the variane in tasks exeutiontime.
ClockDrift aspet is used by T imingV erifier to gather information about synhronization among thedi�erent PUs, whih is used, in addition to the time spent for task migration between PUs, to alulate theoverall migration ost. To illustrate this idea, let's onsider a task that has been migrated from a PU �A� to aPU �B", whih is faster than PU �A� and potentially more apable of exeuting this task. The di�erene in thelok referene between these PUs ould lead to an additional delay for this task's outome (oming from PU�B") that would not be worth in omparison with letting the task to run in the PU �A".The seond key aspet for tasks dynami resheduling is the TaskAllocationSolver. It is responsible fordeiding if a task will be migrated or not, and also for seleting to whih PU this task is migrated. Forthat, TaskAllocationSolver heks the overload status of all destination PUs and the time spend for taskmigration, in order to deide if it is worthwhile to perform the migration. Hene, TaskAllocationSolveruses the measurements provided by T imingV erifier aspet. Based on these data, the reasoning about taskreon�guration feasibility is performed, as explained in the next setion.



282 A. Binotto, E. Pignaton, M. Wehrmeister, C. Pereira, A. Stork, and T. LarssonThe reon�guration itself and the retrieval of PUs status are performed by two other aspets from DERAF:
TaskMigration and NodeStatusRetrieval. This way, reasoning and exeution of tasks reon�guration aredeoupled, allowing that hanges performed by one aspet do not a�et the other one. A brief summary of the
TaskMigration and NodeStatusRetrieval aspets is provided in the following.TaskMigration: provides a mehanism to migrate ative objets (tasks) from one PU to another one. Itwas originally used by aspets that ontrol embedded onerns and, in the present work, is extended to provideservies needed by TaskAllocationSolver aspet.NodeStatusRetrieval: inserts a mehanism to retrieve information about proessing load, send/reeivemessages rate, and/or the PU availability (i. e. �I'm alive� message). Before/after every exeution of a�etedative objets (tasks), the proessing load is alulated. Before/after every sent/reeived message, the messagerate is omputed. Additionally, PU availability message is sent at every �n� message or periodially with aninterval of �n� time units. All of these information are taken into aount by TaskAllocationSolver during thetasks migration deision proess.3. Dynami Tasks Self-Sheduling. A task-based approah is then used, in whih eah task is designedto be an independent algorithm. They are grouped aording derivation of the same high-level lass, simplifyingthe managing of possible dependenies. Besides, it is oherent to assume that a group of tasks will have similarharateristis and hene would be desirable to exeute in the same PU. However, this an lead to a non-optimalexeution performane and must also be onsidered in the dynami strategy disussed in the next sub-setions.3.1. First Assignment of Tasks. For the �rst assignment of tasks, we do not use the modeled aspets,sine tasks' real time measurements are unknown on �rst exeution. One possibility is to perform the �rstshedule as a ommon assignment problem using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and appliation timingrequirements, similar to the approah used by [9℄. This way, a set of tasks i = 1 to n have an implementation
x and an exeution ost estimation c on eah PU j; and the alloation was following designed: the task i is notalloated on the proessor j when xi,j = 0 and the task i is alloated on the proessor j when the xi,j = 1. Theonstraints for the model were the maximum workload for the PUs. Bellow, the onstraint of eah proessingunit j (U max), based on [9℄:

Uj =

n
∑

i=1

xi,jci,j ≤ Ujmax (3.1)The best alloation was, then, found using the objetive funtion that minimizes the resoure utilization(perentage of oupany for the PUs), de�ned as:
{

n
∑

j=1

n
∑

i=1

xi,jci,j

} (3.2)being the assignment variables xi,j the solution for the modeled ILP, m the number of omputing units and nthe number of onsidered tasks.The mentioned ILP problem is of NP-hard omplexity and beome more omplex in the sope of this workwhen dealing with more than two omputing units and several tasks. To optimize the assignment alulation,some approahes onentrate on heuristis, as presented on [13℄.However, this diretion of estimating osts neither onsiders real exeution times nor ould represent thebest assignment sine a great number of estimations is used. This way, a seond step of assignment allows takinginto aount real exeution measurements extrated from the proessors as well as dealing with the onstraintspresented by the NFRs. Based on that, the following dynami module deals with real performane exeutionvariables and possibly leads to a further better task assignment.3.2. Task Sheduling Reon�guration. After the �rst assignment, information provided by the pro-�ling aspets is onsideredonsidered. Based on involved estimated osts (previously alulated using the pre-proessing approah of the �rst guess) and possible �interferenes� of runtime onditions and new loaded tasks,one task an be resheduled to run in other proessing unit just if the estimated time to be exeuted in the newhardware will be less than the time in the atual unit, i. e., just if there is a gain. Simply, this relationship anbe modeled in terms of the osts:
TreconfigPUnew < TremainingPUold − TestimatedPUnew − Toverhead (3.3)



Towards Task Dynami Reon�guration Over Asymetri Computing Platforms. 283where the remaining time (TremainingPUold) and the estimated time (TestimatedPUnew) are alulated, respe-tively, for the urrent PU and for the andidate unit based on previous measurements (or on the �rst assignmentin the ase of �rst resheduling invoation). An overhead (Toverhead) is onsidered to alulate the exeutiontime of the reon�guration itself. The relationship between TremainingPUold and TestimatedPUnew is, then, thepartial gain.The information to alulate the resheduling will be then provided by the TimingVeri�er aspet and anbe modeled as:
TreconfigPUnew = TsetupReconfigPUnew + TtemporaryStorage +

TtransferRate + TexecutionPUnew + L
(3.4)where TsetupReconfigPUnew represents the time for setting up a new on�guration on the new proessor;TtemporaryStorage is the time spent to save temporal data (onsidering shared and global memory aess);TtransferRate measures the ost for sending/reeiving data from/to the CPU to/from the new proessing unit,whih an be a bottlenek on the whole alulation; TexecutionPUnew symbolizes the measured or estimated ostof the task proessed in the new unit; and L denotes a onstant to represent possible system lateny.Reinforing the onepts, this approah deals with runtime onditions, like input emphdata type and amountto be proessed, tasks assignment, and instantiation of new tasks �on the �y�. All these runtime parametersthat ould not be known a priori an in�uene the exeution of the system and must be evaluated periodially,leading to a large number of reon�guration analysis and deisions. Then, supposing that a determined task isgoing to be exeuted n times in a determined time window, the strategy bellow reshedules the formed queueof task instantiations, giving a new relation of gain, just if the following assumption ours:

TreconfigPUnew <

n
∑

i=1

(

TtaskPUoldi
+ TtransferPUoldi

− TtaskPUnewi
− TtransferPUnewi

) (3.5)where Treon�gPUnew is the time to perform the reon�guration (mainly data transfer from the urrentproessing unit to the new one if the task needs the alulated data done until the time of resheduling),TtaskPUold is the time performane of the task in the urrent unit, TtransferPUold is the time for trans-ferring data from CPU to the urrent omputing unit (via bus), TtaskPUnew is the assumed time performaneof the task in the andidate proessing unit, and TtransferPUnew is the time for transferring data from CPUto the andidate unit (via bus).Algorithm 1, bellow, desribes the task realloation module. It is also important to mention that theheuristi needs improvements along future works.Algorithm 1 Task Realloation Heuristi.1: Aquire Timing Data (Performane) about Previous Tasks Exeution, storing them in a performaneDatabase (Initialized aording to First Assignment Phase and Regularly Updated);2: Aquire information about PUs;3: if Task has never been not exeuted then4: Alloate it to a PUs aording to First Assignment, storing it on the Database;5: end if6: Calulate Equation 3.5 aording to Performane Data;7: Exeute Load-Balaning Algorithm;8: Perform Reon�guration Deision;9: Reshedule Task to perform the Reon�guration when appliable;10: Store Performane Data in the Database;4. Case Study: UAV-based Area Surveillane System. The use of the presented ideas is illustratedby a ase study that onsists of a �eet of Unmanned Aerial Vehiles (UAVs) in the ontext of area surveillanemissions. This kind of system has several kinds of appliations, suh as military surveillane, borderline pa-trolling, and ivilian resue support in ases of natural disasters, among others. Fig. 4.1 illustrates a militarysurveillane usage senario where the UAVs an also ommuniate with eah other.Suh UAVs an be equipped with di�erent kinds of sensors that an be applied, depending on the weatheronditions, time of the day and goals of the surveillane mission [16℄. In this ase study, it is onsidered a �eet
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Fig. 4.1. UAV-based Area Surveillane System.of UAVs that might aomplish missions during all the day and under whatever weather ondition. UAVs mustbe able to provide di�erent levels of information de�nition and detail, depending on the required data.The UAVs reeive a mission to survey a ertain area, providing required data aording to mission diretions.Their movements are oordinated with the other UAVs in the �eet to avoid ollisions and also to provide optimumoverage of the target area.Eah UAV is omposed by six subsystems, making it apable to aomplish its mission and alto to oordi-nate with the others UAVs. These subsystems are: Collision Avoidane, Movement Control, Communiation,Navigation, Image Proessing, and Mission Management.At this point, it is important to highlight the trade-o� regarding ost, weight and size, and e�etivenessof eah UAV. The devie, as a whole, may not be too big nor too heavy, in order to avoid unneessary fuelonsumption, as well as to be less suseptible of detetion by ounter fores sensors. Additionally, it may nothave an enormous ost that ould forbids the projet. However, the UAV must be e�etive enough to providethe required data within an a�ordable ost and time budget. For more details about this trade-o� disussionwe address the readers to [16℄.Another UAV's interesting feature is the possibility to apply di�erent poliies to missions, depending on user�nal intentions and spei� requirements. There are two extremes for these poliies: (i) Devie PreservationAnyhow and (ii) Mission Aomplishment Anyhow. The �rst one onsists of preserving UAVs even if themission is not aomplished. It is espeially applied in ases in whih the devies an be destroyed and theinformation gathered by it is not worth ompared to the ost of its destrution. On the other hand, in MissionAomplishment Anyhow poliy, the information gathered by the UAVs (and transmitted to the base station)is highly ritial and overomes the value of devie loss. Within these poliies, there are a variety of otherfators that imposes di�erent onstraints to mission aomplishment and devie preservation. Depending onthe mission poliy adopted, more resoures an be (re)direted to tasks related to the movement ontrol (whenthe UAV is esaping from a dangerous situation) or data gathering and proessing (when information gatheringhas the highest priority).In order to run the tasks desribed above, meeting the highlighted requirements and onstrains modeled onthe previous setions, we onsider UAVs equipped with the following sensors: Visible Light Camera (VLC); SARRadar (SARR) and Infra-Red Camera (IRC). To support the movement ontrol and devies ommuniation,eah UAV is equipped with a hybrid �desktop�-based target platform whih is used aording to spei� needsduring the aomplishment of a ertain mission, as detailed on setion 4.2.In this sense, eah mentioned subsystem has a number of tasks to perform speialized ativities related toa spei� funtionality, as depited in the use ases diagram presented in Fig. 4.2. Based on the analyses of the
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Fig. 4.2. UAV Use Cases Diagram.Navigation guides the UAV movements, sending ontrol information to the Movement Control subsystem.It is omposed by the RouteControl and TargetPersuit tasks. The �rst task makes the neessary omputationto guide the UAV through established waypoints, while the seond one performs the same, but for dynamiwaypoints that an be modi�ed aording to a moving objet.Image Proessing gathers analog images, digitalizing them for further proessing. It is omposed by�ve tasks: (i) CameraController, whih is responsible for amera movement, zoom and fous ontrol of IRCand VLC, and antenna diretion of SARR; (ii) Coder, whih odi�es the analog input into digital data; (iii)Compressor, whih ompresses the digital images; (iv) Re�eti�ator, whih is responsible for the re�etion inX and Y axis of radar image, as well as the reti�ation, that are neessary to avoid distortions in gatheredimages; (v) Filter, whih �lters radar images to eliminate the noise due to spekle e�et [14℄.Communiation it has two main tasks: LongRangeCom and ShortRangeCom. The �rst task providesonnetivity with pair ommuniation nodes in long distanes (of the order of kilometers), while the seond oneprovides onnetivity in short range distanes (of the order of meters). These two tasks uses a third one, alledCode, whih ode and deode data transmissions.Mission Management has also two tasks: MissionManager and Coordinator. The �rst one managesthe information about the mission, suh as required data, mission poliy and resoure autonomy ontrol (e.g.remaining fuel). On the other hand, the seond one drives the oordination with the other UAVs to avoidoverlapping in the surveillane area.Collision Avoidane is omposed by two tasks: CollisionDetetor, whih detets possible ollisions withother UAVs of the �eet or non ooperative �ying objets; and CollisionAvoider, whih alulates UAV's ollisionesape diretions, sending them to the Movement Control subsystem.4.1. Exeution Platform. The target arhiteture of eah UAV is omposed of a four heterogeneousPUs platform: one host (the CPU), two GPUs, a PPU, and a PCICC. Fig. 4.3 shows the desired platform,where the Profiling gathers information from PUs (tasks performane) and the Reconfiguration distributesthe tasks along them (intra alloation) aording to the presented algorithms. It also onsider sending data tobe proessed by other UAVs (inter alloation).4.2. Reon�guration Approah. Starting the mission, the UAVs have an initial task alloation through-out the CPU and the PU devies aording to sub-setion 3.1. In the urrent experimentation, it was onsideredto use the ILP approah for the �rst distribution using the GLPK toolkit [8℄. Table 1 exhibits estimated osts(based on [3℄) and �rst tasks' priorities that feed the GLPK-based simulation of task sheduling.During exeution, the mehanisms injeted by TimingVeri�er and the aspets Jitter and ClokDrift willstart to generate information related to timing measurements. The TimingVeri�er aspet will provide data toTaskAlloationSolver, whih will get data from NodeStatusRetrieval. With the reasoning mehanisms, it willperiodially analyze the provided information aording to the algorithm introdued in 3.2.
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Fig. 4.3. Exeution platform.Table 4.1Task Estimation Costs.Task Estimated Cost (sale: 1 to 6) First PriorityGPU PPU CPU PCICC (sale: 1 to 6)Image Proessing 1 4 6 � 1Collision Avoidane 3 2 5 � 2Movement Control 2 2 3 � 1Navigation 1 1 2 � 3CommuniationShort/Long range 4/6 � 3/5 1/2 4Mission Manage-ment 5 � 1 � 6Emphasis is given to the RIP subsystem, whih is onsidered to be the group that requires more proessingdue to the handling of large data and new instantiations reated dynamially. The RIP work�ow is depitedon Fig. 4.4. Theoretially, tasks assoiated to RIP should exeute with better performane on a GPU deviewhen the appliation is not aware about the ontext of the whole exeution senario, i. e. exeuting standalone. Thus, initial demands of all tasks should be exeuted in the GPU. Shortly, the aptured data (rawsalar image) must be �adjusted� regarding the SAR position parameters (range and azimuth), followed by FastFourier Transform (FFT), image rotation, and other orretions to produe the �nal image. This proess anbe performed individually in the range and azimuth diretions and it onsists basially in a data ompression onboth diretions using �lters that maximize the relation between the signal and the noisy. Readers are addressedto [5℄ to get re�ned explanations about the work�ow.Afterwards, in the explored surveillane system, the �nal image is submitted to a pos-proessing in orderto identify regions of interest that ould ontain objets spei�ed in the mission diretions as a �pattern tobe found� or a �target�. In this ase, more resolution on spei� areas will be needed and new data will begenerated, demanding more proessing from the assigned PU(s) in order to produe new images and extratrelevant information (patterns).Based on that desription, this dynami senario learly in�uenes the tasks' priority sine, at a moment, thenew high-resolution images will have higher priorities if ompared to others that beame more �generi". Theseevents annot be predited a priory and the veri�ation of suh situation require a smart, ontext-aware, anddynami reon�guration support to balane the workload, aomplishing the timing requirements and budget.4.3. Results. Considering 2 UAVs in the ase study, Table 4.2 denotes the behavior of the dynamireshedule load-balaner simulator. The ��rst guess� represents one instantiation of eah group of tasks assignedto a PU; and with dynami reation of new groups (4, 8, and 12) of RIP tasks, the assignment is hanged andoptimized to minimize the total exeution time. Note that these values annot represent the best assignmentsine the version of the simulator did not onsider all parameters that in�uene the whole system. As it is an
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IFFTFig. 4.4. SAR Image Proessing (based on the notes of [5℄).Table 4.2Task Assignment.Task 1st Gess Dynami Image ProessingCreated Tasks4 8 12Image Proessing GPU1 GPU1 GPU1 GPU1GPU2 GPU2 GPU2PPU UAV2-GPU1Collision Avoidane GPU2 PPU CPU CPUMovement Control PPU PPU CPU CPUNavigation PPU PPU PPU CPUCommuniation CPU CPU CPU PCICCMission Management CPU CPU CPU CPUongoing work, more aurate data about the reshedule must be provided along the simulator's re�nement inorder to represent the senario as realisti as possible.5. Related Work. VEST (Virginia Embedded System Toolkit) [15℄ is a set of tools that uses aspets toompose a distributed embedded system based on a omponent library. Those aspets hek the possibilityof omposing omponents with the information taken from system models. It provides analysis suh as taskshedule feasibility. However, it performs statially analysis at ompiling time. In our proposal, aspets are useddynamially to hange the system on�guration at runtime, adapting its behavior to new operating onditions.



288 A. Binotto, E. Pignaton, M. Wehrmeister, C. Pereira, A. Stork, and T. LarssonAlthough there are some related works onerning dynami reon�guration in luster omputing, like forexample ( [18℄; [12℄; [1℄), our approah onentrates on single desktop platforms omposed by di�erent proess-ing units where the reon�guration is performed within these devies. In this way, the work presented by [9℄implements dynami reon�guration methods for Real-Time Operating System servies running on a Reon�g-urable System-on-Chip platform based on CPU and FPGA. The method, based on heuristis, take into aountthe idleness perentage of the omputing units and unused FPGA area (alulated as pre-proessing) to per-form the load-balaning and to deide about a reon�guration of tasks in runtime by means of task migration.Our approah omplements this related work, developing generially methods that omprise more than twoproessing units and that work with dynami performane data.Targeting GPUs, the work of [17℄ presented a programming framework to ahieve energy-aware omputing.On the proposed strategy, the ompiler translates the framework ode to a C++ ode for CPU and a CUDAode for GPU. Then, a runtime module dynamially selets the appropriate proessor to run the ode takinginto aount the di�erene in energy e�ieny between CPU and GPU based on energy onsumption estimationmodels. However, it does not take into aount runtime energy measurements (runtime pro�ling), whih is animportant module of our work.Another approah, fousing performane improvement of spheres ollision detetion simulation, was pro-posed by [10℄, in whih some strategies have been presented to perform data balaning over CPU and GPU,both in an automatially and manually options. That work takes into aount the performane of a kernelimplemented on the CPU and GPU. After the exeution starts, both versions of the programs are exeutedwith equally input data and time performane is veri�ed. More data are then dynamially assigned to theproessor that exeuted faster the previous data, indiating that the approah uses data deomposition insteadof task deomposition. Our work onentrates on task deomposition and its dynami assignment aording toestimated or pro�led performane.The work presented in [4℄ published a study to aelerate ompute-intensive appliations using GPUs andFPGAs, listing some of their pros and ons. The work performed a qualitative omparison of appliation behav-ior on both omputing units taking into aount hardware features, appliation performane, ode omplexity,and overhead. Although GPUs an o�er a onsiderable performane gain for ertain appliation, that work'sresults showed that FPGAs an be an interesting omputing unit and ould promote a higher performaneompared to GPU when appliations require �exibility to deal with large input data sets. However, using FP-GAs omes with ost of hardware on�guration before using it as a omputing unit, a task usually oriented toexperiened users. Thus, task reon�guration frameworks, as the one presented in this work, ould provide ahigher abstration layer to assist developers during system design.6. Conlusions and Future Work. This paper presents a methodology to address the problem of e�ienttask assignment in runtime targeting hybrid omputing platforms. It allows the use of resoures o�ered byan asymmetri omputer platform, providing ompliane with dynami hanges in timing requirements andonstraints, and also runtime onditions. In order to ahieve the proposed goals, our proposal uses an aspet-oriented framework in onjuntion with a dynami task self-resheduling strategy, in order to address thedynami runtime senarios under onern.A UAV-based surveillane system simulation has been used to show the need for workload adaptationrequired by sophistiated appliations, running on top of hybrid omputers, whih fae dynami exeution se-narios. Real-time task resheduling was applied on UAV PUs, fousing on RIP. Results indiate that reshedul-ing ontributes to a more appropriate system resoure usage, and hene towards performane improvement.Sending/reeiving data between UAVs was also onsidered, but details about spei� problems related to theseinterations, suh as delays in the ommuniation between the UAVs, have not been foused by this text.Future diretions lead to re�ne the sheduling strategy to provide omplete simulations, onsidering alarger range of runtime parameters, inluding the reon�guration osts itself; and real algorithms for UAV'ssubsystems, emphasizing RIP dynamiity. Heuristis to predit the future alloation of tasks based on its reentuse seems to be a good strategy, and will possibly avoid unneessary reon�gurations in a spei� time-window.Aknowledgments. A. P. D. Binotto thanks the partial support given by DAAD fellowship and theProgramme Alÿan, the European Union Programme of High Level Sholarships for Latin Ameria, sholarshipno. E07D402961BR.E. P. Freitas thanks the Brazilian Army for the given grant to pursue the PhD program foused on EmbeddedReal-time Systems at Halmstad University in ooperation with UFRGS (Brazil).
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 291�305. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPEWIRELESS SENSORS AND ACTUATORS NETWORKS: CHARACTERIZATION ANDCASES STUDY FOR CONFINED SPACES HEALTHCARE AND CONTROLAPPLICATIONS∗DIEGO MARTÍNEZ†AND FRANCISCO BLANES, JOSE SIMO, ALFONS CRESPO‡Abstrat. Nowadays developments in Wireless Sensor and Atuators Networks (WSAN) appliations are determined by theful�llment of onstraints imposed by the appliation. For this reason, in this work a haraterization of WSAN appliations inhealth, environmental, agriultural and industrial setors are presented. Two ases study are presented, in the �rst a systemfor deteting heart arrhythmias in non-ritial patients during rehabilitation sessions in on�ned spaes is presented, as well asan arhiteture for the network and nodes in these appliations is proposed; while the seond ase presents experimental andtheoretial results of the e�et produed by ommuniation networks in a Networks Control System (NCS), spei�ally by the useof the Medium Aess Control (MAC) algorithm implemented in IEEE 802.15.4.Key words: real-time systems, wireless sensor and atuator networks, embedded systems, real-time monitoring and ontrol1. Introdution. Currently, there is a great interest in developing appliations for monitoring, diagnosisand ontrol in the medial, environmental, agriultural and industrial setors, to improve soial and environ-mental onditions of soiety, and inreasing quality and produtivity in industrial proesses. The developmentof Wireless Sensor and Atuators Networks (WSAN) appliations will ontribute signi�antly to solve theseproblems, and failitate the reation of new appliations.Some appliations whih an be developed using WSAN are:
• Medial Setor: eonomi and portable systems, to monitoring, reording and analyzing physiologialvariables, from whih it is possible to indiate the status of a patient and detet the presene or risk ofdeveloping a disease. As well, developing systems for the detetion and analysis of trends in the dailybehavior of patients, ontributing to timely detet the presene of a health problem, and providing aneonomially viable solution to patient are in soieties where the old population is great.
• Environmental Setor: ontinuous systems monitoring of speies in dangerous extintion, monitoringand detetion of forest �re systems, et.
• Agriultural setor: detetion systems, mirolimates monitoring and pest ontrol, to redue the use ofagrohemials and make an optimal ontrol of pests; optimal use of water in irrigation systems, et.
• Industry: eonomi systems and easy installation for monitoring, diagnosis and ontrol of plants andindustrial proesses.Some of the urrently tehnologial hallenges in WSAN development are [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, [4℄, [5℄:
• It is neessary to develop detailed models of the system omponents (hardware and software tasks, tasksheduler, medium aess ontrol and routing protools), in languages that allow orret spei�ationsand the subsequent analysis of information proessing, reahability, seurity, and minimum responsetime appliation, enabling analysis of end to end deadline in real time appliations.
• Task sheduler and medium aess ontrol and routing protools proposed in this area are mostly fousedon the optimization of a single ritial parameter of the appliation, whih often a�ets onsiderablythe performane of the others. Therefore it is neessary to reate new ooperation forms between theselevels of the appliation arhiteture, in order to take the most appropriate deisions for the systemreon�guration in relation to the appliation's quality of servie (QoS). Additionally, urrent proposalsonsider QoS parameters diretly linked to onventional parameters of the operation and ommuniationbetween omputers but not to partiular appliation requirements, so do not allow ahieving optimalperformane in appliations.
• It is neessary to develop analysis strategies for performane and stability of signal proessing andontrol algorithms in this area, in order to guide the design towards a o-design methodology to developthe proessing algorithm and the implementation of omputer arhiteture, allowing to ompensate thesampling period hanges and jitter e�ets, and optimize other parameters suh as power onsumption.
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292 D. Martinez et al.The previous paragraphs show how these developments are determined by the ful�llment of onstraintsimposed by the appliation, suh as energy onsumption, limited omputing power, overage of large areas andreal time deadlines, et. For these reasons, in this work a haraterization of WSAN appliations for health,environmental, agriultural and industrial setors is presented, then two ases study are presented; in the �rst asystem for deteting heart arrhythmias in non-ritial patients during rehabilitation sessions in on�ned spaesis presented, as well as an arhiteture for the network and nodes in these appliations is proposed; while theseond ase presents experimental and theoretial results of the e�et produed by ommuniation networks tothe Networks Control Systems (NCS), spei�ally by the use of the Medium Aess Control (MAC) algorithmimplemented in IEEE 802.15.4.The artile is organized as follows, setion 2 shows a lassi�ation and haraterization of appliations inhealth, environmental, agriultural and industrial setors, setion 3 presents the ase analyzed, in setion 4 aproposal for the nodes arhiteture is presented, the network arhiteture and its simulation results are presentedin setion 5, �nally in setion 6 the onlusions and future work are presented.2. Classi�ation of Appliations. During the lassi�ation was deteted that di�erent appliation se-tors share similar harateristis from a tehnologial point of view, for this reason the lassi�ation and har-aterization was developed in �ve types of appliation rather by setors [6℄, [7℄, [8℄, [9℄, [10℄, [11℄, [12℄, [13℄, [14℄.
• Type 1 appliations are haraterized by measuring sampling periods from one seond to few hours,and no strit deadlines for the generation of the algorithms results. Additionally, these appliations,developed in open spaes, must over large areas and it is neessary to synhronize measurementsin di�erent nodes. Agriultural and environmental appliations, designated to measure, reord andto analyze environmental variables, primarily belong to this ategory. The energy sensors autonomyexpets for eah node varies from days to months; in some appliations, in plaes without aess toonventional energy soures, nodes are equipped with energy transduers like solar ells, whih supplyenergy to the nodes batteries.
• Type 2 appliations are developed in on�ned spaes and have greater omputing apaity demandingthan appliations type 1, although there is not strit response time, either. Beause they are in on-�ned spaes and nodes are �xed, there are no restritions on energy onsumption sine they an useonventional energy soures; however, the use of wireless networks is justi�ed sine it failitates theinstallation, adaptability and portability of implementation, in addition to the lower osts of implemen-tation. Suh appliations are �ned mainly in industrial and agriultural setors. The sampling periodsrange from one milliseond, for implementation of diagnosti algorithms, until a seond for monitoringand supervision tasks. The diagnosti algorithms do not require ontinuous operation; therefore thesamples an be stored before being proessed.
• Type 3 appliations. In this ategory, in addition to measuring and proessing data requirementssimilar to those in appliations type 2, grouped appliations are required to proess images and theyare developed in open spaes, some of whih are in the agriultural setor for the detetion of pests,and environmental setor aimed at deteting �res. Some of the nodes are mobile and require fewhours' energy autonomy, and then restritions in terms of power onsumption are large. At the sametime it is also neessary for synhronization of the nodes. While, beause of the algorithms used forimage proessing, the omputing apaity, memory size and ommuniation bandwidth requirementsare greater than appliations type 2.
• Type 4 appliations. These appliations di�er from appliations type 3 beause they are developed inon�ned spaes, then the network's overage is not demanding; energy sensors autonomy expeted arealso higher, beoming lose to one week. Grouped healthare appliations to the detetion of diseasesare in this ategory with body area networks (BAN).
• Type 5 appliations. In these appliations a sample data should be sent every sampling period, and thensampling periods are limited by the minimum interframes time spae of data ommuniation protools.For this ategory, a range of sampling periods between 50 milliseonds and a few seonds has beenseleted. In this ategory are the appliations of industrial ontrol proess, whih are developed inon�ned spaes, so the distane between nodes is not big, and there are not restritions on energyonsumption. The deadlines for generating ations are less than or equal to a sampling period, and itis neessary to guarantee end to end deadline. If these onstraints are not ful�lled, the ontrol systemperformane an be degraded signi�antly, even generating instability in the system, therefore, it is



WSAN: Charaterization and Cases Study 293important to synhronize the ativities of the nodes that are integrated in the ontrol loop. In addition,to improve the ontrol system performane, it is important to limit the variability in the task jitter.Table 2.1 summarizes the harateristis of the appliations desribed. As a strategy to inrease reliabilityin the presene of faults, and optimizing the appliations QoS, this proposal also has onsidered the migrationof omponents between the nodes, whih will be re�eted in the arhiteture of the network and nodes.Table 2.1Analysis of requirements for eah appliation type.Appliation Computing Memory Communiation Loation Node Real-Time Networks's Energy Synro-apaity size bandwidth mobility overage autonomy nizationType 1 Low Low < 256kbps Yes No Only Open spae Months Yesperformane measurement 10 kmType 2 Low Medium < 256kbps Yes No Only Con�ne There Yesperformane measurement spae 100 m isn't restritionType 3 High High 1Mbps Yes Yes Only Open Hours Yesperformane measurement spae 10 kmType 4 High Medium < 256kbps Yes Yes Only Con�ne Days Yesperformane measurement spae 1 kmType 5 Low Low < 256kbps No No End-to-end Con�ne There Yesperformane and minimum spae 100 m isn't restritionjitter variability3. Arrhythmia Detetion Algorithm. Atually ardiovasular problems have the highest mortality ratefrom natural auses in the world. The great interest in developing devies for linial detetion and ontinuousmonitoring of suh diseases, is based on these ativities are limited by the information type and the momentthat it is aught, so transitional abnormalities an not be always monitored. However, many of the symptomsassoiated with ardiovasular diseases are related to transient episodes rather than ontinuing abnormalities,suh as transient surges in blood pressure, arrhythmias, and so on. These abnormalities an not be preditedtherefore a ontrolled supervision analysis is disarded. The reliable and timely detetion of these episodes animprove the quality of life of patients and redue the therapies ost. For this reason in this work a WSANarhiteture to address suh problems is proposed, this appliation belongs to type 4 desribed in paragraph 2.As an example, the detetion of arrhythmias using data from eletroardiogram (ECG) measure, in patientswho are moving during a rehabilitation ativity in a on�ned spae of 100m x 100m, as a rehabilitation enter,was analyzed. The sampling period was seleted from the ECG frequeny spetrum, whih, aording to theAmerian Heart Assoiation, has 100Hz harmonis. The greatest amount of relevant information for monitoringand detetion of arrhythmias is between 0.5Hz and 50Hz.When analyzing the ECG frequeny spetrum an be established that the relevant omponents of the signal(QRS omplex and waves P and T) are up to 35Hz. Applying the sampling theorem a minimum samplingperiod of 14ms approximately is neessary, but for pratial purposes a period of 3ms was seleted.For the detetion and analysis of ECG the Pan and Tompkins algorithm was seleted, [15℄. The results ofthis algorithm are used by a maximums detetion algorithm, whih identi�es the time when segments of theECG wave were presented, �gure 3.1. Subsequently the analysis of the separation time between two R waves,the duration of the QRS segment and the energy of the wave R is developed, whih allows deteting the preseneof arrhythmias [16℄.

Fig. 3.1. Results of maximums detetion algorithm.4. Arhiteture Node. The proposed generi arhiteture for the network nodes in appliations type 4is presented in �gure 4.1. Its harateristis are:
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• The arhiteture enables the hardware and software omponents o-design. This feature will allowoptimizing the development of distributed appliation omponents required for its implementation inhardware and software, getting a balane between ost, power onsumption and proessing time.
• There are �xed and mobile nodes. The latter are linked to the sub-network that guarantees them thebest QoS (QoSsn) during its movement (less saturated sub-networks).
• Communiation between the nodes and loal oordinators is done through wireless networks.
• Use an EDF sheduler and dynami saling voltage and frequeny tehniques of the proessor to optimizethe power onsumption [17℄. This allows ful�lling the appliation deadlines, whih is supported onstatis utilization rate tables for eah operating frequeny, and periods of exeution for eah task.
• Update its QoS indexes (QoSn); using these indexes and its neighboring ones it is possible to request toanother node in its sub-network the migration, reation or destrution of omponents (some of whihare lones of others).

Fig. 4.1. Nodes arhiteture.To selet a set of arhitetures for an adequate performane of these appliations, the performane of thearrhythmia detetion algorithm, presented in setion 3, was analyzed on four types of proessors urrently usedto implement nodes in sensor networks: ARM7TDMI, MSP430, PIC18 and MC9S08GB60. For the analysis,the same operation veloity for eah proessor was used, 8MIPS. The time neessary to develop the Pan andTompkins algorithm is presented in Table 4.1, whih was estimated onsidering the sum of the values of individualfuntions (derivative, quadrati funtion and integrator window) in eah arhiteture.Table 4.1Computing time to develop the Pan and Tompkins algorithm.Proessor Derivative Quadrati funtion Integrator window Total omputing time Period Perentage of utilization (U)LPC2124-ARM 70.2µs 142µs 280.5µs 492.7µs 3000µs 16.4%MSP430F1611 191.9µs 162.5µs 697.8µs 1052.2µs 3000µs 35%PIC18F458 406.2µs 209µs 1083.7µs 1698.9µs 3000µs 56.6%MC9S08GB60 497.2µs 332µs 707.35µs 1536.55µs 3000µs 51.3%The results show that the ARM arhiteture requires a lower perentage of utilization, while the PICarhiteture needs the highest utilization perentage.It also was related onsumed power by eah arhiteture in ative mode (PA) with the respetive perentageof utilization during the implementation of the algorithm, table 4.2. It an be seen as the ARM7 arhiteturehas a loser performane to the arhiteture MC9S08GB60; then these two arhitetures are appropriate for theimplementation of the ase proposed. The MSP430 arhiteture presented the best indiator.Table 4.2Indiator PA*U.Utilization perentage (U) Ative Power (PA) [mW℄ PA ∗ ULPC2124-ARM 16.4% 180 29.52MSP430F1611 35% 19.2 6.72PIC18F458 56.6% 220 124.52MC9S08GB60 51.3% 51.6 26.47



WSAN: Charaterization and Cases Study 2955. Network Arhiteture for Con�ned Spaes Healthare Appliations. In �gure 5.1, a generiarhiteture for network appliations type 4, whih integrates di�erent types of nodes, is proposed. The approahof a ooperation plan between arhiteture levels of the appliation, in order to take the most appropriatedeisions for the reon�guration of the system in relation to the appliation QoS, an be appreiated. Generalgoals of the arhiteture are:
• Minimize latenies.
• Optimize power onsumption.

Fig. 5.1. Network arhiteture.The Main Coordinator is responsible for oordinating the omplete appliation. It will have a �xed loation,and ommuniation with loal oordinators will be supported through wireless or wired links. It develops thefollowing funtions:
• Send synhronization signals to the loal oordinators of the sub-networks.Loal Coordinator ontrols the ativity inside the sub-network and develops some information proessingativities, whose arhiteture is presented in �gure 5.2 and its features are:
• It has a �xed loation.
• Sends synhronization signals to nodes in its sub-network.
• Develops routing pakets between sub-networks using multihop tehniques.
• Distributes QoS indexes of nodes whih belong to its sub-network (QoSn).
• Calulates its sub-network QoS index (QoSsn= f(quantity of information to be transmitted)), anddistributes this value and its neighboring sub-networks indexes (those reahed in a single ommuniationhop) between nodes in its sub-network. Depending on whih:� Aepts linking new nodes to sub-network.� Updates best routes in the routing tables of data (whih will be funtion of hops and the utilizationperentage�information transmitting�of eah router node).As a �rst approximation to the proposed arhiteture, we examined the performane of the ase analyzedon the IEEE 802.15.4 protool. Considerations for the proposed solution to the ase are:
• Transmission of the analysis results, from nodes loated on eah patient to a main node, every 3 s. Thedata frame onsists of 2 Bytes, whih ontain patient odes and the type of arrhythmia deteted.
• After eah sending the sender node waits for an aknowledgement (ACK) from next node in the routingpath. If there isn't an answer before 100ms the node sends again the information. If after 25 attempts
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Fig. 5.2. Sub-network oordinator arhiteture.there is no answer this node hanges to a mistake state.
• The ommuniation protool seleted is IEEE 802.15.4. The node distribution is shown in �gure 5.3,whih allows overing all possible loations of patients onsidering the spei�ations of the deviesseleted to implement the physial layer, CC2420, whose harateristis are:� Coverage radio of 30m, and 100m without obstales.� Frequeny range of 2.4�2.4835 GHz.� Supports data transfer rates of 250 kbps.

Fig. 5.3. Distribution nodes for ase and their overage.In the ase a network as presented in �gure 5.4 was proposed. It onsists of 3 �xed nodes whih have norestritions on power onsumption, will reeive reports from �ve patients and route the messages to the mainnode. The �xed devies have �xed identi�ers 0, 1 and 2; the main node has the 0 identi�er, and devies onevery patient have identi�ers from 3 to 7. The routing is developed through 1, 2 and 0 nodes, 0 is the networkoordinator, eah of these nodes forming a sub-network together with patients, �gure 5.4. The mobile nodesleave and enter the sub-networks ontinuously hanging the on�guration and network strutures.
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Fig. 5.4. Network struture for ase.The simulation was developed in the TOSSIM tool, and the TelosB platform was seleted, inluding theCC2420 transeiver. Beause the harateristis given of the ase, with �xed nodes to implement the routingprotools, a routing �xed table algorithm was implemented, it is presented in table 5.1.Table 5.1Routing Table.Soure node Destination node2 11 00In the simulation was onsidered the most ritial ase, where all mobiles nodes are onneted all time tothe farthest sub-network from the main node.Times obtained in sending 2 Bytes from all patients to the main node (node 0), are presented in table 5.2.The data1 indiate that transmitting the message from a mobile node to the main node was over; the data2indiate that the orresponding node has not reeived the ACK. Times obtained demonstrated that it is possibleto ful�ll the onstraint of 3s, for the transmission of patient status from a mobile node to the main node, whihwas imposed by the ase analyzed.6. Temporal Behavior of Networked Control Systems Over IEEE 802.15.4. Consequene to theinreasing omplexity of ontrol systems most of ativities have been distributed over di�erent nodes, whihontrol loops are losed through a ommuniation network, these systems are alled Networked Control Systems(NCS). The implementation of NCS also redues the impat of failures in a system omponent and failitatesthe diagnosis, maintenane and traeability proesses.Sine the mobility of the elements that onstitute the nodes in industrial proesses is very low, the appli-ations in this setor do not demand the strit use of wireless networks, for this reason in most ases wirednetworks are used, this is also onsequene of reliability of wired networks and the ability to support transmis-sion periods smaller than wireless networks. However, the development of new appliations on wireless sensorsand atuators networks (WSAN) will allow integrating wired and wireless networks to inrease the appliations�exibility and reliability, at the same time its impat on implementation redution ost is signi�ant.This setion presents the performane analysis of a NCS, using the MAC algorithm CSMA/CA implementedin IEEE 802.15.4 protool. The generi diagram of the NCS onsidered in this work is presented in �gure 6.1,whih regulates the output signal in a seond order system implemented with operational ampli�ers. It hasthree types of nodes:



298 D. Martinez et al.Table 5.2Time in sending 2 Bytes from all patients to the main node.Soure Reeiver node Time (s) Soure Reeiver node Time (s)node node6 2 78.309 0 1(ack)1 - 5 ends .6134 2 .320 7 2 Rtx2 .6847 2 .333 3 2 Rtx2 .6842 6(ak) .344 2 1 Rtx moving 42 .6845 2 Rtx2 .355 1 2 (ak) .7012 1 (moving frame from 6) .380 7 2 Rtx2 .7143 2 Rtx2 .380 1 0 (moving frame from 4) .7401 2(ak) .397 2 7 (ak) .7461 0 (moving frame from 6) .421 0 1 (ak)1 - 4 ends .7645 2 Rtx2 .421 2 1 (moving frame from 7) .7803 2 Rtx2 .463 3 2 Rtx2 .7802 1 (moving frame from 5) .486 1 2 (ak) .7927 2 Rtx2 .486 3 2 Rtx2 .8072 5(ak) .488 2 3 (ak)2 .8250 1(ack)1 - 6 ends .488 2 1 (moving frame from 3) .8601 2(ak) .500 2 1 Rtx moving 32 .8774 2 Rtx2 .513 1 0 (moving frame from 7) .8773 2 Rtx2 .524 0 1 (ak)1 - 7 ends .9137 2 Rtx2 .535 2 1 Rtx moving 32 .9292 4(ak) .547 1 2 (ak) .9492 1 (moving frame from 4) .581 1 0 (moving frame from 3) .9791 0 (moving frame from 5) .589 0 1 (ak)1 - 3 ends 79.013
• Sensor, performs the measurement of the ontrolled signal and sends a frame with this information bythe network.
• Controller-Atuator, reeives a measure of the signal ontrolled, alulates the ontrol ation and atsover the manipulated signal in the system.
• Noise generator, generates network tra�.

Fig. 6.1. Generi diagram of the NCS onsidered.At the moment of design a high performane NCS is not always obtained similarity between experimentalresults and simulation, this is beause impreise models for analyzing and designing these systems are used,and for to make use of inadequate validation methods and platforms that not support the models used. Thereare several authors who have analyzed the performane and stability in NCS assuming network protools withonstant and variable delays, this shall also have made proposals to modi�ed the ontrol algorithms in orderto respond to these e�ets, [18℄, [19℄, [20℄, [21℄. An analysis of the performane of wired networks for ontrolproess is presented in [22℄. In [23℄ the analysis of use 802.11b and Bluetooth networks in ontrol systems ispresented.



WSAN: Charaterization and Cases Study 299The transmission period in NCS is de�ned as the time between two onseutive transmissions, and ismeasured on- line for eah ommuniation segment. In NCS the transmission time between sensor and ontrollernodes an be periodi or aperiodi, being a�eted by delays depending on the Medium Aess Control (MAC)protool of the ommuniation network, ommuniation errors, Jitters and tasks sheduler.The di�ulty in the analysis and design of NCS is onsequene of delays in the feedbak ontrol loops,beause the behaviour of eah omponent an a�et the performane of ontrol algorithms. Depending on themagnitude and variability of delays the performane of ontrol systems an be degrade and an even presentstability problems.In the ase study onsidered in this work, �gure 6.1, the ontroller and atuator are in the same node(Controller-Atuator), so a single delay in the feedbak ontrol loop is onsidered, τ , whih inludes the proess-ing time in the Sensor node, the network transmission time and the proessing time in the Controller-Atuatornode. The system was modelled by:
Gp(s) =

20.3759

s2 + 3.497s + 21.73
(6.1)The regulator algorithm was designed as a PID algorithm using the Ziegler-Nihols losed-loop method,whose transfer funtion is:

Gc(s) =
0.8909s2 + 3.2322s + 20.201

s
(6.2)It's representation in disrete time is: uk = uk−1 + q0ek + q1ek−1 + q2ek−2; q0 = kp+ kd

Tm
; q1 = −kp− 2kd

Tm
+

kiTm; q2 = kd
TmAs a �rst approximation to analyzing the ase study τ was onsidered onstant. Using a Pade seond orderpolynomial to model the delay, an approximation to the stability region for the feedbak ontrol system wasfound [24℄, [25℄, �gure 6.2. It gives information of sampling period (Tm) and τ values for the system stability.This information an be used to hoose the periods and deadlines to implement the ontrol system.

Fig. 6.2. Stability region.Figures 6.3, 6.4 presents the ontrol system output for di�erent values of Tm and τ . and . It is possible tosee how inreasing the sampling period the system is more sensitive to delays, and although the system is stableto the onsidered values there is a large degradation in the performane of the ontrol system, whih ould notensure the desired performane in some ases.
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Fig. 6.3. Control system output in ontinuous and disrete time for Tm = 23ms, τ = Tm.

Fig. 6.4. Control system output in ontinuous and disrete time for Tm = 57ms, τ = 0.5Tm.To analyze the NCS onsidered the Truetime simulator was used [26℄. Only the e�et of MAC protool wasonsidered and the time proessing in the nodes was ignored. The simulation parameters were:
• Sampling periods for the ontrolled signal: 50ms.
• Synhronization by events between nodes Sensor and Controller-Atuator.
• Data rate: 250 kbps.
• Frame size of 82 bits. Enough to send the measure of a variable.
• Two Noise generator nodes were implemented, with periods of 700 µ s and 900 µ s, and frame size of82 bits eah one.



WSAN: Charaterization and Cases Study 301The simulation results are presented in �gure 6.5. It is possible to see how the time for sending informationby CSMA/CA is variable and unbounded. Delays in the feedbak ontrol loop do not a�et signi�antly theperformane of the system, �gure 6.6.

Fig. 6.5. Network shedule. Levels T, W, and I represents Transmitting, Waiting and Idle states in every node.

Fig. 6.6. System response.The network was saturated by using transmission periods smaller than previous ases in the Noise gener-ator nodes, �gure 6.7, whih was noted than despite loss of information transmitted by the Sensor node as aonsequene of ollisions with noise frames, the Sensor an retransmit several times before next transmissionperiod, then the Controller-Atuator node get the measure before a ritial τ (aording to the stability region)and the system is stable, but the performane of ontrol systems is degraded, �gure 6.8.7. Implementation of NCS. The implementation of the NCS was developed on IEEE 802.15.4 modeCSMA/CA. To develop the Sensor and Controller-Atuator nodes boards with the CC2430 proessor were used,also the abstration levels HAL and OSAL from Texas Instruments were used to aess the hardware and toimplement tasks. Two Noise generator nodes were implemented by MACdongle devies. The on�guration wasas follows:
• The Sensor node sends a frame every 60 ms. This period was seleted beause it was experimentallyobserved that lower values for the period was not stable as a onsequene of omputing in the node.
• In the Controller-Atuator node an event is generated for every message reeived from the Sensor node.During its attention the ontrol output is alulated and ats on the system. Experimentally an interval
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Fig. 6.7. Network shedule with network saturated. Levels T, W, and I represents Transmitting, Waiting and Idle states inevery node.
Fig. 6.8. System response for network saturated.time between 12 ms and 16 ms was obtained from the time start measurement in the Sensor node untilController-Atuator node ats on the system.

• The Noise generators nodes send a frame every 30ms.
• The size of the frame is 256 bits and the data rate is 250 kbs. Then the time of sending a frame is1.024 ms.
• The nodes were distributed in an area of 1 m2.The Truetime simulations and experimental results are shown in �gures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.As a result to the delay generated to frames from Sensor node, as a onsequene of ollisions in the networkwith frames sending from Noise generators nodes, in �gure 7b an be seen than the transmission period isvariable and it is not bounded. Moreover, the feedbak delay is small ompared to the dynamis of the system,and therefore the system is not signi�antly disturbed.Experimental results are lose to those gotten by simulation in Truetime.8. Conlusions. From the study it an be onluded that developments on spei� tehnologies andappliations in this area are still emerging, and developing them will enable the growing of great soial impatnew appliations.About the system for deteting heart arrhythmias:
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Fig. 7.1. Simulation results of Network shedule.

Fig. 7.2. Experimental results of message time delay.
• The proposed arhiteture onsiders the onstraints of appliation �eld, allowing to �nd optimal solu-tions to the hallenges in network and nodes designing, and will failitate the development and validationof appliations. It makes possible too the ooperation between levels of the network arhiteture tohoose between di�erent operations modes depending on QoS indexes.
• It is noted as the routing algorithm based on �xed tables supported by IEEE 802.15.4, ful�ls the timerequirements of these appliations. Also as MSP430 arhiteture presents a good performane for theimplementation of the ase onsidered.The impat of delays in the feedbak loop of NCS was analyzed with formal methods, simulation andexperimental results, whih onludes:
• The tehnology onsidered in this paper an be used in ontrol appliations, where transmission timesare not very demanding, partiularly we propose use in ases with transmission periods upper then100 ms.
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Fig. 7.3. Control system output implemented on 802.15.4 mode CSMA/CA with two noise generators operating every 30 ms.

Fig. 7.4. Experimental values of ontrol system output.
• For big sampling periods the system is more sensitive to delays in the feedbak loop, so it is importantto maintain delays bounded.
• To ontrol systems with transmission period less than 100 ms is reommended the use of wired networks,whih is possible to get transmission periods smaller and stable than IEEE 802.15.4 mode CSMA / CA.
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 307�324. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPECOMBINATION OF LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR MOBILE SENSOR NETWORKFOR PRECISE LOCALIZATION∗HA YOON SONG†Abstrat. A preise loalization is required in order to maximize the usage of Mobile Sensor Network. As well, mobile robotsalso need a preise loalization mehanism for the same reason. In this paper, we showed a ombination of various loalizationmehanisms for preise loalization in three di�erent levels. Loalization an be lassi�ed in three big ategories: wide area andlong distane loalization with low auray, medium area and distane loalization with medium auray, and small area shortdistane loalization with high auray. In order to present loalization methods, traditional map building tehnologies suh asgrid maps or topologial maps an be used. We implemented mobile sensor vehiles and omposed mobile sensor network with threelevels of loalization tehniques. Eah mobile sensor vehiles at as a mobile sensor node with the failities suh as autonomousdriving, obstale detetion and avoidane, map building, ommuniation via wireless network, image proessing, extensibility ofmultiple heterogeneous sensors, and so on. For loalization, eah mobile sensor vehile has abilities of the loation awareness bymobility trajetory based loalization, RSSI based loalization and omputer vision based loalization. With this set of mobilesensor network, we have the possibility to demonstrate various loalization mehanisms and their e�etiveness. In this paper, theresult of omputer vision based loalization, sensor mobility trail based loalization and RSSI based loalization will be presented.Key words: loalization, mobile sensor network, RSSI, dead-rekoning, omputer vision1. Introdution. The researhes on Mobile Sensor Network (MSN) have been plenty worldwide. For MSN,there ould be a lot of valuable appliation with attahed sensors as well as apabilities suh as loomotion,environmental information sensing, dead-rekoning, and so on. For suh appliations, usual requirements havebeen aknowledged with loalization of eah sensor node and formation of the whole sensor network. In thisresearh we are going to disuss about loalization tehniques for Mobile Sensor Vehile (MSV) whih anompose MSN. In addition, we will disuss a onstrution of MSN as well as required funtionalities of eahMSN. For the preise loalization we may analyze human ations for loalization. For long distane and huge arealoalization, humans all to their ounterpart and identify ounterpart's loation by talking eah other. Fromthe onversation, only a rough loation an be identi�ed. Thus we guess long distane loalization only allowsrough, inaurate information of loation but it is su�ient to on�ne a region for more preise loalization.For medium distane and medium area loalization, human moves by transportation methods but eventuallywalks in order to loalize. While walking, humans build a oneptual map for the loal geographi informationor they already have knowledge around the area, i. e. they already built maps. This sort of medium distaneloalization requires relatively more preise loalization information than long distane loalization as preiseas, at least, for walking, i. e. autonomous driving.For short distane and small area loalization, humans detet ounterparts by use of visual or aural infor-mation, i. e. they �nd their friends by their eyes. This sort of loalization dedues preise information thanother two sort of loalization.Thus, we an onlude and mimi the human loalization with mobile sensor networks. Even though itdepends on tehniques and environments of the usage of MSN, we an ategorize the loalization tehniqueaording to its area or distane.There have been variety forms of Mobile Sensor Nodes whih utilizes various tehniques of loalizationssuh as RSSI, GPS, Raider, Laser, Camera, and so on [1℄ [2℄. One of the most prominent one, an RSSI basedloalization, usually measures radio signal strength and it works well with popular network devies. Moreover,an 802.11 devie based software approah an be realize easily as we did in this paper. However, RSSI methodis prone to be fragile with a presene of obstales or so whih will diminish or attenuate radio signal strength.In a short distane, RSSI signals usually is too high that nullify aurate loalization thus it is good for longdistane, low aurate loalization.By mimiking human ations for loalization we an hoose RSSI for mobile sensors while wireless telephonesfor human and trajetory based traking, so alled INS (Inertial Nautial System), as human walking. Of ourse,map building tehniques are required for MSV as well as humans. For human visual loalization, we an hoose
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Fig. 1.1. Categorization of Loalization Tehniques

Fig. 1.2. Relative Tehniques for Loalizationa loalization tehnique based on omputer vision. Thus we onlude and ategorize loalization tehniques inthree big ategories as shown in �gure 1.1 so that we an hoose proper loalization mehanisms for its usage.And in order to ful�ll the loalization, not only loalization tehniques but also tehniques of ognition,motion ontrol, and pereption are tightly related as shown in �gure 1.2. We must express idea of this paper interms of these onepts of ognition, motion ontrol, pereption and loalization.This paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we will disuss loalization method that have been researhed.The following setion 3 we will analyze the requirement for MSV, the hardware design of MSV, and equipmentsfor loalization, and we will disuss software apabilities of MSV software and will show software omponentsto fully ontrol our MSV inluding software for MSN itself, monitoring program, map building features, andother related topis. Then setion 4 will shows the approahes of omputer vision based loalization for smallarea, short distane preise loalization. In setion 5, our approah and methodology for mobility trajetorybased loalization for medium distane loalization will be disussed. In Setion 6 RSSI (Radio Signal StrengthIdenti�ation) based loalization will be presented based on 802.11 devies with software modi�ation. Finallysetion 7 will onlude this paper with possible future researh topis.2. Related Works. There have been a lot of researhes regarding mobile sensor loalization. In thissetion, we will disuss past researhes and our idea onentrating tehniques with RSSI, vision and trajetory-traking. This works are not restrited on mobile sensors only but also related to robot tehnology.
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Fig. 2.1. Calulation of distane from Camera Lens to Vertex of triangle ABC2.1. RSSI based Loalization. Radio Signal Strength Identi�ation is one of the known solutions fordistane measure. It requires wireless network devie for mobile sensors and extra features.We use 802. 11 network devies whih have wide popularity. In addition we need ommuniation betweenmobile sensors thus 802.11 networking devies are popular solutions for us. RSSI features for 802.11 devienetworks are required features in order to implement physial layer of CSMA/CA networking [14℄. HoweverRSSI based distane measure is very prone to radio signal attenuation and thus has low auray. And it hassome restrition that one it is a data transfer modes, it annot swithed to API mode instantly. It impliesthe restrited realtimeness for RSSI based loalization. Manufatures of 802.11 devies usually provide theirarbitrary method for RSSI [11℄. In this paper, we will demonstrate our MSV suessfully does long distane,low aurate loalization only with ommerial 802.11 devies and networking software embedded on MSVs.2.2. Computer Vision based Approah. There are very few researhes on loalizations by use ofomputer vision tehnology. There have been the previous results regarding mobile sensor vehile ontrol,obstale detetion and so on.Matsummoto et al. [15℄ used multiple ameras in order to ontrol mobile robots. In their researh, amerasare installed on their working spae instead of mobile vehile itself. Their whole system is onsisted of mobilerobots and multiple ameras and this helps the searh of proper path of robots. Keyes et al. [16℄ researhedvarious amera options suh as lens type, amera type, amera loations and so on. They also used multipleameras to obtain more preise information.In this paper we will provide MSV with multiple ameras in order to aomplish short distane, highaurate loalization. However, a single MSV annot loate its loation preisely. The ultimate loalization anonly be done with the ooperation of nodes in MSN.The �rst requirement for loalization is to identify the loation of olleague MSV as a base point. For thispurpose, we prepared three failities for eah MSV. Eah MSV an estimate its loation by trajetory trail.Moreover, eah MSV an identify other olleague MSV with their infrared LED signal. In addition, this loationinformation an be ommuniated by wireless network devie equipped with eah MSV.Of ourse, a amera or a set of ameras are installed on an MSV in order to identify olleague MSVs. Thisset of ameras has infrared �lters in order to diminish the e�et of extra light noise in operating environment.2.2.1. Loation Determination Problem. With a set of amera, the required information for loal-ization is olleted from the view of ameras. For example, an infrared LED light an be a parameter toalulate the olleague's loation. In this researh, we applied two previous results. The �rst one is SampleConsensus(RANSAC) Method [5℄ and the seond one is PnP Method [6℄ [7℄.For RANSAC method, beause of least square method, there is no possibility of wrong omputation withgross error value. This is the major reason why we applied RANSAC method. In order to solve the problemof onverting 3-dimensional view to 2-dimensional amera image, whih has lost distane problem, we appliedperspetive-3-point (P3P) problem.Figure 2.1 shows the basi priniple of P3P problem. The gray triangle is omposed by infrared LEDinstalled on eah MSV. Points A, B, C stand for eah infrared LEDs and these verties ompose a triangle.The distane Rab, Rbc, Rac is known onstants. From �gure 2.1 we an drive the following very well-known
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Fig. 3.1. Driving Mehanism Outlookmathematial equation as shown in equation 2.1. The equation 2.1 is in losed form. The number of solutionsfrom these equations will be up to eight. However, there are up to four positive roots.
Rab

2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab · cos θab

Rac
2 = a2 + c2 − 2ac · cos θac (2.1)

Rbc
2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc · cos θbcWith this P3P based method, we an only measure distanes between observer and observed. For preiseloalization, we must identify angle of MSVs as well. Our MSV is equipped with digital ompass in order toidentify the angle of MSV based on magneti poles. As predited, digital ompass also has its own error inangle measurement but is tolerable.2.3. Autonomous Driving Robot and Dead-Rekoning. This sort of loalization is usually due tomilitary area. For example DARPA, USA invests on unmanned vehile, and their aim is about 30% of armyvehile without human on board ontroller. Stanley by Stanford university [17℄, whih earned �rst prize inompetitions, are equipped with GPS, 6 DOF gyrosope and an alulate the speed of driving wheels. Thosesensors information an be ombined to loate the position of their unmanned vehile. They used omputervision system with stereo amera and single amera, and laser distane meter, radar in order to get environmentalinformation. Sandstorm from CMU [18℄ is equipped with laser distane meter as a major sensor. Topographialmodel an be obtained by laser lines and the speed of ar an be alulated by the density of laser line. Gimbalon their vehile an install long distane laser sanner with seven laser sensors. Shoulder-mounted sensors analulate height information of topography. Two sanners on bumpers an obtain obstale information. Longdistane obstales an be identi�ed by radar.Our MSV are equipped with RSSI devies, stereo ameras and other sensors for dead-rekoning. Apartfrom the examples of loomotive robots, these equipments are for aurate loalization.3. Mobile Sensor Vehile. We developed MSV in order to experiment our loalization method in realenvironment. Various versions of MSV are designed and implemented. The loalization funtions implementedon MSV are as follows:

• Long distane low auray loalization by RSSI
• Medium distane medium auray loalization by dead-rekoning traking
• Short distane high auray loalization by Stereo amera with omputer vision.In the following subsetion we will disuss hardware and software of MSV respetively.3.1. Hardware. MSV is atually a mobile sensor node for MSN. Eah MSV an move autonomouslyand an identify obstales. They an ommuniate eah other by 802.11 networking devies. The hassis ofMSV are omposed of aluminum omposite with high durability and lightweight. The main driving mehanism
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Fig. 3.2. Obstale Detetion Mehanism

Fig. 3.3. Stereo Eye Systemis aterpillar omposed of three wheels, L-type rubber belt, gears as shown in �gure 3.1. The adoption ofaterpillar is for minimization of driving errors. There are a lot of rooms to install additional sensor hardware.With digital ompass equipped on the top of MSV, the aurate vehile loation an be sensed. This angularinformation an help exat loalization of MSVs. The design onepts of MSV are as follows.
• Autonomous mobility
• Extensibility of equipped sensors
• Preise movement and mobility trailAnd MSV harateristis as a node of mobile sensor network are as follows:
• Self identi�ation and olleague identi�ation with various methods
• Wireless ommuniation
• Digital CompassFor autonomous driving, MSV must identify obstales and avoid them. We use an infrared laser and ameraswith infrared �lter. IR laser is onstantly lighting in parallel to round. Camera looks down grounds in a degreeof 30 whih is determined by experiments. The onept of this obstale detetion is depited in �gure 3.2.Obstale re�ets IR laser and sensed by amera [5, 7℄. The obstales with re�eted IR will be deteted as whitelines. This obstale detetion will be used by loal map building as shown in setion 5.1.For short distane obstales within the dead angle of amera, ultrasoni sensors are loated under the MSVand in front of MSV. For omputer vision based loalization, MSVs are equipped with stereo eyes as shown in�gure 3.3. Three servo motors an ontrol two ameras independently. This stereo amera system an be usednot only for loalization but also for obstale detetion with diminished dead angle. There are three infraredLEDs mounted in the front of MSV. These LEDs are for omputer vision based loalization.
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Fig. 3.4. Hardware Struture

Fig. 3.5. Software StrutureFor hardware onstrution, we need miro ontroller unit, a serial ommuniation port, a PWM port, aninterrupt port in order to ontrol motors and ommuniate with sensors. Figure 3.4 shows the oneptualstruture of MSV hardware.3.2. Software. Software for MSV operations is required in a form of embedded software. Figure 3.5 showsrequired faility and their struture for MSV software.Total part of software an be divided into �ve ategories. One of the roles of software is to onvert sensorinformation into driving information. Information for driving an be obtained via serial ommuniation fromT-board (MCU) with driving information and angular information.The loation of MSV is onstantly updated with the moving distane and updated angle. Camera lassprovides obstale information as well as basi information for map building. Map building lass builds a mapwith the information from T-board lass and amera lass. These maps are required for autonomous loomotionand loalization. Network lass provides networking funtionalities between MSVs.We implement ore software based on multi threads. There is doument lass, whih provides organi data�ow between lasses. Thus the major role of MSV software is as follows.
• Autonomous driving
• Motor ontrol and driving distane identi�ation
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Fig. 4.1. Correlation of LED pattern interval and measurable minimum distane

Fig. 4.2. Frond view of MSV
• Communiation with MCU (T-board)
• Obstale detetion
• Map building
• Internetworking
• User interfae dialog (Monitoring Program)Monitoring program is a user interfae between MSV and user. Monitoring program shows MSV ondition,amera view, driving information, map built, and other sensor information. It also provides manual operationfuntionality of MSV.4. Computer Vision based Aurate Loalization.4.1. Sensor Equipment and Experimental Environment. Eah MSV has a set of Infrared LED (IR-LED) in a form of triangle and the lengths of edges are all 30 entimeters. The IR lights from these LEDs anbe viewed by stereo amera system from other olleague MSV. The stereo eye system as shown in �gure 3.3 hastwo ameras. Three servo motors ontrols two stereo eyes vertially and horizontally.



314 Ha Yoon SongTable 4.1IR-LED spei�ationsMODEL NO. Half Angle Peak WavelegnthSI5315-H ±30◦ 950nmOPE5685 ±22◦ 850nmOPE5194WK ±10◦ 940nmTLN201 ±7◦ 880nmEL-1KL5 ±5◦ 940nmThe stereo ameras are equipped with IR �lters. The front view of MSV for these equipments is as shownin �gure 4.2. Three IR-LEDs forms a triangle and a stereo amera system are also presented.With �xed length of triangle edges, i. e. interval between IR-LED, is �xed by 30 entimeters. Therefore byusing P3P method, the distane between amera and MSVs with IR-LED triangle an be alulated. Embeddedsoftware for eah MSV has a realtime part for P3P solution. The software also shows the image from stereoamera as a part of P3P solution.The ideal situation starts by estimating the angle between two ameras. One amera diretion is �xed, wean estimate angles between traked objet and ameras, however, MSV an move every diretion whih ausesdi�ulties to measure that angle. Moreover, if these ameras have pan-tilt funtionalities, it is impossible tomeasure suh an angle in real time.Another method with P3P tehnique is to assume the distane to the objet. The distane to objet andthe sale of triangle in amera view is proportional inversely thus the size of LED triangle an be a startingpoint to estimate the distane to obstales. We deided to standardize the redued sale of LED triangle inorder to estimate distane to objets. The basi onept of this method is depited in �gure 4.1 and will bedisussed further in the subsetion 4.3.This approah has limits of amera visibility, i. e. objets beyond visibility annot be identi�ed. However,two other loalization methods will be presented in the following setions for beyond sight loalization. Inaddition with the help of digital ompass, we an measure the diretion of eah MSV. The ombination of thisinformation an ahieve short distane auray for loalization.4.2. Preliminary Experiment for Equipment Setup. We ondut preliminary experiment in orderto hoose optimal devie for omputer vision based loalization. The �rst purpose of this experiment is toselet the best LED in order to inrease the range of loalization. Our past result showed 250 entimeter ofloalization range however our aim is to enlarge the range to 400 entimeters or farther.We hoose �ve infrared light emitting diodes with typial harateristis. We �rst onentrated on thevisible angle of LED lights sine we assumed wider visible angle guarantees the learer identi�ation of LEDlight and more preise loalization.Table 4.1 shows the spei�ations of various IR-LEDs with visible angle and peak wavelength. The majorreason why we hoose those IR-LEDs are as follows:
• Smaller half angle of LED enables long distane traking however inreases invisibility from the side.
• Larger half angle of LED enables traking from the side however dereases traking distane.With infrared �lter equipped ameras we planned experiments to evaluate the LEDs for vision based loal-ization. Table 4.2 show the result of visible distane and visibility of IR-LEDs. Twelve experiments have beenmade and average values are shown. From the spei�ations of IR-LEDs, 5 volts DC voltage is supplied for theexperiment.Among �ve IR-LEDs, two showed stable visibility and aeptable visibility distane. Between these twoandidates, we �nally hoose the best LED of MODEL NO.SI5313-H sine it has the widest half angle as wellwith reasonable visibility distane.4.3. Main Experiments for Computer Vision based Loalization. Figure 4.1 shows the relationshipbetween LED triangle size (d) and distane from amera to LED triangle (h). The relation between d and h
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Fig. 4.3. Relative size of triangle alulated by P3P on atual distane
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Fig. 4.4. Atual distane alulated from measured relative distane



Combination of Loalization Tehniques for Mobile Sensor Network for Preise Loalization 317Table 4.2IR-LED Visibility ExperimentsMODEL NO. Max Length Visible Angle VisibilitySI5315-H 500m ±60◦ StableOPE5685 490m ±45◦ Somewhat UnstableOPE5194WK 520m ±35◦ Most StableTLN201 510m ±20◦ UnstableEL-1KL5 450m ±10◦ Indisriminablean be diretly drawn from the following equation 4.1
tan θ =

d

2h (4.1)
θ = arctan

d

2hMost of ameras has angle of view in 54◦ ∼ 60◦. Sine we used amera with angle of view in 60◦, from theequation 4.1 we an solve ratio about h : d = 1 : 1.08. The atual value of d is 30 entimeter for our experiment.Thus we an summarize the following:
• High angle of view amera an inrease minimum measure distane.
• With narrow LED pattern interval, we an derease atual distane h but pratially meaningless.
• With wider LED pattern interval, we an inrease atual distane but dependent on MSV size.From the experiments, we an identify the vision based loalization is e�etive within the range from 30entimeters to 520 entimeters with our LogiTeh CAM amera. The 30 entimeter lower bound is due tothe 30 entimeter interval of LED triangle edges. The 520 entimeter upper bound is due to the visible sightapability of LogiTeh CAM amera. Thus 520 entimeter would be a maximum distane of omputer visionbased loalization. However it is still meaningful sine we an ahieve very high auray in loalization withthese heap, low grade ameras. The other idea for more loalization distane is to use ameras with higherresolution.From our experiments, we identi�ed the orrelation between atual distane from amera to olleague MSVand size of LED triangles in amera view. The results an be translated into graphial form as shown in�gure 4.3.From �gure 4.3 the result shows the �utuation of results with more than 500 entimeters whih makesloalization unstable. For appliations whih require the error range of 20 entimeters, we an use the resultsto 520 entimeters. Sine our aim is to keep loalization errors within the range of 10 entimeters, we deidedto disard results more than 400 entimeters.4.4. Experimental Result. From our experiment in the previous subsetions we will provide the �nalresult of omputer vision based loalization in this subsetion. Figure 4.4 shows graphial version of �nal result.Apart from the results in previous setion, this �gure shows atual distane up to 500 entimeters. From�gure 4.3 we an observe errors in alulated values of P3P for more than 500 entimeter distane. These errorsis due to the resolution limit of CAM amera whih is 640 × 480. Even a small noise an vary atual distaneof ten entimeters in the distane more than 500 entimeters.Thus we onlude the aurate loalization by omputer vision an be done in the range of 70 entimetersto 500 entimeters with our amera equipments. For the loalization in more than 500 entimeters, loalizationbased on MSV trajetory traking will be e�etive. In addition, for the loalization in more than 30 meters,loalization based on RSSI will be e�etive 6. Of ourse, the loation information an be broadasted and beused by the members of MSN in order to build maps, to orret loation errors and so on.5. Mobility Trail based Loalization.5.1. Map Building. Map building is one of the ore parts of medium distane loalization as well asfor other distanes and areas. The result of loalization must be presented on loal map and therefore be
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Fig. 5.1. Relative Coordinate

Fig. 5.2. Absolute Coordinatetransferred to global map. MSVs ommuniate with eah other in order to ombine loal maps into globalmaps. The following information will be shown on a map.
• Untapped territory
• Territory with obstale
• Territory with MSV
• Tapped territory
• Totally unknown territoryFor map building we must onsider relative oordinate and absolute oordinate. For example, obstaleinformation identi�ed by MSV is in a form of relative oordinate. In relative oordinates, the very front of MSVis in angle 0 as shown in �gure 5.1. This oordinate must be transformed into absolute oordinate as shown in�gure 5.2 and therefore an be a part of map.
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Fig. 5.3. Result of UMBmarkTable 5.1COMPARISON BETWEEN GRID MAP AND TOPOLOGICAL MAPMAPS Grid MAP Topologial MAPAdvs. Preise presentation of geography ofenvironmentEase of algorithm design: environ-mental modeling, path �nding, loal-ization by map-mathing Simple presentation of environmentand simple path planningTolerane of low auray mobilesensorsNatural interfae to usersDisadvs. Di�ulty in path planningRequirement of large memory andomputationPoor interfae to symboli problemsolver Impossibility of large map buildingwith inaurate, partial informationDi�ulties in map-mathing: di�-ulties in alulation of pivot sensorvalueDi�ulties in dealing omplex envi-ronmentLoal map is usually in a form of grid map. However in ase of global map with huge apaities, grid mapis very ine�ient. Therefore we will use topologial map for global map as presented by Kuipers and Bynn [6℄.Thrun [8℄ presented a hybrid approah of both maps and we will onsider it as our ultimate format of globalmap. Table 5.1 ompares advantages and disadvantages of grid and topologial map.With mobility trajetory traking, medium range loalization an be implemented by use of loal map.Eah MSV moves autonomously and build its own loal map. In the following subsetion, we will disuss errororretions of mobility traking based approah whih is essential to guarantee the auray of loalization.5.2. Dead-Rekoning. For the medium distane loalization, we deided to utilize mobility trail. Wede�ne the range of medium distane between 4 meters and 40 meters sine our vision based short distaneloalization overs within the range of 5 meters and RSSI based long distane loalization is e�etive outsidethe range of 30 meters. Our aim is to trail the mobility of MSV and to reord the trail on the loal map withreasonable auray for medium distane loalization. Every driving mehanism for mobile sensors or evenmobile robots has mehanial errors and it is impossible to avoid suh errors pratially. We an summarizethe ause of driving errors as followings:
• The di�erene between the sizes of two (left and right) wheels
• The distortion of wheel radius, i. e. the distane between average radius and nominal radius
• The wheel misalignment
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• The unertainty about the e�etive wheelbase
• The restrited resolution of driving motors (usually step motors)Usually those errors are umulated and �nal result will be void without proper error orretion tehnique.However, in order to ope with those loation errors due to mehanial errors, a method of dead-rekoning havebeen widely used and we also adopt suh tehnique as well. Dead-rekoning is a methodology that alulatesthe moving distane of two wheels of MSV and derives the relative loation from the origin of MSV.Among the various versions of Dead-rekoning tehniques, we used UMBmark tehnique from Universityof Mihigan [4℄. UMBmark analyzes driving mehanism errors and minimized the e�et of driving errors.UMBmark analyzes the result of MSV driving in a ertain distane and ompensates mehanial errors ofMSV driving mehanism. The driving results of retangular ourse, both in lokwise(CW) and ounter-lokwise(CCW), and then analyzed.Two error harateristis are lassi�ed in Rotation angle error and Wheel mismath error. Rotational angleerrors are for the di�erene between atual wheel sizes and theoretial design sizes of wheels. Due to rotationalangle errors, CCW driving after CW driving shows larger errors as usual. For example, atual wheel size biggerthan designed wheel size results in insu�ient rotation at orners and then rotational angle errors are umulatedfor the whole driving. The following equation summarizes the rotational angle error whih is depited in [4℄.

Ed =
DR

DLwhere DR is diameter of left wheel and DR is diameter of right wheel. In short, Ed is a ration between diametersof left wheel and right wheel.Wheel mismath errors are from wheelbase mismath. This error auses skews in straight driving. Withwheel mismath error, the error harateristi of CW driving is opposite to CCW driving. The following equationsummarizes the wheel size error whih is depited in [4℄.
Eb =

90◦

90◦ − αwhere α is a value of rotational angle error. Eb stands for a ration between ideal and pratial errors in rotation,i. e. wheel base error.Mehanial errors are systematial errors and therefore an be predited and analyzed, while non-mehanialerrors annot be predited beause non-mehanial errors are due to the driving environment. Non-mehanialerrors are lassi�ed as follows:
• Uneven driving �oor or ground
• Unpredited obstale on driving ourse
• Slipping while drivingWe applied UMBmark to our MSV and the following subsetion shows the result.5.3. Driving Error Corretion of MSV. We omposed a set of experiment for MSV driving in orderto apply UMBmark. The driving experiments have been made on the �at and usual �oor with the retangulardriving ourse of 4 × 4 meters. As shown in [4℄ both CW and CCW driving have been made and error valueshave been measured. These error values are inorporated in our software system and MPU ontrollers.With the following equations from [4℄ we an �nd the error value for error orretion.

bactual = Eb × bnominalwhere bactual is an atual wheelbase and bnominal is a measured wheelbase.
∆UL,R = cL,R × cm × NL,RWhere U is atual driving distane, N is the number of pulses of the enoder, and cm is the oe�ient to onvertpulse per entimeters.Our experimental result with driving loation orretion by UMBmark dead-rekoning mehanism is shownin �gure 5.3. Cirled dotes are result from CCW driving and retangular dotes are from CW driving. Empty
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Fig. 5.4. Triangulation With RSSI Measurement

Fig. 5.5. RSSI values Aording To Distanedotes are of unorreted driving results while �lled dotes are of driving results with UMBmark in 16 meterdriving experiment. Note that the origin of MSV (starting point) at the oordinate (0,0) are at the upper rightpart of the �gure. Without dead-rekoning tehnology, MSV returns to erroneous point than the origin point,at the left part of the �gure. This MSV tends to show more errors with CW driving. With the appliationof UMBmark tehnique, we ahieved faithful result within 10 entimeters of error range in total. Diretionalerrors are within the range of 3 entimeters from the origin. Sine our approah is for mehanial driving errors,non-mehanial errors an be avoided and thus we will introdue real-time orretion of driving with the help ofdigital ompass for the future researhes. Thus it is possible to mention that the trail of MSV is in the orretloation within the errors of 10m in our experimental environments.6. RSSI based Long Distane and Wide Area Loalization. Our MSV are equipped with homoge-neous 802.11 networking devies with RSSI failities. With distane information we an do triangulation withat least three nodes and one anhor. Our monitoring station with monitoring program an at as an anhor.The 802.11 networking devies an be swithed to AP (Aess Point) mode so that eah MSN an at as AP.With software modi�ation that utilizes 802.11 devie RSSI features, we an ahieve RSSI based loalizationfor our MSN.
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Fig. 5.6. Relation Between One Fixed Anhor And Mobile Sensor VehilesThe unit of RSSI is in dBm (-50dBm ∼ -100dBm) and it designates distanes between spei�ed MSVs. Asalready mentioned, the RSSI value is very a�etive by environments, and we obtain error rate of 10 ∼ 15%in spei� distane. The RSSI value is very sensitive with hardware vendor and the diretion of AP [9℄. Ourexperimental environment is as follows.
• Wide open area
• Intel Wireless LAN 2100 3B Mini PC Adapter
• WRAPI software model [11℄
• One �xed anhor as monitoring stationFor the alibration of our RSSI devie, a set of experiment has been onduted and the results are shownin �gure 5.5.We an �nd within the distane of 20 meter, RSSI is no more useful for distane measure sine the signalstrength is too high. Our experiments shows RSSI based loalization is useful more than 35m distane. Thevalues are within error range of 15% by experiment. This is the main reason why we hoose RSSI basedloalization for long distane, low auray loalization.From the distane information from RSSI sensing, we an do triangulation as shown in �gure 5.4. For atualimplementation, we have one �xed anhor and an do more preise loalization with a known anhor oordinateas shown in �gure 5.6. The �gures show three mobile nodes one anhor node. The distane obtained from irle

r1, r2, r3 an be obtained from RSSI values. Thus with this environment we an triangulate the oordinatenode X from the intersetion of irles drawn by node 1, node 2, and node 3 [12℄ [13℄.Thus from the distane whih an be obtained from RSSI values, let the distane be di from radius ofirle ri The following algorithm 2 shows a proedure to �nd oordinates of eah MSV with provided distaneinformation by RSSI.Figure 6.1 shows a �nal result in RSSI based loalization. The x-axis stands for atual distane betweenMSVs and y-axis shows a distane alulated by algorithm 2. As we predited the RSSI based loalization isuseful with the distane more than 30 meters. On the range where RSSI based loalization is e�etive, we ansee errors between atual distane and alulated distane. We believe it is tolerable sine we have anothermethod of loalization with more auray within the distane of 30 meters. Of ourse, the distane informationis not a su�ient ondition for loalization. The other information of diretion of MSV an be obtained bydigital ompass on eah MSV. Thus we implemented long distane, low auray loalization.



Combination of Loalization Tehniques for Mobile Sensor Network for Preise Loalization 323Algorithm 2 Loalization of Sensor Nodes with RSSI MeasurementInput : d1 , d2 , d3 , r1 , r2 , r3//Distane d1 , d2 , d3// C i r  l e r1 , r2 , r3Output : So l u t i onL i s tL inkedLis t So l u t i onL i s t//Mobile Sensor Node Coordinatesfor ( eah ( x1 , y1 ) on C i r  l e r1 ){ for ( eah ( x2 , y2 ) on C i r  l e r2 ){ i f ( d1 ==di s tane between ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x2 , y2 ) ){ for ( eah (x3 , y3 ) on C i r  l e r3 ){ i f ( d2 ==di s tane between (x2 , y2 ) and ( x3 , x3 ) ){ i f ( d3 ==di s tane between (x3 , y3 ) and ( x1 , y1 ) ){ So l u t i onL i s t =Coordinate ( x1 , y1 ) , ( x2 , y2 ) , ( x3 , y3 )}}}}}}

Fig. 6.1. Atual and RSSI based Distane7. Conlusions. Of the loalization methodologies for mobile sensor network, we ombined three di�erentategories of loalization methodology. In addition for the experiment, we implemented mobile sensor vehile asa node of mobile sensor network. We showed brief desription of our mobile sensor vehile inluding hardwareand software funtionalities. A omputer vision based approah has been presented for the small area loalizationwith a onsiderable range of preiseness. The driving mehanism hardware and software ooperate with eahother and naturally ahieve loalization based on trajetory-traking with the help of loal map building, whihis a medium distane and medium auray loalization. The result of loalization an be presented on loal
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 10, Number 3, pp. 325�336. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2009 SCPEOPEN ENVIRONMENT FOR PROGRAMMING SMALL CONTROLLERS ACCORDINGTO IEC 61131-3 STANDARDDARIUSZ RZO�CA, JAN SADOLEWSKI, ANDRZEJ STEC, ZBIGNIEW �WIDER, BARTOSZ TRYBUS, ANDLESZEK TRYBUS∗Abstrat. A ontrol engineering environment alled CPDev for programming small ontrollers in ST, FBD and IL languagesof IEC 61131-3 standard is presented. The environment onsists of a ompiler, simulator and hardware on�gurer. It is open in thesense that: (1) ode generated by the ompiler an be exeuted by di�erent proessors, (2) low-level omponents of the ontrollerruntime program are developed by hardware designers, (3) ontrol programmers an de�ne libraries with funtions, funtion bloksand programs.Of the three IEC languages, ST Strutured Text is a basis for CPDev. FBD diagrams are translated to ST. IL ompiler usesthe same ode generator. The runtime program has the form of virtual mahine whih exeutes universal ode generated by theompiler. The mahine is an ANSI C program with some platform-dependent omponents. The mahines for AVR, ARM, MCS51and x86 proessors have been developed so far. Appliations inlude two ontrollers for small DCS systems and PC equipped withI/O boards. CPDev may be downloaded from http://pdev.prz-rzeszow.pl/demo.Key words: ontrol engineering tool, IEC 61131-3 standard, ST language ompiler, multi-platform virtual proessor1. Introdution. Remarkable number of small-and-medium-sale ompanies in Europe manufature tran-smitters, atuators, drives, PID and PLC ontrollers, and other ontrol-and-measurement equipment. Engi-neering tools for programming suh devies are often fairly simple and do not orrespond to IEC 61131-3standard [4℄, required by growing number of ustomers. The problem may be solved to some extent by devel-oping open engineering environments for programming small ontrol devies based on AVR, ARM, MCS51 orother miroontrollers aording to IEC languages (61131-3 will be dropped for brevity). Development of suhenvironment alled CPDev (Control Program Developer) was initiated by the authors at the end of 2006.The CPDev is open in the following sense:
• ode generated by the ompiler an be exeuted by di�erent proessors,
• low-level omponents of runtime program are provided by hardware designers,
• ontrol programmers reate their own libraries with reusable program units.The CPDev ompiler generates an intermediate, universal ode exeuted by runtime interpreter at the ontrollerside. Di�erent proessors require di�erent interpreters. This resembles somewhat the onept of Java virtualmahines [7℄ apable of exeuting programs on di�erent platforms. Hene the interpreters of the CPDev universalode are also alled virtual mahines.The same approah was adapted earlier in ISaGRAF pakage from ISC Triplex [5℄ (now in Rokwell). IS-aGRAF universal ode is alled TIC (Target Independent Code) and may be exeuted on platforms supportingWindows, Linux, VxWorks, QNX and RTX. Muh simpler CPDev does not impose suh requirements, how-ever. Another open environment alled Beremiz [11℄ ompiles IEC language ode into C/C++ program, to betranslated further into proessor ode. In this ase ommerial restritions on the use of C/C++ ompilers maymatter sometimes.This paper follows a few earlier publiations, e.g. [9, 10℄, whih reported on CPDev development. Theontent is organized as follows. For the reader not familiar with IEC standard, Se. 2 provides some informationon programming in high-level ST language. Components of CPDev, user interfae, standard funtions andlibraries with funtion bloks are desribed in Se. 3. Setion 4 haraterizes sanner, parser and ode generatorof ST ompiler, written in C# at Ms .NET platform. Some instrutions of the universal ode alled VMASM(Virtual Mahine Assembler) are also presented. Setion 5 desribes operation and struture of the virtualmahine. The mahine is written in industry standard C and onsists of universal and platform-dependentmodules. Platform-dependent modules are written by hardware designers. Setion 6 haraterizes developmentof user funtion bloks, both in ST and C languages. Bloks written in C beome omponents of the virtualmahine. Programming in graphial FBD and textual IL languages is desribed in Se. 7. FBD diagram istranslated to ST and then ompiled. Appliations of CPDev for programming a small ontrol-and-measurement
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326 D. Rzo«a, J. Sadolewski, A. Ste, Z. �wider, B. Trybus, and L. Trybusdistributed system, ontrollers of ship ontrol-and-positioning system and a softontroller based on PC withI/O boards are presented in Se. 8.2. A few notes on IEC 61131-3. The IEC 61131-3 standard [4℄ de�nes �ve programming languages,LD, IL, FBD, ST and SFC, allowing the user to hoose the one suitable for partiular appliation. Instrutionlist IL and Strutured Text ST are text languages, whereas Ladder Diagram LD, Funtion Blok DiagramFBD and Sequential Funtion Chart SFC are graphial ones (SFC is not an independent language, sine itrequires omponents written in the other languages). Relatively simple languages LD and IL are used forsmall appliations. FBD, ST and SFC are appropriate for medium-sale and large appliations. John andTiegelkamp's book [6℄ is a good soure to learn IEC programming.ST is a high-level language originated from Pasal, espeially suitable for ompliated algorithms. Equivalentode for a program written in any of the other four languages an be developed in ST, but not vie versa. Henemost of engineering pakages use ST as a default language for programming user funtion bloks. Due to suhreasons, ST has been seleted as a base language for the CPDev environment.2.1. Data types. Data types, literals (onstants) and variables are ommon omponents of IEC languages.Names (identi�ers) are typial, although there is no distintion between apital and small haraters. Thestandard de�nes twenty elementary data types, several of whih are listed in Table 2.1 together with memorysizes and ranges (in CPDev). BOOL, INT, REAL and TIME are most ommon. FALSE, 13, -4.1415 and T#1m25sare examples of orresponding onstants. Table 2.1Several elementary IEC data typesType Size (range) Type Size (range)BOOL 1B (0, 1) LREAL 8B IEEE-754 formatBYTE 1B (0 . . . 255) TIME 4B (-T#24d20h31m23s648ms . . .WORD 2B (0 . . . 65535) T#24d20h31m23s647ms)INT 2B (−32768 . . . 32767) TIME_OF_DAY 4B (00:00:00.00 . . .REAL 4B IEEE-754 format 23:59:59.99)The standard de�nes three levels for aessing variables, LOCAL, GLOBAL and ACCESS. LOCALs are availablein the program, funtion blok or funtion. GLOBALs an be used in the whole projet, but programs, funtionbloks or funtions must delare them as EXTERNAL. ACCESS variables exhange data between di�erent systems.2.2. POU units. Programs, funtion bloks and funtions, alled jointly Program Organization Units(POUs), are omponents of IEC projets. Funtion bloks, designed for reuse in di�erent parts of program,are of ruial importane. A blok involves inputs, outputs and memory for data from previous exeutions.Therefore the bloks must be delared as instanes. The IEC de�nes small set of standard bloks, suh as�ip-�ops, edge detetors, timers and ounters. Three of them are shown in Fig. 2.1.
Fig. 2.1. Examples of standard funtion bloks: RS �ip-�op, R_TRIG rising edge detetor, TON on-delay timer2.3. Programming. Programs written in ST or other languages begin with delarations of variables andinstanes of funtion bloks plaed between VAR_EXTERNAL or VAR and END_VAR keywords. GLOBAL variables aredelared before programs or separately. The delarations are followed by list of statements. The statementsinvolve expressions whih, when evaluated, yield results in one of de�ned data types, i. e. elementary (Table 2.1)or derived, suh as alias, array or struture. The following operators are available (in desending priority):parenthesis, funtion evaluation, negation, power, arithmeti operators, Boolean operators.



Open environment for programming small ontrollers 327ST language provides �ve types of statements:
• assignment := (Pasal symbol),
• seletions IF, CASE,
• loops FOR, WHILE, REPEAT,
• early exits RETURN, EXIT,
• funtion and funtion blok invoations.Simple examples are presented in the following setions. Typial program looks like a sequene of funtion andfuntion blok invoations (alls).3. CPDev environment. The CPDev onsists of three programs exeuted by PC and one by the on-troller (Fig 3.1). The PC programs are as follows:
• CPDev ompiler of ST language,
• CPSim simulator,
• CPCon on�gurer of hardware resoures.The programs have dediated interfaes and exhange data through �les in appropriate formats. The CPDevompiler (the same name as the pakage) generates universal ode exeuted by virtual mahine (VM) run by theontroller. The VM operates as an interpreter. The universal ode is a list of instrutions of VM language alledVMASM assembler. VMASM is not related to any partiular proessor, but lose to typial assemblers. Theompiler employs ST syntax rules, list of VMASM instrutions and POUs from libraries. Besides the universalode the ompiler generates some information for debugging and simulation by CPSim.

Fig. 3.1. Components of CPDev environmentCon�guration of hardware resoures by means of CPCon involves memory, input/output and ommuniationinterfaes. User spei�ations de�ne memory types and sizes, numbers and types of I/Os and ommuniationhannels, validity �ags, et. Alloation of hardware resoures has the form of a map that assigns symboliaddresses from ST programs to physial ones. By using it, the ompiled ode an be assembled for a partiularplatform to reate �nal, universal exeutable ode. From CPDev viewpoint, hardware platforms di�er only inhardware alloation maps, whereas the ompiled ode is idential.The CPDev environment has been reently extended by graphi editor of FBD diagrams and ompiler ofIL language. FBD diagram is automatially onverted into ST ode and ompiled as above. Compilers of STand IL di�er in details only.3.1. User interfae. Main window of CPDev ST ompiler is shown in Fig. 3.2. The window onsists ofthree areas:
• tree of projet struture, on the left,
• program in ST language, enter,
• message list, bottom.Frames of the areas an be adjusted and the ontents srolled.Tree of the START_STOP projet shown in the �gure inludes POU unit with the program PRG_START_STOP,�ve global variables from START to PUMP, task TSK_START_STOP, and two standard funtion bloks TON andTOF from IEC_61131 library. The program is written aording to ST language rules. The �rst part involvesdelarations VAR_EXTERNAL of the use of global variables. Loal delarations of the instanes ON_DELAY andOFF_DELAY of the bloks TON, TOF are the seond part. Program body onsists of four statements. The �rst oneturns a MOTOR on if START is pressed, provided that STOP or ALARM are not. Next three statements turn a PUMPon and o� �ve seonds after the MOTOR (FBD diagram orresponding to this projet is shown in Fig 7.1).Global variables and the task are de�ned using separate windows (not shown). Aording to IEC standardthe variables an be assigned CONSTANT and RETAIN attributes, and logial addresses. Task an be exeutedone, ylially with a given period, or as soon as previous exeution is ompleted. There is no limit on thenumber of programs assigned to a task.Text of the projet represented by the tree is kept in an XML �le. Compilation is exeuted by allingProjet->Build from the main menu. Messages appear in the lower area of the interfae window. If there
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Fig. 3.2. User interfae of ST ompiler (START_STOP projet)are no mistakes, the ompiled projet is stored in two �les. The �rst one ontains universal exeutable ode inbinary format for the virtual mahine. The seond one stores mnemoni ode, together with some informationfor simulator and hardware on�gurer (variable names, et.).3.2. Funtions and funtion bloks. The CPDev ompiler provides most of standard funtions de�nedin IEC. Five groups of them followed by examples are listed below:
• type onversions: INT_TO_REAL, TIME_TO_DINT, TRUNC,
• numerial funtions: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV, SQRT, ABS, LN,
• Boolean and bit shift funtions: AND, OR, NOT, SHL, ROR,
• seletion and omparison funtions: SEL, MAX, LIMIT, MUX, GE, EQ, LT,
• funtions of time data types: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV (IEC uses the same names as for numerial funtions).Seletor SEL, limiter LIMIT and multiplexer MUX from seletion and omparision group are partiularly useful.Variables of any numerial type, i. e. INT, DINT, REAL and LREAL are arguments in most of relevant funtions.Two libraries of funtion blok are available, namely:
• IEC_61131 standard library,
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• Basi_bloks library with simple bloks supplementing the standard.The �rst one involves: (1) �ip-�ops and semaphore RS, SR, SEMA, (2) rising and falling edge detetors R_TRIG,F_TRIG, (3) up, down, up-down ounters CTU, CTD, CTUD, (4) pulse, on-delay, o�-delay timers TP, TON, TOF.Bloks typial for small multifuntion ontrollers are in the seond library, i. e. integrator, �lters, max/min overtime, memories, time measurement, et.4. ST language ompiler. The task of the ompiler is to onvert XML soure �le with the projet in STlanguage into a �le with universal ode in binary format. General diagram of the ompiler operation involvingsanner, parser and ode generator is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1. ST ompiler omponents4.1. Sanner, parser and ode generator. The sanner (lexial analyser) analyses harater streamfrom ST soure �le and deomposes it into lexial units, i. e. tokens. The tokens are lassi�ed into ategoriessuh as identi�ers, keywords, operators, onstants (a few ategories), delimiters, diretives, omments, whitespaes and invalid haraters. The tokens with ategories are olleted on a list passed to the parser.The parser operates aording to top-down sheme with syntax direted translation [3℄. By employingthe ST syntax the parser reognizes onseutive token onstrutions from the sanner list. White spaes andomments are dropped. When orret onstrution is reognized the parser replaes it by a set of mnemoniinstrutions of the VMASM assembler. To do so, the parser employs built in elementary data types (Table 2.1)and list of VMASM instrutions. Examples of these instrutions are presented in Table 4.1.Table 4.1Examples of VMASM assembler instrutionsInstrution Meaning Instrution MeaningMCD Constant initialization GE Greater or equalMEMCP Assignment SHL Bit shift to the leftADD Addition JMP Unonditional jumpSUB Subtration JZ Conditional jumpAND Logi produt MEMCP Memory opyNOT Negation RETURN Return from funtionNormally a single ST statement is translated into several VMASM instrutions. Some translations requireintrodution of auxiliary variables and labels. Derived data types and POUs from libraries (funtions, funtionbloks and programs) are also parsed. The mnemoni ode is written in a speial text format. The ode an beonsolidated with other mnemoni odes.In the third step the ode generator onverts the onsolidated mnemoni ode into universal exeutableode in binary format. Mnemonis of the VMASM instrutions, names of the variables and labels are replaedby orresponding number identi�ers. To do so, the generator employs a Library Con�guration File (LCF)with the identi�ers of the instrutions, numbers and types of the operands, and information how the operandsare aquired (operand identi�er may be an index to variable or a diret value). Eah implementation ofvirtual mahine is de�ned by spei� LCF on�guration �le. Besides binary �le with the exeutable odethe ompiler generates a text �le with mnemoni ode, some additional information for CPSim simulator andCPCon on�gurer (variable names, et.) and ompilation report (HTML).4.2. Parser and ode generator lasses. Essential omponents of the ompiler are designed as lassesin C# language [1, 2℄. Eah token of ST language is enapsulated into an objet of orresponding lass. Thelasses inherit from an abstrat STIdentifiator lass. During ompilation, identi�ers are olleted into lists.The lists employ prediates for �nding appropriate identi�ers, what eliminates the need for hash tables. Thereis a list of global identi�ers and loal lists whih store identi�ers of funtions, funtion bloks, programs, et.



330 D. Rzo«a, J. Sadolewski, A. Ste, Z. �wider, B. Trybus, and L. TrybusIdenti�ers in a list are heked for uniqueness. When idential names are found ompilation is stopped anderror reported. If loal identi�er hides a global one, the ompiler produes a warning.The parser generates text sequene of VMASM instrutions for the ode generator. Eah instrution isrepresented by a mnemoni followed by operand names. Code generator replaes mnemonis and variablenames with appropriate number identi�ers (indexes). While proessing an instrution, the generator extratssome information from libraries, e.g. operand size, type and passing method. The number identi�er anbe interpreted as a pointer to variable or as immediate value. Instrutions resulting from ompilation arerepresented by instanes of VMInstrution lass. The operand list VMOperand is also stored as a member ofthis lass. By using lists of operands typial problems with �xed-size operand tables are avoided.5. Multi-platform virtual mahine. Binary �le with the universal ode and hardware alloation mapfrom the CPCon on�gurer are downloaded into the ontroller, to be proessed by virtual mahine. Mainfeatures of the proessing are haraterized below.

a) Operation of VM b) Memory organizationFig. 5.1. Virtual Mahine5.1. Operation yle. Virtual mahine is an automaton operating aording to Fig. 5.1a. As indiatedbefore, the mahine is spei� for a partiular proessor and works as an interpreter. The task onsists ofprograms exeuted onseutively. The binary ode involves number identi�ers of the instrutions and addressesof operands. The mahine, similarly as a real proessor, maintains program ounter with the address of in-strution to be exeuted, and base address of the data area with operands (spei�ed for eah POU). Giventhe instrution address, the mahine fethes the identi�er, deodes it, fethes the operands, and exeutes theinstrution. Stak emulation and update of the base addresses permit multiple, onurrent alls of funtionsand funtion bloks. The mahine monitors time yle of the task and sets alarm �ag if timeout appears. Italso triggers input/output proedures responsible for external variables.Alloation of software to memory segments is shown in Fig. 5.1b. The instrutions and their operands arein the ode segment (read only). Data segment ontains global, loal and auxiliary variables, some of themwith onstant values. The data segment an be aessed diretly or indiretly by speial virtual registers. Themahine's internal memory keeps ode of the interpreter, staks and registers. There is no way of aessinginternal memory from the program level. The mahine is able to exeute multiple instanes of programs.As shown in Fig. 5.2, the virtual mahine onsists of a few universal and platform-dependent modules tosimplify implementation. The universal modules remain unhanged (if one neglets ompilation of the soureode for a given proessor). The platform-dependent modules interfae the mahine to partiular hardware,exeuting VM requests to low-level proedures. For instane, the module Time&Clok is assoiated with hard-ware, as it employs time interrupts to handle TIME data. DATE_AND_TIME data require real-time lok (RTC) onboard. I/O funtions provide interfae to analog and binary inputs and outputs, and to ommuniation �eldbusor network. The multitasking module is optional (not implemented yet), sine it employs mehanisms of thehost operating system.
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Fig. 5.2. Universal and platform-dependent VM software modulesThe universal part of the virtual mahine has been written in ANSI C, so it an be diretly applied todi�erent proessors. As indiated in Se. 4.1, the number of data types and the way in whih the mahineinstrutions are exeuted are de�ned by the LCF on�guration �le. For example, one an limit the numberof elementary data types or de�ne a subset of VMASM instrution to be used. A set of general spei�ationshas been developed in CPDev for handling proessor omponents (interrupt system, RTC) and external in-terfaes (I/O, ommuniations). The spei�ations are in the form of prototypes of orresponding proedures(names, types of inputs and returned outputs). The prototypes do not depend on proessor and hardwaresolutions.The �le with the prototypes is ompiled together with the universal modules of the virtual mahine. Theontents (bodies) of the spei�ation proedures an be prepared by hardware designers and, as a binary �le,onsolidated with the ompiled universal modules. This gives the omplete ode of the virtual mahine for givenplatform. Till now, the mahines for AVR, ARM, MCS-51 and PC platforms have been developed.We stress that the ontents of low-level proedures dependent on hardware solutions may be written bydesigners themselves. This makes the CPDev pakage open in the hardware sense.6. User de�ned funtion bloks. The CPDev environment allows the user to de�ne funtion bloksboth at PC side and at ontroller side, i. e. as omponents of virtual mahine. The PC side bloks are writtenin ST, whereas the VM side ones are in C. However, the C bloks are still invoked in the main ST programompiled and downloaded from PC. So, as far as invoations are onerned, there is no di�erene between STand C bloks.6.1. ST bloks. User libraries are reated in CPDev as typial projets whih may inlude all kindsof POU units of IEC standard, i. e. programs, funtions and funtion bloks. Delarations VAR_INPUT andVAR_OUTPUT determine input/output struture of funtions and funtion bloks. There is no di�erene betweenprogramming of a projet diretly for ontroller implementation and programming a library. However, thelibrary projet is semi-ompiled to VMASM mnemonis and not to binary form. So the last omponent of STompiler, ode generator (Fig. 4.1), is not needed. The �le with mnemonis beomes user-de�ned library andis exported to Libraries folder.Example of user funtion blok FB_PULSE is shown in Fig. 6.1. The blok generates single pulse at theoutput Q after time T, sine rising edge has appeared at the input IN. The program of the blok may implementFBD diagram of Fig. 6.1b, with standard bloks R_TRIG, RS and TON from CPDev IEC_61131 library (Fig. 2.1).Corresponding ST ode is shown in Fig. 6.1, with FB_PULSE belonging to the projet PROJ_MY_BLOCK (top ofFig. 6.1). XML �le with PROJ_MY_BLOCKS soure ode should be saved for future extensions and modi�ations.Semi-ompilation of the projet yields a �le with VMASM mnemonis, alled, for instane, My_Library. This�le must be exported to Libraries. If FB_PULSE is needed in a new projet, both My_Library and IEC_61131must be imported (the latter to support the former).6.2. C-language bloks. Suh bloks are needed at hardware level to handle I/O and ommuniationhannels. Inputs and outputs are delared in ST, but the blok body is implemented in C, at virtual mahineside (delarations are also repeated). Diretive (*$HARDWARE_BODY_CALL...*) informs CPDev ompiler thatthe blok is a omponent of VM.Table 6.1 presents initial parts of the ode of GPS_GGA blok whih provides serial ommuniation with a GPSdevie aording to NMEA protool (GGA is a ommand in NMEA). Identi�er ID:0003 in the (*$HARDWARE...)diretive means that GPS_GGA is the third of C language bloks at VM side. Align:4 tells the ompiler to loatethe variables at addresses divided by 4.
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a) Time diagram

) ST odeb) FBD realization Fig. 6.1. Funtion blok FB_PULSETable 6.1Delaration of C language blok for GPS interfaingST delaration C delaration in VMFUNCTION_BLOCK GPS_GGA typedef strut(*$HARDWARE_BODY_CALL __delspe(align(4))ID:0003; Align:4 *) tagIO_GPS_GGAVAR_INPUT {PORT : BYTE; END_VAR /*inputs*/ VM_BYTE Port;VAR_OUTPUT /*outputs*/UTC : TIME_OF_DAY; VM_TIME_OF_DAY Ut;LAT : LREAL; VM_LREAL Lat;LON : LREAL; VM_LREAL Lon;ALT : LREAL; VM_LREAL Alt;QUALITY : BYTE; END_VAR VM_BYTE Quality;END_FUNCTION_BLOCK } IO_GPS_GGA, *PIO_GPS_GGA;Struture of the bodyswith(ID) {...ase 0x0003: {PIO_GPS_GGA arg = (PIO_GPS_GGA)GET_PARAM_POINTER();...}...}The blok's PORT input spei�es ommuniation hannel. The outputs determine UTC time, LATitude,LONgitude and ALTitude of atual position, together with QUALITY of GPS reading. We stress that besides thedelarations there is no body in ST omponent of the blok.Struture tagIO_GPS_GGA de�ned at VM side repeats ST delarations with alignment, spei�es type nameand pointer type. Exeutions of C bloks are implemented by swith(ID) statement with bodies entered atsuessive ases. So the body of GPS_GGA is entered at ase 0x0003. Funtion GET_PARAM_POINTER() returnspointer to the struture determined for the bloks instane in delaration VAR ... END_VAR in the main STprogram. The pointer is of general type void*, so must be onverted to the type PIO_GPS_GGA. The resulting



Open environment for programming small ontrollers 333pointer is saved in arg variable, su�ient for further proessing. Other C language bloks are implemented inthe same way. Given suh template, hardware designers an prepare C bloks themselves.7. FBD and IL ompiler. The CPDev environment has been extended reently with simple graphieditor of FBD diagrams and ompiler of IL textual language, mainly for teahing purposes. ST ompilerremains basi platform of the environment.7.1. Programming in FBD. The graphi editor, alled Blokers (Fig. 7.1), provides basi editing fun-tions, i. e. inserting bloks into diagram, onneting inputs and outputs of the bloks, seleting and removingobjets, zooming, et. The bloks are hosen from CPDev libraries. Global input/output variables and onstantvalues are also plaed in the diagram. Built-in syntax heker veri�es orretness. Resulting FBD diagram issaved in XML text �le whose struture follows reommendations of PLCopen [13℄. The XML �le is then on-verted into ST language by means of FBD2CPDev translator. Connetions between the bloks and instanesof the bloks are represented by automatially reated loal variables of orresponding types. Convention ofvariable names is based on types of bloks in the diagram and on exeution order.

Fig. 7.1. FBD diagram of the START_STOP systemFigure 7.1 shows FBD diagram of the START_STOP system drawn using the Blokers editor. Numbers in theupper left orners of the bloks indiate exeution order. Notie that in ase of the funtion bloks TON, TOFthe numbers may be used to distinguish instanes. The variables plaed in narrow retangles on the left andright are interpreted as global. Equivalent ST ode generated by FBD2CPDev translator is shown in Table 7.1(ompare Fig. 3.2). Table 7.1ST program onverted from FBDPROGRAM START_STOP TON10 : TON;VAR_EXTERNAL TOF11 : TOF;START : BOOL; END_VARSTOP : BOOL;ALARM : BOOL; var_AND6_0 := AND(var_OR7_0,var_NOT9_0,var_NOT8_0);MOTOR : BOOL; var_OR7_0 := OR(var_AND6_0,START);PUMP : BOOL; var_NOT8_0 := NOT(ALARM);END_VAR var_NOT9_0 := NOT(STOP);TON10(IN := var_AND6_0, PT := t#5s);VAR TOF11(IN := TON10.Q, PT := t#5s);var_OR7_0 : BOOL; MOTOR := var_AND6_0;var_NOT9_0 : BOOL; PUMP := TOF11.Q;var_NOT8_0 : BOOL;var_AND6_0 : BOOL; END_PROGRAM
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• onnetions between the bloks are represented by loal variables var_OR7_0 to var_AND6_0; name ofa variable indiates soure blok of that variable,
• two instanes TON10, TOF11 are reated, with names involving the blok type and exeution order.Outputs of the instanes, i. e. TON10.Q and TOF11.Q, are denoted in the standard way (ompare Fig. 3.2).7.2. Programming in IL. Sine delaration parts of programs written in ST and IL are the same, andoutome of eah ompilation is a �le with VMASM ode, the ompiler of IL language has been developed byextending the original ST ompiler. The ST ompiler generates the VMASM ode from expression trees builtof tokens aquired from ST ode. By analysing a sequene of IL instrutions one an reate similar trees andemploy them in suesive stages of ompilation, in the same way as while ompiling ST. This gives more e�ientVMASM ode than diret translation of IL instrutions into VMASM, sine VMASM, unlike IL, does not relyon the notion of aumulator. Aumulator is not needed in expression trees, typial for high-level languages.Table 7.2IL program for START_STOP projetPROGRAM PRG_START_STOP LD STARTVAR_EXTERNAL OR MOTORSTART : BOOL; ANDN STOPSTOP : BOOL; ANDN ALARMALARM : BOOL; ST MOTORMOTOR : BOOL;PUMP : BOOL; CAL ON_DELAY(IN:=MOTOR, PT:=t#5s)END_VAR CAL OFF_DELAY(IN:=ON_DELAY.Q, PT:=t#5s)VAR LD OFF_DELAY.QON_DELAY : TON; ST PUMPOFF_DELAY: TOF;END_VAR END_PROGRAMThe PRG_START_STOP program of Fig 3.2 is rewritten in IL in Table 7.2. The instrution LD START loadsCR register (Current Result; aumulator in IEC) with the value of START. Next the CR is ORed with MOTOR, withthe result in CR. The following ANDN negates STOP, ANDs it with CR, always with the result in CR. Similarly foranother ANDN. ST MOTOR saves CR in the variable MOTOR. CAL instrutions invoke funtion bloks.8. CPDev appliations. The CPDev pakage is urrently applied for programming new SMC ontrollerfrom LUMEL, Zielona Góra, Poland. SMC operates as a entral unit in small DCS systems involving dis-tributed I/O modules, intelligent transmitters, PID ontrollers, et. [12℄. Development of another appliation inforthoming version of MINI-GUARD Ship Control & Positioning System from Praxis Automation Tehnology,Leiden, The Netherlands, is in progress [8℄. For lab and teahing appliations PC-based softontrollers an beused.8.1. SMC ontroller. The SMC shown in Fig. 8.1a is based on Atmel AVR 8-bit miroontroller.Platform-dependent modules of virtual mahine, i. e. interrupts, RTC and ommuniation interfaes, havebeen written by LUMEL engineers, and sent to the authors in binary format. Consolidation of universal andLUMEL modules has resulted in a VM-SMC mahine whih, as SMC �rmware, exeutes ST program ompiledand downloaded from PC. The ontroller is equipped with two serial ports, one (master) for distributed I/Os and�eld devies, another (slave) for host PC or HMI panel. Modbus RTU protool is applied (up to 230.4 kbaud).Third Complex_bloks library to implement self-tuning PID ontrol loops is provided.8.2. MINI-GUARD ontrollers. The MINI-GUARD system onsists of seven types of ontrollers(Fig. 8.1b) involving NXP ARM7 16/32-bit miroontrollers. The ontrollers have appliation dediated fae-plates. Virtual mahine for Atmel ARM7 has been sent to Praxis A.T., to be adapted for the NXP ARM7. Thesoftware to handle C language bloks desribed in Se 6.2 has been developed espeially for MINI-GUARD. Theontrollers ommuniate over Ethernet, external devies are onneted via universal serial interfae or OPC.8.3. Softontrollers with NI and InTeCo boards. A PC equipped with I/O board and exeutinga ontrol program is alled softontroller. Two suh boards an be used so far, namely NI-DAQ USB 6008from National Instruments and RT-DAC/USB from InTeCo, Craow, Poland (Fig. 8.1,d). A ommon interfae
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a) SMC ontroller b) Alarm Panel of MINI-GUARD

) NI-DAQ I/O board d) RT-DAC I/O boardFig. 8.1. Appliations of CPDev pakageCPDev.CPCom.ICommDev has been developed, with provision for other types. Softontroller is on�gured in twosteps. First a board is seleted from menu and I/O hannels de�ned. Then global variables of the projet arelinked to the hannels. Binary hannels beome BOOLs and analog one REALs. Softontrollers an be onnetedinto DCS system by means of Modbus TCP protool.9. Conlusions and future work. CPDev environment for programming small ontrollers in ST, FBDand IL languages of IEC 61131-3 standard has been presented. The environment is onsidered open beauseompiled ode an be exeuted by di�erent proessors, low-level software omponents are provided by hardwaredesigners, and ontrol programmers an reate their own libraries with reusable program units. The ompilerprodues universal exeutable ode proessed by runtime virtual mahine operating as interpreter. The mahineis an ANSI C program omposed of universal and platform-dependent modules. The mahines for AVR, ARM,MCS51 (ore) and x86 proessors have been developed so far. User funtion bloks an be programmed in STand C. The ST bloks are kept in CPDev libraries, whereas C bloks beome omponents of virtual mahine.FBD diagram is translated to ST and then ompiled. CPDev has been used for programming ontrollers in twosmall DCS systems and for PC-based softontroller with I/O boards.Future work on CPDev will be motivated primarily by needs of the users. Next version will inludestrutured data types and global arrays, at least two-dimensional (loal arrays are available now). Current
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